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0. C. BURRILL &

SON,

GENERAL INSURANCE agents,
Burrilj Bank Bldo.,
WE

ELLSWORTH,

MONEY TO LOAN

to

sums

suit

Improved

on

collateral.—
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Companies.
Safety.

with

Compatible
in

evening, Dec. 16, under

NSW ADVERTI8EMENT8 THIS WEEK.

school.

real
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and
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the

GEO.

CO.,

GRANT

H.

In

effect Oct 14, 1901.

GOING East—7.18 a. m., 8.03 p m.
Going West—11-56 a. m., 5.26 p. m.

ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, ME.

MAIL CLG8E8 AT POST OFFICE.

Going East—6.30 a m., 5 30 p. m.
Going West—ll.iO a. m., 5 and 9.30 p.

m.

SUNDAY.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,
First National Bank Building, Ellsworth.

Train from the west arrives at 7.18 a m., departs for the west at 6.07 p. m. Mail closes for
the west at 5.30 p. m.
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No. 14 will open
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worth

against loss by FIRE. Take out a
policy in our agency and be free from
worry.

yesterday.
Frank M. Smith was at home from
Bath to spend Thanksgiving.
Frances McGown seems gradually to improve, but is still seriously ill.
Mrs. S. L. Lord has returned
an

PAYnENTS on losses are

LIBERAL, PROMPT and SURE.

home, after
extended visit with her children.

F. G. Baker and wife, of Bangor, were
guests of Rev. J. P. Simonton on Thanks-

giving.
Write

us

N. Campbell, of Cherryfleld, was
guest of Mr. and Mrs. George A.
Parcher yesterday.
Samuel

for furthur particulars.

the

Mrs. H.

J.

B. Saunders and daughter, Mrs.

Manning,

F.

have returned to Ells-

worth from Portland

i;

WOOL-FLEECED UNDERWEAR.

33
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t

$1.00 a suit. This is the best thing J
on the market for the price.2

Only

YOUTHS’ SUITS,
BOYS’ SUITS, 3 pieces, from 12 to

33
J;

OVERCOATS,

$3.50 up.
*3.00 up,
17, from $3.00

from

MEN’8 SUITS,

3;

from

*3.50

Z
♦
up.

«
Z

up.

ULSTERS, from *4.00 up.
New line of Fall and Winter Headgear received this morning.

33

BYRN.

OWEN

pearl, agate and granite
of all kiuds. Special attention given to repairing.

J. P. ELDRIDQE.

Main Street,

Ellsworth,

Carlisle,

of Ellsworth

hunk, Is

on

The Ellsworth school board
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of

Gray,
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Tomato Bouillon,

Coffee,
Bouillon,
Lemonade,
Clam Juice, Chocolate,
Orangeade,

Clam

RUSSET PEARS.

CHOCOLATES

—

Special
i

Candy

I1

ohm

Sale

Brand.

Saturda~

8. K. CHAP WAN,
Mats Street,

Beef.

Cocoa,

Ellsworth.

■

now

work-

Hancock

municipal
y

Brewer, formerly of
Leroy Webber,
Ellsworth,and Miss Laura M. Crabtree, of
Hancock, were married at Hancock on
Thanksgiving Day by Rev. George H.

University

The

concert in

a

OET THE

BEST;

Fresh

M. M. MERTZ,
Practical Tuner

Orgaua.

O

O

J. A.

Oysters

Cunningham.

ltepairing a specialty.
Jouit' cn y-ars’ factory experience.
Out of town orders solicited.
at J.
Drop a postal or leave orders

of Maine
Hancock

glee club will
hall Monday

temporary rail will be placed along
approaches to the new Bangor bridge,
to guard against accident. The city will
do further grading at the approaches, but
probably not until spring, when the roads
have settled.

it in the

Stillman J. Gurney, of Boston, arrived
this city last Wednesday to spend
Thanksgiving with his mother, Mrs. H.
W. Duun. Mr. Gurney will return to his

cially

in

work

T.pCripiH'u's
wortli, Me.

music

store,

as

conductor

Ells-

[The only

county

paper.]

on an

opposite the Manning block
on
Main street, which
was
recently
vacated by 1. L. Haliuan, will be occupied
during December by Miss Clark and Miss
Stockbridge, who will open Saturday,
Dec. 7, their annual Christmas sale.
The store

sociable of Donaqua lodge, K. of P.,

The

for which invitations had been issued

for

The meeting Saturday evening of those
forming a council of Daughters of Liberty was attended by twentytwo ladies.
The additional number to
interested in

twenty-five,

make

hardwood steam

mill

is

buying
spool wood Btock for manufacture. No
hardwood was cut on Union river last
The

summer

by Greely & Hagertby for this
prospects now are that the

mill but the
hard-wood

operations

will be much

more

extensive next year.
John R. Shuman and F. E. Mace, of
Great Pond, were in Ellsworth Monday
and Tuesday. Mr. Shuman holds the
Great Pond record for big hogs this year
as usual, bis porker weighing 415 pounds.
This is something like 100 pounds less
than his last year hog.

Dorsey, formerly of Ellsworth,
lately in the hotel business in Eastport, is the head of a “hotel trust”
but

formed in

Machias.

The several

hotels

livery stables in Machias have been
bought up by the combination, and will

council of Knights of King Arthur,
organized last year, has been reorganized.
New officers have been appointed.
Many

ARTICLES

school

FOR

new

□ext

or

the

at work.

council
It is

are

hoped

away at
to get in

members. A meeting will be held
Friday evening at the Unitariau vets-

will

be

King and John A. Peters, jr., reMonday from a trip through the
Machias Lumber Co.’a timberlaud. The
A. W.

largely increased in view of
the approaching holiday season.
All the new things in brushes,
hand mirrors, fancy combs, etc.,

Roy Goodwin,
hose

receive

well as an endless stuck of rare

from

hose

company

4, a handsome pocket knife, suitably
inscribed, with the compliments of the
company. The Waterville hose company
was here at tbe last carnival and muster,

goods are ready and
buyers who realize the advantage of early choosing, can
select any time. An especially
good time for those to buy vyho
These

those

Dnasouson club.

~bbcrtisemcnts.

ALL PRETTY GIRLS
as

famous

society is arranging to
McCobb, of Portland, give her
“Miss Jarley’s Wax Works” exhi-

bition

here

about

the

middle

of

courses on

sweetens

Great Need of City Reform”, “Who
Ought to Reform the City?” and “The
Model Cooperative City”, will be delivered
by Rev. David Kerr in the Baptist church.
Some of the city problems which were
“The

upon in his Thanksgiving
will be further discussed. Men

mon

TOOTH

Q.

A.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY,

are

held its
Win. H. H. Rice post, G. A. R
Offiannual meeting Monday evening.
H. N. Joy,
cers were elected as follows:
commander; Benjamin F. Gray, senior
vice commauder; James L. Cook, junior
vice commander; James Hamilton, quartermaster; D. L. Fields, chaplain; John
B. Dunn, surgeon; George F. Haskell, O.
D.; William J. Connick, O. G.; A. R.
Devereuz, representative to State encampment; James Hamilton, alternate
A committee

was

appointed

to

buying Holiday
Goods, don’t forget
that we are heaij.
quarters for every-

secure

an

thing

Knives,
Razors,
Shaving Sets,
Carving Sets,
Fine Pocket

Scissors,

Mason, daughter, of Mr. j
George William Mason, of this
city, and Willard I. Olrastead, of Bangor,
were married at Old Town last Tuesday
evening, by Rev. William Williams. The
marriage was a surprise to the bride’s
Mr. Olmstead,
many Ellsworth friends.
with bis bride, left immediately for St.
Albans, Vt., to spend Thanksgiving with
Miss Harriet L.

and Mrs.

VERY
MOST

BEST

in

CUTLERY.

Memorial Day.

—

MAINB

KLLH WORTH,

ser-

especially invited.

orator for

POWDER

contains nothing Injurious f*o why
should not you try It? Itlsputupln
four ounce bottles that sell for 25#ts.

of

touched

the bieath.

PARCHER’S

Sunday evening distimely city problems, such as

course

men

This preparation is made from the
prescription of a well-known dental
It clean es the teeth,
specialistgiving them a pearly whiteness, and

are

A short

their best young

PARCHER’S TOOTH POWDER.

the

composing the comMrs. H. E. Davis, chairman;
Mrs. O. W. Tapley, Mrs. F. H. McFarland,
Misses Katie Hale and Ruby McGown.

mittee

as

the interstices of the teeth m .y be exas a
pected to cause trouble.
cleanser we recommend you to use

The ladies

mouth.

well

realize, as do all other thinking individuals, the necessity of keeping the
teeth perfectly clean and thereby
preventing their dpcay. Jf not properly cleaned, the food remaining In

•,

have Miss

^

etc.

Shears,
etc.

Also a large line of Andirons, Fire
Sets, Screens, etc.

STRATTON

IN
IN

LIBERAL

& WESCOTT

QUALITY!

hb

MEASURE.

to suit you, no matter
We liave Teas and Coffees that
We
how particular you are about the flavor and goodness.
get all our “beverage makers” direct from the localities they
grew in; we have our own special importers, and so can
Why not
guarantee every pound to be A 1, tip-top quality.
are sure

foreman of Senator Hale
surprised last week to

Waterville

COMING EVENTS.

re-

Congregational

try

was

No.

perfumes.

t
;

once?

us

CO.,

Those handsome presents we CHINA & JAPAN TEA
R. B. Holmes, flanager,
give away would make splendid
*
2R mai.v st. ellswoutfi.
Christmas gifts. Look at them.
"
__

aiJOatiscmcntB.

“noticeTto

WIGGIN & MOORE,
1

|

j

tax-payers.

To the Delinquent Tax-Payers of Ellsworth:
addition to the distress warrants served
upon me. conditions of which require the
immediate collection of the taxes for the year
1900, 1 have bee notified by the mayor and
aldermen that within the next ten days 1
muHt turn in to the city treasury the sum or
#10.000 of the uncollected balance of taxes of
the assessment/or the year 1901. and if I fail
will be commenced
to do ko proceedings
against me and my bondsmen.
Don’t find
I must protect my bondsmen.
fault with me if your real estate is levied
upon or your personal property seized, for
this is the only notice that will be given before 1 shall proceed against you and jour estates as the law directs.
ROSCOE HOLMES,
Tax Collector City of Ellsworth,
Me., for tbe years 1900 and 1901,
Dec. 3,1901.
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company,
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to

to

Saturday, Dec. 7, at Hancock hall—Tom
P. Kelley’s Female Minstrels.
Monday, Dec. 16, at Hancock ball—Con*:ert by U. of M. glee club, under aueplceo

The December social committee of the

company, which is composed of Ellsworth
men, owns a tract of 60,000 acres, well
timbered. J. T. Giles, who is in charge of
operations there, expects to get out about
3,000,000 feet this winter.

been

the charter is

perfect organization.

turned

mbb——--m-

when

called
to

try.

DECEMBER.

came

spend Sunday with tbp
bride's mother, returning on Monday
;o Bangor, where tbey will ref ide.

a

ceived,

The

personal

necessary to obtain

will be announced later.

J. P. Simonton, of the Methodist
church, and Rev. A. H. Coar, of the Unitarian church, exchanged pulpits Sunday

Tbey

parents.

Saturday

made.

charter, has since been secured, and a
charter will be sent for. Another meeting

Rev.

bis

tongue nearly off. There is a suspicion as
to the guilty party, but no arrest has been

this evening, has been postponed on account of the death of George R. Cunningham, a member of the lodge. The date

TOILET

digestion.

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

James McIntosh and Miss Maria Cot-, and Foreman Goodwin and his
company
were married at the Congregational
helped to make their stay pleasant. The
parsonage Tuesday afternoon, at 4.30. Ttje thoughtfulness that prompted the gift is
couple left on the evening train for a appreciated by Foreman Goodwin even
short trip. They will return in a few days more than the
gift itself.
to reside in Ellsworth.
A story of extreme cruelty to animals
A slight change has been mad? in the is
A
reported from North Ellsworth.
arrangement of the social committee of young man from Ellsworth Falls attendthe Congregational society. The Decem- ed a dance at Agricultural hall on the
ber committee has been changed to Feb- evening of Thanksgiving Day. When he
ruary, and the February committee will went to the stable after the dance, he
have charge during December.
found that someone had cut his horse’B

and

for

for those of delicate

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

electric road the

of food, espe-

preparation

tie

mmmm—

as

a

this week.

last of

P. S.

Prescription Druggists,
i The Ellsworth Americas

quality in Royal Baking Powder, coming from the purity
and wholesomeness of its ingredients, which promotes digestion.
Food raised by it will not distress.
This peculiarity of Royal has been
noted by hygienists and physicians,
and they accordingly recommend

A

have need of items in these lines
IT COSTS NO MORE.

There is

served.
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the
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Western
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BURRILL

friends gave

Methodist church on the afternoon
of Thanksgiving Day. Rev. David Kerr,,
of the Baptist church, spoke earnestly on
some evils that menaced the city.
The Thanksgiving eve ball of the Dirigo
athletic club was a success. Only a few
appeared in mask, but many joined in
dancing.
Monaghan’s orchestra furnished music. An oyster
supper was

Our line of toilet articles has

CANDY

Imalaqa

where he is

court.

§
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All honieholeaale and He all.
None ico »-on to get In
made
the
for
holiday rade.
your orders

many Ellsworth

“glad hand”.
The Ellsworth, Tremont and Btonington Steamboat Co., at a meeting yesterday, perfected organization and forwarded certificate of incorporation to the State
attorney-general for approval.
Union Thanksgiving services was held
him the

members of

the Place.

MARKET

IBROKEN

by

a

Stonington, has been
committed to the county jail for thirty
days for wife- beating, by Judge Spofford,
Arthur

a

Day,Remember

Remember the

Monday

McGown

ing.
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|

His

ing.

move

Brockton, Mass.,

give

O

Snap
your Fingers
at Dyspepsia

last

Mrs. Emetine Ray, wife of Capt. Wins- ; morning. Rev. Richard Owen, of Bar
low Ray, formerly of Surry, died at Harbor, preached at the Congregational
M.
Eureka, Cal., recently. She was a sister of church in exchange with Rev. J.
Adams.
Mrs. S. L. Lord, of this city.
Tom P. Kelley’s lady minstrel troupe
A meeting of Douaqua lodge, K. of P.,
make will appear at Hancock hall Saturday
will be held this evening, to
arrangements for attending the fuueral evening. This company gives an up-todate show, with new music and songs.
of Bro. George R. Cunningham.
The entertainment closes with the laughElmer E. Dunn, who wsb formerly enable sketch “Riley’s off Day with the Bargineer st the Cole factory, was here this
nibies”.
bis household goods to

8

1

CENTS.

23

on

member to fill the vacancy caused

Salley.
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OYSTER CRACKERS
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ONLY.

Frank

elected

noons, from 1 to 5 o’clock.

Me.

E R S.

by Engene

Falls, at Sourdnaexhibition at Giles &Burrill’s
market this week.

J.

fOYST

killed

Charities, in the Manning block, wilt be
open hereafter only on Saturday after-

Ammunition

ware.

moose

«

■‘CLARION'' RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES,
Crockery and tin

follow the work.

|

Latest improvements in both systems.
Prices as
First-class workmanship.
low as is consistent with good work.

ware.

encampment will exalt two
candidates to the royal purple degree next
Monday evening. A light banquet will

death of N. H. Higgins.

HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING.

B

for the winter.

Wivurna

The head of the

CLOTHING.

and WINTER

33 NEW FALL

You may

the

Dec. 16.'

SECURE

2U>btrtiscmmt>.

of

at the

AT ELL8WORTH POST-OFFICE.

General Insurance and Real Estate.

auspices

Niagara Falls, N. Y., and Boston, since
spring, arrived home Monday even-

Parcher—Apothecary.

Stratton A Wescott—Hardware store.
Giles A Burrlll—New market.
Hancock hall—American Indy minstrels.
China A Japan Tea Co—Tea, coffee and spice.
Blukiiill:
Chase Granite Co— Quarrymen wanted.
Herbert L Herrick—Taxidermist.
Miscellaneous:
Dr Green's Nervura.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS

The

the

Onasouson club of the Ellsworth high

The county commissioners were in
Ellsworth yesterday for a special meeting,
revising and equalizing wild land acreage
and assessments in plantations Nos. 7, 8,
10, 21, 28 and 33.
T. E. Hale, who has been employed at

Roscoe Holmes—Notice to tax payers.
In
bankruptcy—Est Wm H Puffer Jr.
Wlggln A Moore—A poihecaries.
M Gallert—Dry goods.
A
M
Clark—Greenhouse.
W R Parker Clothing Co-Clothing.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
Boston A Bangor Steamship Co—Change in
schedule.
G A

REPRESENT THE

Most Reliable Home ami Foreign
Lowest Rales

ME.

LOCAL AFFA111S.

1901.

O.

W.

TAPLBY,

I—

General Insurance and Real Estate
all kinds of Insurance, buy and sell Heal

Agent.

We write
Estate, and collect rents. Also sell first-class Municipal and Railroad bonds.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

ELLSWORTH.

QUEEN QUALITY
—

WALSH’S.

CHRISTIAN

Topic Fop tbc Week Bctrlnninic Dec.
M’ommriit by Rev. 8. H. Doyle.
TbPtc.—Tb« right use of ability.—Matt, ri,

“AUNT MAPGE’*.

Its Motto: “Helpful
Hopeful
God has not given to all men equal
are succinctly
this
column
of
The
purposes
ability. Some rfe strong, others weak
stated In the title and motto—It is for the musome are rich, others poor; some art
tual hem lit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
high, others low; some have superioi
Being for the common good, It Is for the com
intelligence, others are below the aver- mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Inage In intelligence; some morally and
formation and suggestion, a medium for the inspiritually are superiors and others terchange of Ideas. In this capacity it solicit*
Inferiors. This being true, it Itecomes communications, and its success depends largea very Important question to those
ly on the support given It In this respect. Communications must be signed, hut the name of
who are blessed with special abilities,
writer will not be printed except »>y permission
will be subject to approval or
positions or opportunities as to whal Communications
! rejection by the editor of the column, but none
is the right way to use them. It is an
will be rejected without good reasou. Address
Important question, because ability all communications to Tiik American,
means responsibility. God will demand
Ellsworth, Me.
of every r an an account “according to
his several abilities.” It may be n
KEEP TO THE RIGHT.
splendid thing to be two talent or five
to the right,” is the law of the road—
talent men. but those who have many “Keep
Make It a law of your moral code;
talents must ncecant for many talents In whatsoe’er
you determine to do,
and should study carefully how to use
Follow the road of the Good anti the True;
them.
Follow and fear not; by day and by night.
Ability is not to be falsely used, ©an Up hill or down hill, “keep to the right-’’
has the ability to preserve and to seaDoubt will assail you, temptation will woo—
son; but If salt, by being exposed oi
“Keep to the right," for the right Is the tire;
falsely united with foreign substances, Doubt is a tialtor, temptation a shame;
loses its savor it is good for nothing
A heart that is honest, a life without blame.
but to be cast out. It loses its ability Will rank you far higher, in worth and renown.
Than the grandest of kings, with his scepter and
to preserve or to season and is worthcrown.
less. A false use of ability is also
ruinous to man. Thousands have been "Keep to the right," in the journey of life
led to ruin by misusing the special There Is crowding and jostling, trouble and
strife;
abilities that God has given them.
The pathway of life is strewn with The weak will succumb to the bold and the
strong.
the wrecks of geniuses—five taient
And many go under and many go wrong;
men. They have misused or abused
He will acquit himself best in the fight
the talents that God has given them, Who shirks not his
duty, and “keeps to the
and God has exacted an awful penalty
right.**
from them. Let none who Is blessed
to the right,” and the right will keep you
with ability follow In their footsteps. •'Keep
In touch and accord with the Good and the True;
The genius Is not exempt from the These are the best
things In life, after all.
His superior ability
laws of God.
iney mau u worm living, wnaiever Derail,
makes his falseness all the more cul- And l>eath has no terrors, when he conies In
pable.
sight.
Ability Is not to be neglected. A can- For the man*who ^determines to “keep to the
right."
dle has lighting ability. For that rea—-Charles W. Buhner.
eon It Is not hidden under a bushel,
where its light would do no good, but
M.
B.
Dear
Friends:
Is placed on a candlestick, that It may
The turkey and chicken boDes have all
five light to all in the house. God con- been
picked; the plum pudding has been
If He
demns the neglect of ability.
warmed over and disposed of; the last
has given ability to any one, it Is for a
remnants of the Thanksgiving feast have
purpose, and to neglect it is as serious
disappeared, and now we turn to the next
as to misuse it. The man with one talent, which he neglected, was condemn- festive occasion and begin to plan for
ed and punished. Five talent men are Christmas gifts and celebrations.
The wise ones have been on the ‘‘lookout’*
not Immune from service. The greater
ability possessed the greater the crime for suitable presents for friends, and have,
of neglecting it. Failure to use given in spare minutes, already taken many
ability is absolutely inexcusable and stitches in preparation for the Christmas
will certainly lead to condemnation and tree or for remem bn nee] offerings to dif-

their lives to Him. Thus our abilities
will bless our fellows and redound tc
the glory of God. If God has blessed
us

witn

ties, let
to

special or even uuuioie a unins use them to honor Him and

lead others to Him.
THE

Have a
the topic.

FRAY EE

MEETING.

voluntary participation

on

BIRLE READINGS.

Prov. iv, 18; Matt, xxv, 14-30; Mark
lx, 50; John xv, 8, 1G; I Cor. ix, 19-22;
Acts xiii, 44-47; Gal. v, 13; vi, 1. 2;
Heb. X, 23-25; 1 Pet. It. 12.
God Supplies.

There would be much less complainif the fact were always borne jg mind that God supplies
our real, not our imaginary, needs. His
supplies are to meet our necessities,
not our wishes. Sometimes they are in
direct opposition to our desires. Considering their character, their circumstances, their high destiny, God so
deals with Ilis people that He could not
possibly deal with them more bountifully or more munificently. “No good
thing”—that is, no good thing for them
—“will He withhold from them." The
representations God has given of Himself are exactly adapted to the various
circumstances and conditions of His
people. He is fullness of supply to the
poor, strength to the weak, wisdom
and knowledge to the ignorant. Their
Inability is met by His sufficWicy, their
guilt by His mercy, their unworthiness
by His grace.—Christian Intelligencer.

ing In this world

The Christian.

Ml®*

and

13-16.

pnnishment.
Ability is to lie used for the good of
mankind and the glory of God. ‘'Lei
your light so shine before men that
they may see your good works and glorify your Father which is In heaven."
If we properly use the abilities which
God has given to us, we will make men
see God in our works, for all good
works are from God. Thus they will
be led to praise God and to consecrate

Should Read
Should Read.

We

How
KLITED BT

We

Abbott, of Hancock, In Dexter
Oom.4.]

If.

Nancy

What

—

Heading is not only the key to the Inhouse ot the world’s

exhaustible store

recorded knowledge, but by means ot it
may enter the broad fields of personal

one

investigation

io

band

band

with those

who have lived nearest to the heart
ture.
with

Humbolt

will

and teach

us

us

deep blue

ture’s hook for

us

na-

story of

serve

himself and his

[

Dkfr Isle—No one can dispute that
there has been a great advance In agricultural knowledge within the past generation. Dor assert that such knowledge is
Our agriunnecessary or unprofitable
cultural Institute**, experiment stations,
know
the
to
all
spread
and college**
help
ledge, and the farmer who doe* not read
Our
the
is
exception.
for help in his work
farming papers and the bullet >n« of the
n
ail
be«
helpful
board of agriculture have
K 8. W abrek.

coun

ventilated
I

literary

study, above all other things, will equip
young people for successful living. Mr.
Mabie says: “Within the compass of a
very small room, on a very few shelves,
tbe reel story of man in this world may

life in which it

be collected in the books of
is

written; and the solitary reader, whose
personal acquaintance and contacts with
men and events are few and lacking in
distinction
and interest,
may enter,
through his books, into the most thrilling
life of tbe race in some ot its most significant moments”.
Just as “Of making many books there
is no end,” so there can be no end to tbe
reading of them. This store house of
knowledge is vast, Its treasures as varied
human

as

experience.

Life ia

short and

so

full ot duties that

we can explore only
alcoves, therefore It is well to
consider bow to explore and what to
search for, ao that every hour’s effort
shall yield Its reward.
Aimless reading is a waste of time and
energy, just as aimless traveling results in
dissipation and discomfort. We usually
respect those who have seen the world
and we' readily notice the
benefits of
so

few of its

a

travels in sermons, lectures and addresses.
But if traveling of Itself were sufficient
...

■

W,

--~

fessional

Beooksvillk—In years p«*t when a
farmer raised a family of boy* the ones
that were bright and smart were given an
education and went to tbe city to make
lawyers or something else, and t«*© other*
staid at borne on the farm, because anyNow. the way I look at
body could farm
It, all the bright, smart men ars in the
and all the dull ones arc on tbe

un-

room.

Inclined to tbe view that

am

au

jmw-

.uv

tramp would be tbe moet cul-

tured

Mils. II. F. ItOBKRTS.
President «-f W.C.T. U.,
City, Mo.

County

Kansas

There may be some selfish and mercenary
motives in giving, but the large majority
are planning with sincere pleasure for the
happiness of others because the spirit of
“good will” warms their own heart*.
ThereMs room in our column for bints
and suggestions ancTdlrections suitable for
Christmas-tide, with it* entertainments
and celebrations and gifts.
Try to remember those who have no one
else to remembertthem at this festive season.
_

Dear AT. B. fYiende:
1 have given you quite a rest lately, but I still
live and now send you greetings. I am not
going to take much time or space, but cal! atten
tion to some old recipes.
Ben Jonson said that
what people needed was not so much instruction
as to be reminded.
1 am reminded that It is
time to make sausage meat and to can up the
spare meat that is left, and though it has been
told before, some new readers may like to know
a good rule.
For sausages. For every ten pounds of meat
add X cup of salt, about 4% ounces, 2 ounce
2 slightly-rounded
sage,
tablespoonful of
pepper. It will keep nicely if presaed into a
atone jar with a little melted lard run over the

top.
fresh meat is cheaper and more plenty now
than in the spring, if one has it on hand take
the bones from which the sausage meat has been
cut, or beef is good the same way, with ail the
odd scraps of lean meat, cook till it will cleave
from the bones, take out, turn the liquor into a
pan and cool it for the fat to rise. 8kim this off
when cold, then add the meat which must be all
As

t'lMrMl

nf

hnnpfi

in

hnillnv

u

glass jars like fruit. It will keep a long time.
It should be salted to taste wheu cooking.
Ego.

Yes,

these

etitions

are

reminders and occasional repgood for us all, “Lest we for-

get.”

spection. Compte read
but thoroughly digested

what be did read.

He says: “I read hard

not at

but

books,

few

all, never
skimming, never turning aside to merely
inviting books; and Plato, Aristotle, Butler, Thucydides have passed like the iron
atoms of the blood into my mental conor

stitution”.
To

understand

what

the

read,
imagination most constuct as near as
like
in
those
the
mind of
images
possible
theautbor. He gives us bis words as tbe
signs of his ideas and concepts, and unless these signs call up similar ideas and
concepts in oar minds we have not actually read his writings. Hence some books
must be read very slowly in order to be
we

Heading rapidly

understood.

is

like

traveling rapidly—tbe imagee, if seen at
ail, are seen imperfectly, often confused,
and soon forgotten.
Maps should be
referred to

frequently

dictionary

and the

ahould be

always close at hand.
To derive tbe most lasting benefit from
reading we must not overload the brain.
Hobertson

says:
weakens the mind

ing,

for it becomes

amoking, and is
lie dormant
and

“Multifarious

an excuse

whilst

through,
productive gravel
runs

tnoeses

a

grow.

a

reading

than

doing nothnecessity at last, like

more

for the mind to

thought

is

poured in

clear stream

on

which

It is tbe idlest

over un-

not

even

of all idle-

ness”.
The books
make
we

us

we

what

have eaten

have read have

physical development,
we

helped

thus

showing

our

us

Ideals.

No author is worth reading whose

_

that

should read that which tends to aid

to reach

to

are, just as the dinners
have helped towards our

we

ac-

mutual

exchange

benefit to

us

all.

of

ways and means
Aunt Madge.

-—'-r-

additional

County AV»ci

see other

Franklin

furious.

To Cure a Cold in One I>ay
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money if U fails to cure.
E. W. Grove’s signature is on each box. 26c.
Take

;

six years, but can’t says

It for 8ve

had
W

lame

so

doing
me

work. If

Mrs. Basie

Oliver,

of

His last wife was Miss Fannie
French, daughter of the late William and
Anne French, of East brook. To them
those living
were born eight childreu,
being Mrs. Emma McKay and Mouroe
McFarland, of this place, Horace McFarland, of Massachusetts, Mrs. Lena
Stewart and the Misses Effie and Blanche
McFarland, of this place.
When a young man he followed the see,
going many foreign voyages. When the
gold fields of California were opened,
he went with several from here to try his
luck. After several years be returned and
began lumbering and farming. He drove
tbe mail stage from Cherryfleld to Ells-

Surry.

worth for several

devoted his

has

Since theu he
years.
time to his farm and

home.

everything about him,
tbe office every night for his

sending to
daily paper. He took a drive nearly every
day. He was tenderly cared for by his

His youngest daughter Biancb
was his coostant attendant, and to her
he conflded all bis wants.
On retiring
the night before he died he spoke to his
family of feeling unusually welt. About

children.

midnight his daughter Blanch heard him
up getting some nourishment as was his
habit. As he did not call her at the accustomed time in the morning sue went
to his room about 5 o'clock, and he was
dead.

--

kidneys

are

wile

services

father has gone.
aooui

tnree

held

were

at

He

survived

ruuern
years.
the house, cou-

ducted by Rev. J.P. Simonton, who spoke
words of comfort to the family and friends.
Mrs. V. Butler and daugnter Helen sang.
AlThe floral tributes were beautiful.
though t be day was stormy, there was a
large gathering of friends aud relatives.
O.

Dec. 2.

Salisbury

Cove.

Gardner Read and Coburn Palmer spent Thanksgiving Day here.
Mrs. Lelia Campbell spent a few days
Messrs.

last week with her mother at ManBet.
Schooner “Hattie Loring”, Capt. Rice,
landed freight for the grange store Monday.
Miss lntz Hamor went to Ellsworth
Monday to spend a few weeks with rela-

J

tives.

l

Miss Charlotte
the

was

Sherman, of Bar Harbor,

guest of Miss Margaret Rich

on

Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. H. H. Homer, of Franklin, has
visiting her daughter, Mrs. 8. P. McFarland, for the past week.
Marcellus Salisbury has rented ti>e
been

Hiram

Emery

farm aud moved there l*-t

from the Leland farm, which he bt>»
for the past few years.
Dec. 2.
K.

week

occupied

they

Wlggln’s drug store, took them regtilarly,

Laxative
the

every box

pf the genuine

Brotno=Quinine

remedy that

cure*

a

cold In

T»b!*.
one

day

represented."

aa

Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the U. 8.
Remember the name, Doan's, and tales
no

ot her.

Banking.
—---

6%

Is what your moneytwtl!
Invested In shares of (be

earn

If

Ellsworth Loan anil Mil jss’ii.
NEW ISERIES

open, Shartt, fl each; monthly
payment*, $1 per chare.

now

I>a. If. W. Hayses begs to
notify bii patrons
and others that nod! further notlo Us dental
rooms will be closed on
Wednesday afternoon*

Ellsworth. Oct. 2ft. IS99.

Graduate of Uellerue

Pr.no Bncor.

H. GREELV,

J)R.

DENTIST.
^Graduate

of the

•rornen

MAYDOLE’S HAMMER.

P

told that he made “a

any

College,

ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

beet hammer that ever vat made.
livery carpenter who saw a Mavdole hammer wanted one.
It wua of the beat ma.
terial, perfectly balanced, and the head
never flew off.
Hammers were divided into
two classes—1st, May dole’s; 2d, all the rest.
Plasters are separated
by the same line
of cleavage; 1st, Benson’s Porons
Plaster;
2d, all the rest. When, for rheumatic pain,
a cold, a cough,
trouble
or anv
kidney
other disease t ailment that may be treated
piaster,

Menu.1

CARROLL BCRRILL,

pretty good hammer,” he said, “No, I don’t
make a ’pretty good hammer,’ I make the

aa

Philadelphia

GiLga-

id

Bloc*. Klutoiti.
We^n'*d*J afternoona until further

notlce°'1

(Bensons Plaster Is Pains Master.)
vras

lio.piul Medical

College.

DRUCCIST.

When Mavdole

A. WARD WELL, M. D

]y£ELVIN

N'otart Public

and

Justice

omce orer Buniil
State Street,

F.

of the

Peace.

National Bank,

Ellsworth,

me.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW.
Also prosecuting
for all ctaaaea 01
m
! pensions against the attorney
United State./
Business solicited.

jjon-

ca*. reputable druggist will giTe you a Ben•ou’a. He knout it is
incomuarally the
best, and he assumes that yon know it too.
As the name of Maydole stood for hammers
the uame of Benson stands for piasters—
the “real thing." All the medicinal
potencies that are valuable in a plaster are in
Benson’s. Capsicum, Strengthening and
Belladonna plasters are ont of date.
An army of physicians and
druggists, and
millions of the people, have written of
Benson’s Pla-ters as a remedy to be trusted.
Benson's Plasters have fifty-flve
higAot
menrdt. Aocept no snlwtitute.
For sale by all druggists, or we will
pre.
pay postage on any number ordered in the
United States, on receipt of 25o. each.
Seabury A Johnson, Mfg. Chemists.N.T

Ellsworth.

JOHN

....

E. BUNKER,
JR.,

ATTORNEY^ AT
OFFICES

BAR HARBOR AND

LAW.

AT

BLUEHILL,

grnr.&^”»n~Z“VT,»»-

ME.

'***"“'■-*

SWirrtiarmnita.

r\ A Ms-f- tobacco spit

UUkN

You

I

and SMOKE
Your l.ifeawayI

be cured of any form of tobacco using
easily be made welt, Wrung, magnetic, full of
new life and
vigor by taking MO-TO-BAO.
that makes weak men strong.
Many gain
ten pounds in ttn days. Over
300.000
cured. All druggists. Cure guaranteed
booklet and advice FREE.
Address STERLING
REMELtY CO., Chicago or New York.
437
can

memm-m
.£(,£*•

::casual nation

°rph0to-

and

y-*.SMOW&CO.\
,Y,?’era- Washington.d.c.

ladies .saa wa,

1

1»R. K1NC*I9
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

BIjIjSWORTB

ImtMdiare Belief, bo danger, no pain.
I .pevlslltta Hundred.of tern.
WHw* TO
Atr.al will coBvu.ce you o flbeir in mask ealw*
in caw
fnpprwelon. 8end tt*n <*/ite for Mowk
and
p
book. All i>ruWui.orby mail #1JW ho*.
KING MEDICINE CO.. Pnt 1930 BOSTON. MASS.

STEAM

ft

"NO

r‘

support
poor, during the ensuing
rear, and hi s made ample provision for the!?
support. He therefore forbids all irersons from
furnishing supplies to any pauper on hi. ac
count, as without hie written order, he will pay
for uo goods so furnished. Haunt 3. Junta.

LAUNDRY

and bath
rooms,
PAY, NO

WASHES,*’

u«u sas.?ifiy^ajsu«,hor*
H. B. ESTEY
«sd Brltlse.

contracted

on

they acted

and

For sate by all dealers; price 50 cents.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.

undersigned hereby gives notice that he
has
THE
with the city of Ellsworth
(or the
of the

signature is

miserable white

am

1 procured Doan’s Kidney Fills

last.

when you can borrow on yoar
.bare., Hire a dr.l mortgage and
reduce It erery month
Monthly
payment, and tnterct together
will amount to hut little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 yoar. you
will

GEO. A. PARCHER

Pan por Rotfee,
This

The

my weak spot, for colds set

tie there first and I

I.

Inasmuch as we are always ready tc
refund the cost of Vinol to those who don'i
find It exactly what we claim It to he, I
will be seen that we are prepared to substantially endorse ourclatms for the excellence of this marvelous preparation.

iwn

loving

A
Dis

sharp, quick twinge,

a

and I could hardly straighten again.

“It is with great pleasure that I add
my testimonial to the merits ol Vinol.
My little girl Cora alter a hard case of
Scarlet Fever began taking Vinol with
tha very best results. I don’t believe she
would ever have got well if notfor Vinol,
she was so weak. She Is In the very best
of health now, and tlianks that good
medicine Vinol, Wine of Cod Liver OIL—
Mr. Isaac Cuahi-aiuse, Keene, X. H."

interest in

an

say nothing of

CLOSED
;

Mr. McFarland has been ill about two
years, being a great sufferer most of tbe
time. All through his illness he manifested

to

I stoop*d, the pain caught

And Nothin? In the World Is
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
So Good for Them—or their
tor particular, inquire of
IIcickt W. cimimAn, ttee’y.
Tired Mothers. It Makes
K!r»t Nnt’l Hank Bldg.
I
A. W. Kino, President.
Weak
Thin
and
ChilPale,
I—___
dren and Women Strong
Professional Cartif.
and Robust.

seven.

daughter,

myself. I

the hack sometimes I

loins with

in the

hurt

never

! could scarcely go about,

All Children Love Vinol,

Miss Susans McFarland,
daughter of the late Nathaniel and Ivy
McFarland, of this place. To them was
one

I

across

WHT PAT RENT 1

He married

born

or

caused It.

bat

i got

Norman Golding is very ill.
Daniel McKay has returned from North-

family of

aching lame back. I

an

WEAKLY CHILDREN

Koad.

about six miles

“I always had fair health, with

who says:

A

pages.

Capt.

from

; the exception of

COUNTY NEWS.
ru^sa.---i—---—--■

be bad

can

statement

south of Ellsworth, bn the Bayslde road,

SlftntiBtincnts.
ft*

backing

better

Terry W. Alley, living

I

—

no

the following

than

farms. But a- <14x11 as we *re we can see !
that farming is liecoming a business and
niu«t Im* carried on 0:1 business principles. i
If a roan in going to make a b ittOMt man,
be must take a course in a boninwn college, and 1 believe If a man would make a
be ought to take a
•ucocas of farming
1 be- ;
courne in an agricultural college.
lieve the time in not far off when agriculin
our
common
schools,
be
will
ture
taught
and 4 w-il take a bright, smart man to
L C. Robert*
make a farmer.
I
EIaLBWorth—The best agricultural educators that 1 can find are, first, nature herself; second, the Maine agricultural experiment station bulletins, and third, the
agricultural papers. Farmers who have
not the experiment station bulie ins No
71 and 73, as well as others, should send
and get them.
James T. Cushman.
Verona—I think agriculture should be
taught in the schools. Without some
knowledge of agriculture and what to do
to bring about favorable results, farming
would be a complete failure, and in order
to improve tbe soil the mind must be imEsther M. Heath.
proved.
(Hupt. of Schools.)

with a softly breathed Messing from
the lips of thousands upon thousands
of women who have 1 ei n restored to
their families when life hung by a
threat!, and by thousands of others
whose weary, aching limbs you have
quickened and whose pains you have
taken away.
I know whereof I speak, for I have
received much valuable benefit mvsell
through the use of I.,ydin E. iHnk*
ham’s Vegetable 1 ompound, and
for years 1 have known dozens of women who have suffered with displacement, ovarian troubles, ulcerations
and inflammation who art' strong ana
well to-day, simply through the use of
your Compound. —Mr*. If. F. Roberts,
1404 McGee St., Kansas City. Mo.
95000 forfait If choc* testimonial is not genuine.
Don’t heaitale to write to Mrs. Pinkham. She will understand Vour ease
perfectly, and will treat you with
kindness. Her advice is free, and the
address is Lynn. Mass.

a

Stops the Cough and Works olT the Cold*
Laxative Bromc Quinine Trfbleta cure a cold
In one day. No Cure, no.Pay. Price 25cents

Purely

c>ty,

man and tbe moet capable of adapting himself to circumstances. He has east Harbor.
a vast amount of unclassified,
December is crowded
with
secret", frequently
Miss Lucy White is visiting her sister,
noncorrelated information which he has
fancy work,|plans,',consultations, pricked
Mrs. Annie Stewart.
is his aimless wanderings from
gathered
fingers, generous thoughts, impatient
waiting, hurried work, impaired eyesight, place to place. H may be even so with
OBITUARY.
and happiness. Cold hearts thaw out, or the constant reader. He may be only a
James Monroe McFarland, whose death
abroad
in
tbe
world
of
hooks.
tramp
else grow.harder still. Generous natures
To read a book 'successfully we should on Nov. 23 was briefly reported last week,
wish for more time and money, and long
was born in tbe bouse where he died, the
catch
the spirit of the author and comto give every one they know a Christmas
home of his parents, the late David and
mune
with
a
for
book
is
the
him,
always
gift and greeting.
Betsey McFarland. He was the last of a
mind of tbe author laid bare for our In-

ferent friends.

Elleworth proof for Ellsworth people.
That’s what follows here.

pils do not wish to be farmers.
trade or occupa* ion, and I do not believe in
Introducing much technical teaching into
F H But LEE.
the common school.
(Supt. of Schools

“Good literature is as necessary to
growth of tbe soul as good air is to
the growth of the body, and it ia just as
bad to put weak thoughts into a young
it is to shut tbe person in

The backing of people you know.

tbe benethoroughly. I do not questionbut
all
fits of a study of agriculture
puIt is a

tbe

as

yon want la bom* Indorsement.

What

We have already more subjects
In school than the pupils can do
smatter
justice to. The result is a little learned
ing of knowledge, with nothing
taken

try.

mind

in Ellsworth Indorsement.

this:

Dkab Mha I’inkham : The world
praises great reformers; their names
and fames sue in the ears of everybody,
and the public press helps spread the
good tidings. Among them all Lydia
E. Pink ham's name goes to posterity

gest methods of studying all the various
members of the animat kingdom.
Tbe chief end of man is intelligent,
powerful, Christian manhood. Such is
best fitted to

Undoubted Reliability is Expressed

BuifliLL—My opinion on the question
I*
of teaching agriculture in the school*

She Did Me.”

open nathere; Darwin will sug-

The Christian, of all men, should be Dear Aunt Madge:
quaintance is not worth cultivating and
If you should be left alone some week to fill and whose friendship would not be prized,
In earnest as to a properly enlightened
the M. B. column, perhaps my “Little of every- for a man cannot write better than be is
conscience. He who accepts the revework in acceptably.
for any length of time without revealing
lation of God’s will confesses that his thing” may
We all like to learn something new; that is,
conscience Is no safe guide until it has we all
Insincerity. A book is the mirror of a
ought to. Some people are so wedded to
man's soul; It is sure to reveal the moral
been trained and instructed in that old Ideas that
they had rather have a case of
word and that his own will is a thing i small-pox In the house than a new bolt in the features of its author.
If only the young could be Induced to
of uncertain and spasmodic energy, machinery.
J
willfulness rather than will, until it I A great many never tried kerosene to clean use their spare moments iu reading good
has been regenerated by the Holy i the wringer rubbers on wash day. It takes but books, the habit is likely to last through
life. How far the influence of the books
Ghost. He cannot, if he be in earnest a moment and saves soap,
at all, be satisfied that be is doing j I wonder if everybody keeps a bottle of read in the dally practice of this habit
ammonia ready for use in washing windows or
God’s will unless he has taken as much
may reach, none of us can tell. It may
removing grease spots. A teaspoonful in a
pains to know It, understand it, resolve basin of soft water will take spots from the mean the saving some young girl's soul;
|
it may mean the keeping untarnished of
it Into rules of action, as he has the ! carpet and make old oil cloth look like new.
calling which he follows for his bodily J Cold tea, used to clean graining, will preserve some young man's honor; it certainly does
support or social standing. In a word, the gloss of varnish and make a room look mean the raising of ideals in many a
he will not only be conscientious, but fresh.
young life to heights otherwise unA little salt nibbed on the cups will remove dreamed of; it does mean the Ailing young
In a m-c-h stricter sense be will be contea stains. Sait put into whitewash will make
minds with truth, purity and love.
scientious about his conscience.—Luit stick better. Use salt and water to clean
theran.
willow furniture, applying it with a brush, and
“Now, raa, you kuow 1 am anxious to
rubbing dry. Salt and water make an exeei.-nt
A Trie Perception.
make an impression on those New York
A true perception of the gospel is the remedy for inflamed eyes. Neuralgia of the
Bring me the coal oil can. 1
feet and limbs can be cured by bathing night people.
entire forgetfulness of self, utter abwant to perfume my clothes.” “With coal
and morning with salt and water as hot as can
sence of any pretension and the comborne. After bathing, rub the feet briskly with oil! Mercy, child, what do you mean?”
plete and entire refusal to accept the a coarse towel. As a tooth powder, salt will
“Why, I want em to think we own an
world’s praise or judgment.—General keep the teeth white and the gums hard and
automobile.”
Gordon.
Melissa.
rosy.
Chrysanthemums are here, and though
Waltham.
Only One Real Failure.
fresh
longer than almost
it has been a long time since we heard they keep
There is only one real failure in life
other flower, it is worth while to
from you, Melissa, and your letter, with any
possible, and that Is not to be true to
know the Japanese trick of preserving
its helpfull^uggeatrons,'is tery welcome.
the existing occasion. If rightly used,
them. Burn the stalks at the bottom
There are many ways of doing work and
the best one knows.—Canon Farrar.
with the flame from a small bit of wood,
taking care of things which makes this not a match for the
Bulpbur would be inUnto the End.
Bln thought* are high, Etta lore la wiae,*
file wound* a cure intend.
And, though tie doe* not aiwaya imile.
He lotea unto the end.
—Countess of Huntington.

Says to All Sick Women: “ Give
Mrs. I*i nk ha in a Chance, I
Know She Can Help You as

crags
along the

us

'IiWIaie<r~

lUncock

County Farmers.
The November bulletin of the HUte
followboard of agriculture contain* the
Hancock
ing Interesting letters from
county farmers:

and

sea

from

L»t«er»

Internllng

ROBERTS

rivers,

and

will lead

peaks; Agassiz

and

of

mountains

to learn the

glaciers

the earth from
shore of the

climb

MRSTH.

JRIVIUH*

AQBllVLTlIKAL Bl'lAETIS.

atJbfrttwmnit*.

WHY WK SHOULD READ.

Mutual Benefit Column

RNDRAVOR.

The
I

A

CO.,
Ellswortk.

-

M.

Ellsworth American

[The only

county

paper.]

The State
I prevalent in tbe Province*.
md local boards of health in Maine have
| or some time past been taking precau1 ions against an invasion of this State by
be disease.
The masonic block at Old Town was
The lose
( rutted by fire Sunday morning.
The building was
t» estimated at f20,000.
The heaviest
< tweed by A. F. Bradbury.
dealer,
oser was F. E. Allen, clothing
vhoae stock, valued at flOOOO, was detroyc-d. Ilia insurance was ftf.OOO. The

KITTKRY TO CARIBOO.
—.

One

Week’s

Winnowing* of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.
P. E. Hoothby win on Monday re-elected

mayor of Portland.

Joseph Dearborn,of Blddeford, a farmer,
aged *lxty-nlt e years, was thrown from
his carriage in a runaway accident Frlday. and killed.
Fire which started around the furnace in
the vestry of t*t. Peter’s Episcopal church
at Kockland Wednesday night, damaged
the church to the extent of 91.500.
Fire Wednesday evening In the dry
gooda store of M. A. Olsen, at East port,
caused a damage estimated at 910 000, on
which there la insurance of 97>&00- The
damage Is chiefly by water, the Are havlog been quickly subdued.
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The Levi Weston Manufacturing Co.’s
building st Hkowhegan was burned Wednesday night. The building was occupied
by the firms of Adams A Caswell, McQuillan A Pooler, a grist mill operated by

Bros.,

Htewart

F.

W. Gould and

M. L.

Parsons. The loss on the plant is about
f8 000. with |2.000 insurance. Adams A
Caswell have |2.000 Insurance on machinery; MrQuItlan A Pooler, fTOO inF. W. Gould
surance. and Parsons |500.
lost f500 on doors and ssaues in process of
manufacture, with no insurance.

•*I had a running, itching sure on my leg.
Suffered tortures. Doan’s Ointment loofc away
ihe huruing and itching instantly, and quickly
effected permanent cure.” C- W. Linhnrt, Bow
ling tireen, O.—Advt.

broke

Don’t think because you have taken many
remedies in vain tnat your case Is incurable.
Mood’s .Sarsaparilla has cured many seemingly
hopeless cases of scrofula, catarrh, rheumatism,
kidney complaint, dyspepsia and general debility. Take Hood’s —Advi
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CURRENT LITERATURE i, ttm lendinjt literary monthly of America. It gm*s its readers the
Its reviews of
cream of the best things published.
new books keep one posted as to what is newest and
»■*■*♦.
No one can make a mistake in deeding upon
Ct ni’i.NT Litfhati kf for his knowledge of the
world's literary achievement.
Monthly, fj.oo fer

•?£==i!

SUCCESS, and any

one

Only
*

<

)£

*

per yeur

er tf
R egular Price Our Price
f

$2.00

91.50

3.00

2.00

SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new) and any one of the dollar
......
4.50
magazines described.
SUCCESS and Leslie’s Weekly,. 5.00
Review of Reviews (new), I and any two of the dotcures
cnn
M.I.USS,
b,ou
or Current literature (new), j lar magazines described,
t
! SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new/and Current literature (new),
6.50
"j
i SUCCESS. Current Literature (new) and New England Magazine, 7.00
! rUCCESS, Rci'irw of Reviews (new) and Lestlo’s
Weotdy,. 7.50
cl Reviews (new), Current Literature (new)
—SUCCESS. Revic
prr jr.r
and hew t agland Magazine,.9.50

a
THE HOUSEHOLD has been known and loved by more than
at the height of its power
rrn-ration ol American women, and is to-d1..
cover
edited
and
illustrated,
ably
departments
Its finely
and nV*-.tiglinen and Ubte-equip
c:n'>‘ d-rv. crocheting and knitting. household
and etiquette.
Monthly, f/.oo per
ment. hone-decoration. uur-*M y-lore,

-...uKS !

ki*ri7lWF

wH

gram for the comiig vear embraces features second
in interest to no oiuer periodical, while its ilhistrtions will coulinu.2 to b* the highest expressions ot
magazine art. Monthly, $/.oo fer annum.

i']d

•1.00

a*
.■«4

<
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91.00

FRANK I r"UF» POPULAR MONTHL'

SUCCESS, and any two of the dollar magazines described,

i.:|f

—

mKBM

now in itftv-v ond v lun.o. is another of ;
great modern monthlies which have given America
Tts leadership inn. u> azine-making. Its editorial'pro-
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LESLIE’S WEEKLY is the leading illustrated paper of America,
It brings into the home circle each week, photographic reproductions of
the stirring, history-making events all over the world, often secured at
enormous cost, by special traveling artists.
Those who have hitherto
denied themselves the pleasure of a subscription to this great illustrated

because of its high price, will find our offers, including Leslie’s
genuine bonanzas." Weekly, ft.oo per annum.

Weekly,

to Rev iew of Reviews, a new subscription to Current Literature, and a new or renewal subscripLngland Magazine, may be substituted each for the other. Any of the dollar magazines abovd described
\cept Success. A subscription to Success, either new or renewal, must be included in every order.
4
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Success

is the brightest most up-to-date, and most profusely illustrated monthly
published. It is read w ith eagerness by the father, the mother, the older sons and
daughters, and even the children, containing, as it does, a wealth of material intercsting to all ages anii classes. It already reaches nearly 300,000 homes—over
Inspiration and life are in
1.500,000 readers. It is bright, cheerful and
In a thousand different ways, direct and indirect, it tells how to la^
everv page.
the foundation of true success in life—how to climb the ladder of achievement.
Its contributors include the best known names in politics,
science, art,
literature, and industry. Business and professional men of the highest standing—
men who will write for no other periodical,—are willing to
to
readers of
jpve
Success the benefit of their wide and valuable experience. A senes of articles upon
••Careers” will form a special feature of Success for 1 got. The illustrations in
Success are by the best artists in the country. The inspiration of a lifetime has
come to thousands of Success readers through their investment of one dollar^—its
Sl'

*

::ss

j

jIJ
|M*r >rnr

optimistic.

yearly subscription price.

#».oo per year

TO OUR READERS

Th«* above exceptional offers are extended to our readers by arrangement with the magazine. Success, which has made exclusive clubbing contracts,
with all ot the above periodicals at extraordinarily low prices based on heavy subscription guarantees. We assure our readers that these periany other way at so small a cost. Subscriptions will begin with issues requested, whenever possible to supply copies,
odicals cannot be obtained in month
follow ing that in which the subscriptions are received. Send in your orders early, with names of the magazines,
«,*!■•' w >e w ith tlie i»sue of the
to
which
addresses
or
they are to be sent, and the club price.
address
the
>

A
tines

»CGGE&TION—You

can

make to your

described above.

Address all orders to

friends

no more

valuable

little owing

its

to

great

You

use

strength.

Delivered

always in air-tight, moistureproof packages. It's worth knowing.
**"'
i
Try it!
ORIGINAL

PACKAGE

t

..

TEAS.
Orlopp (Formosa Oolong)
Kmi-l-N()OR (Eng Break last).
Orange Pekoe (India & Ceylon).

ft

I

.04

Christmas Present than

a

ton—
6 50
6 60
6 50
6 50
6 0$

Short*—bag— 1 20 § 30
Mixed feed,bag
1.25 31-35

31.45

subscription to

one or more

...

0614
.0

.05 H

Calf skins, green
.•25

a

Lambskins,
Tallow—per
Rough,
Tried,

.25§.50
ft—
-'2
03

1.00

Fruits In Wiuter.

Fruits

are

more

perif taken in the

the eater.
Grapes, oranges and shaddocks may be
served before the cereal. Baked apples,
peaches, baked bananas, tigs, dates, prunes
or stewed fruits should be served at the
close of the breakfast.
Raisins, sultanas, dried tigs and prunes
luuruug UIJ

UV

amount of water
may take up the same
iu the
with which they have parted
should then he
and
of
drying,
process
heated just enough to soften the skius.
The sub-acid fruits, such us apples, tigs,
dates, peaches, persimmons, pears, prunes
and apricots, are, perhaps, the best of the
winter fruits, and may be used to good
advantage with animal foods.
Acid fruits must at all times be uBed
most
especially by persouB in-

sparingly,

to rheumatic troubles. The continued use of an orange or shaddock before breakfast will diminish the power of
stomach digest ion, for which reasott they
should be served with cereals, or such
foods as require only intestinal digestion.
The papaw and pineapple belong to a
vegetable
olass alone. They contain a
of
pepsin which assists in the digestion
These
frultB,
the nitrogenous principles.
will
then, may be served with meats, and
clined

history

for each

day of the month through

the entire year is given in a
endar for 1902 published by

history

cal-

THE AMERICAN, Ellsworth, Maine.

of the

Syrup.—Adst.

—

November

ibis 25th day of November, a. d.
1
1901, on execution dated Oct. 26, a. d.
Companion in connection with that pa 1901, issued on a judgment rendered by
the supreme judicial court for the couDty of
per’s prospectus for the volume for next Hancock,
at the term thereof begun and held
year. The calendar part of this pros- on t he second Tuesday of October, a. d. 1901,
to wit: ou the 24th day of October, a. d. 1901,
interest
for
historipectus possesses great
in favor of Adelbert F. Dow, of Hancock,
cal students, and especially to young peoHancock county, Maine, for the benefit of
Fred L-. Mason, against H. L. Dow, of said
who
are
in
our
ple
studying history
for one
hundred
Haucock,
sixty-three
schools it will be useful as a book of ref- dollars and twelve cents debt or damaged
erence throughout the year.
To the regu- I and ten dollar* and forty-nine cents costs
of suit and will be sold at public auction at
lar subscribers of The Companion the t the office of Fred L. Mason, in Ellsworth, in
said county of Hancock, to the highest bidthe
describes
contributions
to
prospectus
der. on the 3lsi day of December, a. d 1901, at
be published in the forthcoming issues of 10 o'clock in the forenoon, the following deestate and all the right, title and
The Companion, which will add interest scribed real
interest which the said debtor has in and to
and pleasure to the weekly reading of The the same, and had in and to the same on the
Youth's Companion throughout the year 2lst day of September, a. d. 1901, at 7 o’clock
and 15 minutes in the afternoon, the time
1002.
when the same was attach* d on the writ in
the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or
Sral c«v*».
parcel of land situated in
said Hancock, bounded and described as fola
J. W. Ober has been spending
few lows, to wit: Beginning on the south side of
county road at the northe .st corner of a
days at Stockton Springs, tbe guest of the
25-acre lot bargained to Mark Liuscott; thence
his daughter,>Mrs. M. R. LaFurley.
south 1* west one hundred and twenty rods to
lot No. 9 conveyed by the proprietors to B. &
An ice-cream sociable at tbe hall, Nov.
S .Inv thpnpp tiv an.!,? .Inv's lot. no 11th K9° past
14, for t he benefit of Kev. Herbert Sbute, to the east line of the gore lot so called at a
stake and stones; thence by said line north
netted about |6.50. Owing to bad weathlSLj’ east (nineteen and one half degrees)
one hundred and
er and traveling, only a few were present.
twenty-four rods to said
county road; thence by said county road
Miss Vesta Reed very Dleasantlv enternorth 89° west to the first-incntioued bounds
tained a party of young friends at her containing 75 acres more or less, and being
the same premises described in deed from
home on Friday evening, Nov. 8.
About Thomas and Nathaniel McFarland to Samuel
T. Dow. dated Feby. 11. a. d. 1839 and recorded
were
twenty
present.
in vol. 67, page 350, of Hancock county regisN.
Nov 28.
H. F. Whitcomb,
try of deeds.
Sheriff.

The Youth's

To accommodate those who are partial to
the use of atomizers in applying liquids Into
the nasal passages for cararrhat troubles, the
prepare Ely’s Liquid Cream Halm.
proprietors
Price including the spraying tube Is 75 cents.
Druggl«ts or by mall. The liquid embodies the
medicinal properties of the preparation. Cream
Halm Is quickly absorbed by the membrane and
does not dry up the secretions but changes them
to a natural and healthy character.
Ely Broth
era, 56 Warren St, N. Y.—Advt.

SHERIFF’S SALE.
State of Maine, Hancock as.—November 23,
%
a. d. 1901.
with FT1AKEN on execution wherein the inhabiaid iu their digestion; when served
X tants of the town of Hucksport, an inbread and butter, they do not form so good
town in said couuty and State, are
a diet
They are more digestible raw than coi'porated
plaintifts. and Edward 8. Atwood, of said
cooked, as the heat destroys the activity Hucksport, is defendant, and will be sold at
auction on Saturday, the 28th day of
of the ferments.
ecember. a. d. 1901. at 10 o’clock in the foreApples, as a rule, are more easily digested
at the office of O. P. Cunningham, in
cooked than raw, although raw apples are noon,
said Hucksport, all the right, title and intermore palatable.
est which the said Edward 8. Atwood has, and
The fashion of adding sugar to fruits all the right, title and interest which the said
have
as
already
they
Atwood had on the 23d day of Sepshould be avoided,
Edward
of
been endowed with a sufficient amount
tember, 1901, at 9 o’clock a. m., being the time
and cerealB are when the same was attached on the original
sugar, and as all the starch
and two the foilowing-described real
converted into sugar, any further amount writ., insituate
in said Bucksport.and bounded
estate,
would be stored in the system, to its det- and described as follows, to wit:
would
friends
bilious
If
our
riment.
at southwesterly corner of land
Begiuniug
with
throw aside their liver pills, and
formerly of Jaue Gross on northerly sided
free from Pond street; thence westerly by said Pond
them, Bugar. they might be
m
street seven rods; thence northerly parallel
much dl-cnmtort.-Mrs. S. T. Jtorer
with westerly liue of said Gross laud six rods:
Radies’ ilon\e Journal.
thence easterly parallel with said Pone
street seven rods; thence southerly by sale
Gross land six rods to place of beginning
and
Iu putting away saucepans, pots
Being sann
with the buildings thereon.
for
boilers, do not, put the lids on closely,
premises conveyed to said Edward 8. Atwoo<
a. d. 1881, ant
Dec.
T.
Atwood,
30,
Fannie
of by
if you do they will retain the odor
recorded in registry of deeds for said Han
cock county, vol. 182, page 4.
cookery.
Walter Snowman.
Deputy Sheriff.
Hucksport, Nov. 26,1901.
It's the lUllo colds that grow Into big colds,
death
the big colds that end in consumption and
Watch the little colds. Dr. Wood’s Norway
Pine

J tate ok
.... isoi.

SHERIFFS SALK.
Mainf, Hancock ss.

r|,AKEN

_

appetizing, and,

haps, more easily digested,
early part of the day—whether or not before the breakfast must be determined by

HOBKCU

Hegal Notices.

A His ory Calendar.
important event in American

The most

6ublic

Teligpon,

i

P

—

Cow,
Bull,

gUOUia ue

■>'^cription
Nl-w

M-

i.r.n to

for the other.

Oatmeal, per

4 5o A *> 00
4 75§5 25

Ox,
p.-r

Sub* nation n.vv iveillter M \\ k hi \i wai .except to the Review of Reviews. Current Literature.and the North American Review,
nt subscribers to any of these thp-e magazines may renew their subscriptions by adding ft.oo.fpr eai h
*■'
hut pr
which
bruit »ou prices named. Transfers from one member of the family to another are not accepted as new subscriptions
~nf!: <n, to

Cl

drink it.

to

j

.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Bye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02>4
Oil—per gal—
.55 $.60
Linseed,
12
Kerosene,
Astral oil,
15

.06

Coal—per
Wood—per cord
3 00 §5 00
Broken,
Dry hard,
2 00 §3 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
Nut,
1003125

Hides—per

4.00U

M'TvIAL
renewal

.30 q 65
1b—

1.35

f X

(new) 5.00

weekly,

ft—

Middling*, bag

1'

TUn r:OJ*T*l /.'IkirilCAN REVIEW pre-wum in each issue, the
»*« ...tick-, upen world-problems to lx* found in any
most bmii. nt g.l.ix
h >m-* or .toro.»<l. Lach is written by the one person in the
i**ri>'dic.d
lent low itc upon that p irth -il.tr subject. For eighty
world i*i.* -i c •.
a
hi Ami kii an' hus guided public opinion In this
___|
editorial management i-> the most successful in
pr
countrv. and t
thisl-imoui Review. M> nthh t oo Per annum.
the history

very

afford

Every

cent.

a

.353-45
26380

Bides and Tallow.

J I

?i»l*

can

one

of

.16

3.75

■'X "T* r"^
f’JwUll) rrmnnridril lo mlnl.»Or», Irarhrr*. lawter*. ami othrr profr<.loF»l
■*.
r*m4i*g th*^
thrj will br Upt la cua.Uat touch with th«
A
.-*
•
t\/
.„4.i i:..4.l.i ow all thr hanlai .4...-.How.
IX* 4mj.

Ttil* nYt'Kit

costs

Bice, per ft
.06#.08
3-25 i’lckle*, per gal .45g.65
.40 Olives, bottle
.253-75
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
.20
Pure cider,
.05
.45 $.65 Cracked wheat,

lb

3.00

Regular Price

$1.00
l 2.50
I 3.00
3.00

described may be substituted.

Weekly may be substituted.

>

qt

Patent*.

which exactly describes its Contents. It treats of the
making the home
a place of delight, describing and
illustrating hundreds of those little
**kinks’’which neighbors exchange with each other. It is well printed
and richly illustrated. Monthly, $/.ooper annum.

England Magazine may be substituted.

Fruit.
30§40 Oranges, doz
to
lemons, doz

prevailFlour,
ing high prices.
1 60
Corn
meal, bag
Flour—per bb!—
1 70
1 50 §5 00 corn, bag
Straights,
00
St. Louis roller,
Oats, bu

a magazine title
wavs and means of

....

quarter

quality

Lumber and Building Materials.
1 25
Suruce,
125
11 $13 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12 §13 Clapboards—per M
Extra spruce,
24 326
12 916
Spruce,
16 $20
Spruce floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 17 318
Pine,
12315 Clear pine,
35360
Extra pine,
85 $60
Matched pine,
15g20
Laths—per ML—
Shingles—per M
2 75
2.0!)
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2 35 Nalls, per ft
.04 §.06
clear,
"
1 85 Cement, per ca*k
I 50
2d clear.
165 Lime, per cask
9'
extra o~e,
'*
1 ‘25 Brick, per M
No.
7$11
*'
.75 White lead, pr ft .05 $.08
scoot*,
Provisions.
Pork and lard are climbing upward, but no
change in local retail prices is quoted.
Pork, ft.
Beef,lb:
.15§ 30
Steak,
Chop,
II3If
< 8
.la
25
Pigs’ feet,
9
Boasts,
.483-10
Ham, per ft
Corued,
i5§.18
18
.10
Shoulder,
Tongue*.
.05
.16 §18
Bacon,
Tripe,
Salt
.12
Veal:
.18
Lard,
12§.14
Steak,
Bound hog,ft 07 307K
Boasts,
.IO3.12
12
Lamb:
Sausage.
15 § 20
10 § 20 Venison, ft
Lamh,
C5
Tongues, each
Fresh Fish.
05
03 Haddock,
Cod,
20 Clams, qt
20
Halibut,
40
12 Oysters, qt
MacKeVel, ft
20
12 Lobsters, ft
Smelts,

~

2.75

OUR GREATEDUCATJONALOFFER
SUCCESS,

V«K«tAblea.
02
75 §90 Squash, ft
04 Pie pumpkins,each lu
02 Ckron, ft
08
ft
20
04 Celery, bunch
02 Parsnip*, ft
05
02 Bean*—per qt—
Yellow eye
10 312
,u*J
10
Pea,

Blacksmith's
Flour,*Grain and Feed.
feed »“d grain remain Arm at

UOOp HOUSEKEElMNCi is

Fnglander

U

,j

THE DEAf CiNER is one of the leading fashion magazines of the
country. It contains beautifully colored engravings of the latest Parisian
and New A ork fashions and descriptions of fabrics, costume designs, and
millinery for women and children. It also contains many housenold depart men ts of general interest and value. Monthly, $/.ou per annum,

EW- AND MAGAZINE oaints with laving touch
THE
retails her customs and tra
the historic 1 iml arks of New England
le
.duevements of New Englanders in all parts
:i»of
ibtions and
“old
home week for every New
a
forms
monthly
l»
<i
»'•
*«f the
Monthly,
<*>per annum.
..ter lu w far away.

one

Fuel.
per year

LESUES-WeEKLY

2.50

i

•

annum.

only

finest

the

—

Other Attractive Offers

#VtMi per year

of

—

THE COMMOROLITAN is a leader am,,.,., th- mat monthly
magazines, covering every branch of human inter?-t v in timely sue
Restive, well written, and finely illustrated articles bv
lu st authors,
It is so widely known, through its many years of mi,-, es ful hie as to need
no further description.
Monthly, $/.oo fer annum.

annum

tea

Lumber—per M—

Worth

Hie Household.

in<li.pmjiW-"

Hay.
Be*t loose, per ton...13 a 14
Baled.20
ttraw.
Loose.
8810
Baled.
14

Granulated,

1.00 For

THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS
m»g.«ine.
It di»cus«tr». and cletrly explains tin? political. social, and literary news of
the world, tverv
Uberally illustrated with portraits, maps, cartoons, and timely pictures ol places in the public eye.
Monthly, $Jjo

pure

high-

A cup of their

the world.

teas in

of

•*

Cosmopolitan. Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly,
i'*• ignef ot Good
Ifousekwping may be suo-

stituted

|H«r >*•.*.

Chicken*.10 820
Fowl.12 m 4

.06
Coffee—A A B,
.05>4
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
.50
Porto Bico,
.60
Syrup,

7^ ===

nn

i ?
(

distributors

largest

grade

Poultrv.

Japan,
Oolong,
Sugar—per

...

Current l iterature (new) or New England Mag.tline may be substituted tor Review of Reviews.

Ricks.
Freeh eggs are easier, and now selling at BO
cents. No further change may Iks looked for before Christmas.
Fresh laid, )W doE.SO

Tea —per

OUR GREAT FAMILY OFFEH.
$1.00
success,
oo
2.00

the

are

..

Mocha,
Java,

for One Year

j

will tel! you that Chase & Sanborn

Groceries.

MAGAZINES MAY BE SENT TO DIFFERENT ADDRESSES IF DESIRED

Review of Reviews (new)

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.16 919
Best dairy (new)..
16
Dutch (Imported).....91)
Neufchatel.
.05

Rio,

in

are

Creamery advances

10
Creamery per lb...
Dairy.Ua'to

Coflee—per

advantages

All
iwr jmr

little llrmer.

a

Cranberries,

of THE GREAT SUCCESS CLUBBING
OFFERS, by which annual subscriptions to several magazines
may be obtained for the price of one. Last season more than
300,000 people took advantage of the remarkable SUCCESS offers.
• l.oo

Butter Is
2 cents.

Apple*, pk

Qlld Hob) *Best to iSpend It
with the magazine SUCCESS,
special
BY enabled
extend
readers (exclusively
this section)
to

Country Produce.

r

Europe they

market in

every tea

Rutter.

Sweet potatoes,
Turnip!*, ft
Beets, ft
Cabbage,

■

full

j

Potatoes, bu
Onion*,
Carrots, ft

“

the

AMD MIAICUI.

Turkey*.18*20

Company G, Second Maine regiment, on
Way 13. 1861. On 8ept. 14, of tbe same
be

after

Hixteenth, and

was

discharged

sffatrs of his native

wo years ago.
>ut be offered bis service to his country
tnd was commissioned first lieutenant of

pear,

the

WBIOHTS

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island sail shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes.
In good order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pour.is;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of oeans In
good order and lit for shipping. Is 62 pounds
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
iioumis; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley ami buckwheat, is pounds; of oats,
12 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Fanners cam easily reckon from
these what
they are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.
A

commi«si jned lieu-

was

of

honorably

county,

Gov. Hill last Wednesday night appointed Col. Augustus B. Farnbam, of
langor, adjutant-general on bis staff,
vith tbe rank of major general, to succeed
Jen. John T. Richards, resigned. Auguaus B. Farnbam was born in Bangoralxty-

vaccinated within two weeks, as a precaution against
sroall-pox, which la

1862, he was commissioned
Hixteenth regiment. On

June 6, 1865.

of

■Ain LAW UQAIPIBO

the

such till he

as

service

wick, acetylene gas generator.

<

was

5, 1863, he

and

Patents have been granted to Maine inas follow- ; H, Kelley, Blddeford,
pindle plumb; William H. Oray, Portarid, akate strap; Charles 8. Johnson,
irowuvllle, cevlce for removing Ice from
1 racks;
Charles M. Moore, Portland,
1 crew-driver;
Daniel Rounds, Portland,
ihoemuker’a repair-jack; Fred Succle,
Grower, guide flange for paper rolling
nachlnes; Nathaniel Wortbley, Bruns-

war

of

served

f 1,000.

When tbe Civil

He

tenant-colonel

ventors

be

must

major

Wedkksdat, December 4,1901.

purpose of recruiting
successful, and on

for the

company.

SfcfKTtisnnnit*.

RLL8 WORTH MARK RTS.

company, and nerved In that
until Jan. 2, 1862, when be

August 9,

[Yiephotie

Gen. Manager Evans of the Maine
Central railroad last week issued orders

employees

a

the Masons Is estimated at |2.000,
vith f600 Insurance, and the New England
Co.’s office was damaged to
1

till*

capacity
resigned

oss to

John Bussell, son of the late Judge
John Bussell, at onetime a senator from
Maine, died at Thornton Friday, aged
seventy flve years. Mr. Bussell wss a 3*2d
degree Msson and bad been prominently
Identified with that body In this State.
There were two drowning accidents in
Maine on Thanksgiving day, by boys
falling through Ice while skating. At
Waterville, Willis Vaughn, aged 11, was
drowned; at Brunswick Emile Caonette,
At Lisbon Falls Friday
aged sixteen.
there wss another accident of the same
kind, Philip Laundry, aged twelve, being
the victim.

that all

of

I

Subscribe for The American.

State ok
23, 1901.

SHERIFF’S SALE.
Hancock ss.

Maine,

—•

November

execution issued on a judgment
rpAKEN
X recorded at the October term of the supreme judicial court for Hancock county,
Maine, 1901, to wit; on the 24th day of said
October, in favor of Qeo. M. Warren, of Castine, and against Marshall S. Hinckley, formerly of Bluehill, for the sum of one hundred
dollars debt or damage and one hundred fourteen dollars and seventy-nine cents, costs of
suit, and will be sold at public auction at the
office of (Jeo. M. Warren, in Castine, in said
county, on Saturday, the 28tli day of December, a. d. 1901, at 10 o’clock in ihe forenoon,
as the
property of said Marshall S. Hinckley
the following described real estate situated in
said Bluehill, and all the right, title and interest which said Marshall 8. Hinckley has or
had in and to the same on the 17th day of
May, a. d. 1892, at 6 o’clock and 30 minutes in
the afternoon when the same was attached on
the origiual writ, to wit:
Beginning at the northwest corner of Winfield S. Hinckley’s land on the southerly side
of the highway leading to Penobscot; thence
by said Hinckley’s land southerly to land of
Arch W. Hinckley and Pelatiah Mason to land
of Winfield S. Hinckley; thence by land of
Winfield 8. Hinckley to land of Joseph N.
Curtis; thence by land of said Curtis to the
highway; thence by tbe highway easterly to
the first-mentioned bound.
Allard Staples,
Deputy Sheriff.
on

TITHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X be has been duly appointed administrator of
the
estate
of
Susan
Gray,
late of Castine, in the county of Haucock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired
for settlement, and all
to present the saim
indebted thereto are requested to make pay
Geo. M. Warren.
ment immediately.
November 5, 1901.

|

Sillicus—He has a keen sense of humor,
he? Cynicus—Yea; he knows when

hasn't

not to be

funny.

“They 8«y

rolls. The elections of 1890 and 1892
had brought into the Senate a small
but argumentative group of populists.
The St. Louis secession and the demA LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
ocratic split at Chicago established
PUBLISHED
two more novel partisan divisions,
the bolting western republicans classEVSEY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
ing themselves ss “silverites” and the
AT
supporters of Palmer and Buckner
ELLSWORTH. MAINE,
choosing the designation of “sound
facBT THB
money democrats”. Of this last
tion there is now no survivor. Of the
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OOpopulist all have disappeared but
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
three, though two of these—Harris
of Kansas, and Turner of WashingBuhner 1 ption l*ri«—('MW a year; $1.00 for
11
for
throe
30
cents
months;
six months,
ton—might be classified as democrats
pant strict ly In advance, $1.50, 75 and 38 cents rather than as populists.
respectively AM arrearages are reckoned at
Seven senators co-operated with Mr.
1 t*er year.
tne mu* of
the soA«1 vnriising Kates—Are reasonable, and will Jones five years ago to form
be made known on application
called silverite group—his colleague
from Nevada, William M. Stewart;
Business communications should be addressod Teller, of Colorado; Dubois, of Idaho;
The
10, and all money orders made payable to.
Cannon of Utah; Mantle, of MonHancock County Publishing Co., Ells
tana; Mitchell, of Oregon, and PettiMessrs. Manworth. Maine.
grew, of South Dakota
tle, Cannon and Pettigrew are no
longer in the Senate. The first named
has returned to republicanism, and
was a
republican caucus candidate for
Senator last winter before the Mon-

^Ueujortl) ^Vmtrican.
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The President’*

The American
this issue

an

dnmnnsnf

prints

page 7 of

on

famous,

President Roosevelt’s first message to

Congress.

The document is dignified,

President

treats

same— perhaps

opinion

dead.

a

been

have

petitioned

From there

you
‘Damn yon and your dog. 1 11
shot him.
my brother-in law
revolver
Then he looked at Hill, whose
and
was hung In a belt around his body,
as I j
seeing his hand on the hilt shot, just
think you or any man would have done if ^
he thought he was going to be shot
The wardens did not step out of the
were at the Fletcher brook

bor, where he managed the Hotel Brewer
He came to Ellsworth six years
took charge of the American

oneyear.
ago, and
house.
to

.woods—they

Mr. Cunningham was married in
Mra. Nancy Varney, daughter of

(house,

statements 1 have

Barney McQouldrick, the Cberry fleld
boniface. Mr. Cunningham is mourned

late

will

be

held

at

Buckaport

“Card” left

at 2 o’clock
by Donaqua lodge, K. of P., of
which he was a member.
Rev. Richard
Owen, of Bar Harbor Congregational
church, and Rev. A. H. Coar, of Ellsworth
Unitarian church, will officiate.

"Speaking

of the

a

My
an

decrease.

pulp industry," asked

reporter, "do you think there Is a tendency among these mills to cut too small
trees, and thereby reduce the amount of
the

to

years in
nia. He

be about

more.

Walker *

j

possible of the timber.

small

case

trees

are

Norris bouse at tbe
Oak

streets, but

In this

undoubtedly

neighbor.
corner

never

For $2.00

Tie.
Ja
On

12

Mass.

Waltham,

she

spoken

was

Kerosene

c

per Gal

WHITING

BROS

9

tbe steamer “Arkai
Bine*
with water.

commanded by Captain Franklin
Lowell, of Bucksport. and hia wife aid

Maas.

a« s

He built

tbe

thoroughly

was

j

-—-

I
Deafness Cannot lw Cured
hv local applications, a* a thev cannot reach the
diseased | onion of the car. There la only one
way to cure deafn- as ami that U by conatltu j
IVafties* la caused by an In* |
tlonal remedies
flamed condition of the mucous lining of the •
Whenthl* tul»e l* Inflamed |
Eustachian Tub*'
he«r |
vou hare a rumbling sound or Imperfect
log, ami wImjii It la entirely c»o*cd. <l«tliw»» la
the result, an<< unless the Inflammation can l»e
token out and thl# tube restored to It* norma*
condition, hearing will be drstroved forever,
nine cases out of ten are caused liy « atarrh,
which la nothing but an Inflamed condition of
the mucous surface*.
W«* will give One Hundred Dollar* for any
case of deafnes* causal by catarrh) that can
not l*e cured by Hail's tatarrb cure. Send fur
circulars, free.
F J CHENEY ft CO Toledo, O.
I
Sold by all druggist*. *Hic.
Hall’s Family t'lda are the beat.

Mr.

Ellsworth

but

of Church and

PATENT

WARRANTED

$4.25
20 lbs. SUCAR
for SI.OOwith

SPBCIAL

WORK FOR

If there is anything disgusting or intbe company cuts from its own I
to be seen in life, ’tis tbe vulland, it of course realizes that it congruous
House, Bangor.
leaves a vacancy which several desire to
of wealth by tboee whose peris not for its interest to cut the amal-er gar display
ff^WO cylinder tamper* 2 fancy top stitchtill. At tbe same time it gives rise to the
sonalities lie very close to the brute—who
A. era, "l Lufkin folder. 3 box calf cutters.—
timber.
discussion of discontinuing tbe agency.
Commonwealth Shoe and Leather Co., Garare undeveloped, coarse and repulsive.
"I should judge that tbe Hoilingawort li
diner, Me.
The recent rum-war in Bucksport reHow often we see refined and beautiful
A Whitney company cuts two-thirds of
and operator* on Chase
over
sulted in closing all tbe local saloons, and
character
and
charming
personality
Also a Goodyear
its supply from tracts of land which L
Lasting Machine.
tbe liquor agency grew in consequence.
shown by a servant in tbe family of a
Welter—Commonwealth Shoe ft Leather
owns.
The Great Northern paper com<
<•..<.ardiuer. Me.
It is surprising how many people
in
millionaire! There are serbrutal,
vulgar
pany owns over 400.000 acres of timber
In Ellsworth or vicinity to sell
Bucksport think now that a place where lands. It cuts an immense amount from vants lu thousands of wealthy American
our teaa. Coffee, etc.
For term* apply to
homes who ere infinitely superior, from Grand Union Tea Co,. 114 Main St.. Bangor.
liquor for medical purjo^es may be ob- this
territory, but it alpo buys a great
tained is indispensable.
of real value, to Maine.
every
possible
standpoint
deal. It is continually purchasing from
those they serve. Those servants are
At 1-!|.
if... g.
\Klii MKN
*mall owners, so no exact estimate can be
often compelled to live in hot and inmen.
Wages 19 to SI eta. per hour.
Bucksport is proud not only of her new
vent listed
kitchens
and to sleep in
cut on
its
Cha«e Granite Co., Bluehill, Me
of tbe
given
proportion
vessels, but of some built years ago. The
stiflttig, unattractive rooms. They are tbe
own lands and that purchased from others.
“Fannie Hayden”, built by tbe Parkers in
only pearls, perhaps, in tbe entire bouseThe international paper company uses
hold, and yet are unappreciated, unrecog- ]
1S83, is no.v a pilot boat at Portland. A
about 25 000,000 feet a year, and a good
j
nJzed—trampled in tbe mud by the hoof
Portland paper said of her last week:
band saw machine 1 bun planer. 1
proportion of this comes from its own of the beast who has managed to grasp j
surface planer, I large and 1 small wood
and wrench from others his vulgar milCapt. John Martin had a chance Sunday and
turning lathe. I ripping saw machine, 1 saw
auds.
lions.
Monday to try out hi* new pilot ttoat, the "Fanbench (all iron), I swiug saw, 74 H. P. gaso"l)a you think there is a great tendency
Many a hod carrier is superior to the line engine. All in good working order. Also
nie Hayden’*, for the ilrm time, and to say that
Isaac L. ffhooowner of the bricks he sta gers under;
hangf
rs, shafts, pulleys, etc
towards
t be forests of the
the
of
depletion
he 1* pleased with her is putting it mildfy.
He
einn. Ellsworth, Me.
many a coachman on tbe box is worth a
remained outride throughout the entire gale, j .State?" was naked.
thousand times more than the man ur
picking up the l>ondnlon liner **Cambromai>’* i "No. In the case of the Kennebec re- woman inside tbe carriage, when meas- jj
Monday afternoon, lie said the weather con- i gion there is lumber enough, with what ured by every moral measurement.
dition* were very ►Iml’ar Sunday to those at
We shall never have a true measurement
will grow, if judiciously used, to last tbe
NOTH f.
until we cease to gusge a man's worth by
th« time lire "I'orilsml" was lo*t.
He allowed
annual meeting of the stockholder* of
companies now' operating here for years, bis bank account or bis
business, or to r|MIK
hi* t»oat to han* el ween i*rven and I’caka la
the
Hauc
ck
JL
County Agricultural ho
without any doubt.
estimate a woman's real standing by her
land* fur winf time win re tie could command a |
defy will be held at the town hall, Bhiebi'l,
nr
her
the
coat
of
her
"What are the plans of the
on
apparel,
jewels.
VVednesday,
I, 1902. at 2 o*c'<»ck
January
j
a
The waves were runttood view of the
entertainments.
liijffi-uis often
wear
p. ni., to act upon the follow ing business, to
ning mountain* high, and when the "Cambro- ! Lumber Co. for the coming season?" asked broadcloth, and sensual women frequent l> ] wit:
To hear the report of the secretary.
nian” was sighted she would l>e high on the ! tbe reporter.
rustle in silks an<t bis*- wit o jewels, while j
To hear the report of the treasurer.
"We uae about 10,000.000 feet of timber res* worth does i** work in coarse serge or ;
crest of one roller and the
ext moment sink
To elect a board of director*
Sucre**
We alia*! cut about 4,(X)0,000 cb»a • ca'ico
entirely from view so that not even ;hc tops etch year.
To tran• act ant other busine** legally t*-fore said meetli g
of her masts were vlalnie to those on the rturdy
lamia
and
have
arranfeet
from
our
own
I
Nahcm IIincklkn
craft
schooner. The *launch
made excel tent
In travelling on tbe r.«dd to wealth, it
t.luehili Nov. 20, 9)1.
>ecit-ta.
ged for about 6 000,000 tnoie from other
weath-r of It, even when the *ea wa« tlic high
sources.
Our lumbering operations up pays to keep to »h* H*rht
BPBCIIL Hortoil
e-t. and Capt. Martin m.hi she handled like a
river have already begun. Our men were
Toe difference between a j »b « d s post- I I krt not tresp»ss in CunlcalO'-u* Park
1
cat boat, am-wring the el!ghtt*t touch of th~
"
•
demand proiec.i*»n to life and p
in the woods a mouth ago.
perty
They are tion seems to depend on «h» *»« *rv
* ho
w heel «nd ticking und.
e tied rail
with a
from the countv of H*oco:k. ih*- :*(»«« >t
working on the hills and in other places
that was surprising.
Not once did
\Y en a •!»•*»» I»mrp,e4 It,* |n* k
Maine, and the Ouiird State* of America.
h“ »s
XI av «
k'uiti/
».
he waies wash her deck, and the trim craft where deep snow will hinder the work
the -tlppo-eU
♦, l-U
get! l-g *• •»»
fully maintained the reputation which she for later. Our orperat ions are, as usual, con- in»f*- >sr«i- n il in n- c♦!•••*♦
ruerly bote of being the fastest thing of her ducted from the office in this city.
A
Kn « i'll fli'i U w*-l *lit» ml'l wslcr mnl
size in these waters
foreman in each of
I he
wit*
(
camps
'1 for
t
n.ir* ill
Ir'imVf j
Hpft
be in chHige of tbe minor details.
^TOHfc—Ham,nin Jir»t floor aua u*rin<
0 iu MMonir block ou 8 tale «ir«.et, un.il
tmm
a
ijmmr
jit'
“Good men for the woods are in deIncrease Your Capacity to Enjoy Life.
recently occupied by the II»uc«h k Co a y
A leMspcMiitfnl *.f p*i v
Mill hlnif n.iiit rihii-.
t<>
1.
z <1 a wn in i«1
Publishing (Jo. Inouireof John U.
mand Such will have no difficulty in
*<« nt. in Mine builaiuv.
with “tovi* |w!ife'i tu.i ^ivt- toe stove a
1
do
not
think
est success than the formattou of a habit
t,e ting goon wages.
--—,
• here are an
of enjoying thing*.
Wnntever your callmany French Canadians in flue lust re.
JlmuscnuntB.
be woods this season as usual.
l'be
“At tt»U point,” Mlrt t tie "Hrrn’.ir, "ah**
ing in life may be, whatever misfortunes
or hardships may come to you, make up
wage* for the present season are about |2
broke down w«d wept ursMhur tenrs **
of

Q>

j

Saturday, General

ONE

j

renomi-

ELLSWORTH.

1--I- i-»-I

I l l-H-H-r

RAW FURS
BOUGHT FOR
CASH ! I am in the

market +
for raw fur, of every kind. j |
Have had life-long expe- !!
rienee In liandling them.
I have bought out the II.
|
It. Philliiis store near the K. ! I
tt. station, where, in addl- • >
tion to the handling of furs, *'
I shall keep a general gro- \ I
< ■
eery and provision store.

■

X

I.

jFot Salt.

GRINDAL,

C. H.
W ATER 3T.,

j

Henderson, Alexander
McDowell,
Henry Casson, and the other officers

!

TP.A.

51.00.

I

AGBNT

.>

30«.

28 lbs. Englishcured Pollock for

We

TRACKERS

c tn furnish congenial, profitable and perrnanent employment to two men and two
women teachers.
Address giving age, expert
once and
reference*. Mm. Baum, Bangor

of

tTrrr

our

EHantrtJ.

lived there.

ROLLER

FLOUR

PULLERS

but also from the extreme w eakof the opposition.
At the re-

Oil,

near

nothing baa been heard from

Franklin in 1871,
rebuilt last year.

When

tracts

Best Water-white too test

young niece are on board. The vessel is
owned by F. II.* C. E Arey.of Buvkapor
She la a craft of 118 tona and was built at

Wealth la Not Worth

cut.

Fancy Bio Coffee,

It's

She Is
H.

went to Califor-

Lswrence,

a

her.

sixty-fourth year of

McGown is remembered in

depends

as

Co

for

GeorgeiCBanks by
and supplied

his age at his death. He was one of a
family of fifteen children, of whom three
brothers are now living In Ellsworth—
Francis, Walter and William K. McGown,
of North Ellsworth. He leaves a daugh-

good citizen and

circumstances.
upon
When a company buys the stuinpage only,
there is a tendency, of course, to utilise
much

in tiie

ter who resides in

timber In the State?"
"This

Massachusetts,

1 lb OO-cent Tea,
2

Bucksport Schooner.
felt at Bucksport for tbe

saa”

received here

was

In

printed

were

25 It's Granulated s>ugar,

for

November

that time

was

given

For $1.50

These

schooner “VV. H. Card”.
Bangor with lumber from

bouse to-morrow afternoon

conducted

News

lbso-cent Tea.

l

the time of tbe tragedy
Mrs Fred 8 Graves.

Anxiety
Anxiety is

the

Former Ellsworth Man Dead.

will

little

at

paper

by his mother, whose home was with him,
a widow aud an adopted
daughter, Mias
Carrie Cunningham.
Funeral services

deserted building.

old

an

Sugar,

lbs Granulated

22

both,” and

to Bar Har-

he went

the game wardena demanded the

kill

years ago, first running tbe hotel
Shore Acres at Lamolue Point, one sum-

Kennebec

would be that there would be

increase rather than
machines.

Bucksport temperance people want tbe
liquor agency discontinued. Tbe death
of Lemuel T. Dorr, town liquor agent,

ness

were

the

towns west.

that this country has witnessed for
many a day. The republicans have,
of course, a great advantage, not only
from their position as a majority par-

of the last Congress,
nated by acclamation.

The cut this year

dustry.

of

Bar Harbor wants a late mall oat.
Tbe
night train at present carries only mail
from Washington county, Ellsworth and

Congress is now in session, and will
remain for at least six months, into
which will be crowded some of the
most exciting political experiences

caucus on

one

who made Sorrento

men

Going on Among
Operators.

When

FOR CASH

,

can t
dog, Graves said: “Gentlemen, you
Niles said:
have the dog, he is mine

recently of the
The outlook for an increase In the lum- death at Los Angeles, Cal., on Oct. 24, of
bering operations in theKennebee terri- Peter J. McOown, formerly one of the
best known citizens of Ellsworth. Mr.
tory the coming winter is regarded as very
bright. There are few men in this vicin- McOown succeeded his father, the late
ity better posted upon Ihe condition of Peter McOown, as proprietor of the
the lumbering business than Hon. Ira H. Branch pond lumber mill, then a large
mill sawing long lumber, shingles and
Ul AUKU91I.
tbe mill s num"Last year," said Mr. Randall, "all the laths. Mr. McGown
ra^i
con panies operating on
the
Kennebec ber of years. It was afterward burned,
waters cut, as near as can be estimated, | and the present Hooper mill was built on
Ellsworth
150 000,000 feet. This iuciudea that used tbe site. Mr. McGown left
by both the saw mills and in the pulp in- about twenty years ago, and after a few

clean them out of tbe town.

trusts,

Extended comment here is unnecessary; we urge all readers to read the
message for themselves.

publican

is

Tbe selectmen

of

reciprocity and the tariff, and other
problems that are uppermost in the
public mind to-day, in an able and
straightforward manner.

ty

Lewis, of Boston,

Bar Harbor is after tbe slot

vuuuproiimiHi vt, xxi»Bi*j,rij.

The

D.

William

mer.

tragedy.

eight

JFrom the Ker.nebcc Journal.[

ViMni)

tbe real estate

They live like lords and never labor.
A "They**” on^ task Is to watch his neighbor.
And to tell his business and private affairs.
To the world at largo they are sowers of tares—
These folks In the house of "They."

What Is

Fletcher Brook Tragedy
North Hahcocr, Not. 29,1901.
To the Editor of The American:
In the
I mud correct ■ statement made
The America*
county gosalp column of
Brook
last week, In regard to the Fletcher

Ells-

yeara in Sullivan and Boston, and about
sixteen years ago went to Cberryfleld.
He entered the hotel
business about

LI MUKK OUTLOOK.

COUNTY (lOSSIP.

extended summary of

in

born

was

Uosslp mongers and spreaders of lies.
Horrid people whom all despise I
Ami yet the best of u», now and then.
Repeat queer tales about women and men.
And quote the house of "They.”

Of all the rascals under the sun
Who have come to punishment, neyer one
Belonged to the bouse of "They.”
—Kiln Wheeler H'iiror.

I

Me*»«ge.

CUNNINGHAM.

Cunningham

Mr.

Though you cannot get In, yet they get out.
And spread their villainous talcs about;

legislature.

R.

worth, Nov. 13, 1850, the sou of tbe late
Prescott Cunningham.
He learned tbe
trade of barber, and worked at it several

It Is useless to follow a "They”
With a whip or a gun, for he slips away,
And Into the house, where you cannot go.
It Is locked and bolted and guarded so—
This horrible bouse of "They.”

Mr Pettigrew was a defeated democratic and fusion candidate before
Mr.
the South Dakota legislature.
Dubois, defeated a silverite four years
ago, has been again elected from
Idaho as a democrat. Mr. Mitchell,
also defeated as a silverite, has been
again elected from Oregon as a republican. Mr. Stewart, elected as a
silverite, announced his reconversion
to republicanism about a year ago,
and Mr. Teller, elected as a silverite,
is preparing, it is understood, to make
his next canvass before the Colorado
legislature as a straightout democrat.
With Mr. Jones adding his vote to
the republican column and Mr. Teller
his to the democratic, the Senate
again becomes bipartisan, containing
no member who cannot be fairly characterized either as a republican or as

7

6

OKORUR

Oeorge R. Cunningham, proprietor of
tbe American house, died at 2 o’clock
yesterday morning, after a long Illness
witb a complication of diseases.

A numerous family, ao I am told.
And Its genealogical tree Is old,
For ever since Adam and Eve began
To build up the curious race ot man,
lias existed the house of "They.**

1901

DECEMBER

1901

Have you heard of ihe terrible family "They,’*
And the dreadful, venomous things they say?
Why. half the gossip under the sun.
If you trace It back, you will find begun
In that wretched house of "They.”

3tbrrtMnuma.

CsTTreponhmtf.

OBITUARY.

f
■

B.

■
«

F.

::

PHILLIPS,

Main St. (opp depot),

I

Ellsworth. ) j

■H-t-H-H-H-l-l-H-i-i-W-t-l-H-H-tT

|

1

When consumptive demand equals
exceeds supply and
prices are
firmly held at an exceptionally high

level, it is generally considered that

<

there is little to be desired in the business
situation.
These factors are
now in evidence to an unusual extent,

yet many industries

|

-i

The
principal disturbing element is the
lack of cars to handle the phenomenal
shipments that are urgently needed.
To this must be added the delay
are

halting.

j

Augusta

—

caused by extensive changes under
way at many railway terminals, where
better facilities are being prepared,
but in the meantime regular work is
handicapped. In the same connec- j
tion there have appeared numerous j
j
labor controversies among switchriver
men, freight
handlers,
pilots, :
miners and other allied workmen,
which combine to make the problem
transportation most intricate. Although the movement of grain to interior cities is at the rate of nearly
three million bushels daily, the westward traffic of merchandise is so unprecedented as to necessitate the return of empty cars.
Tlie Silver Psrty Is llrml
Senator John P. Jones’s reversion
to republicanism leaves adrift between
the lines of the two political parties
scarcely a single conspicuous figure in
the silver secession of 1896.
One by one the western politicians
who broke with the republican organization at St. Louis five years ago,
and sought, by a subsequent alliance
with the democrats and popnlists, to
make the free coinage issue a new
basis of cleavage in national politics,
fcave confessed the total failure of
their plans and hopes. Some, intensified in their hostility to republican
leadership by the defeats of 1896 and
189.9, found the way smoothed for
them in 1900 to accept the undiluted
democratic faith. Others, bolting at
the offensive attacks in the Kansas
City platform on the administration’s
policy in the Philippines, resumed,
Without appreciable tension, their
places in the republican ranks.
The senior senator from Nevada was
one of the few seceders of 1996 whose
party status last year’s national camleft unaltered and unaffected.
is renewal now of his old relations
With the majority party in the Senate
and in the country leaves the middle
ground between republicanism and
It
democracy practically deserted.
marks, too, the final subsidence of an
agitation which, while it lasted, threatened to obliterate all the known and
accepted landmarks of party politics.
Mr. Jones’s abandonment of the
cause of silver completes the process
through which the United States Senate has gradually rid itself of the mulso long represented on its

Bvign

tiplicity

“Flowers
C

are

A
A

cause

A
A
A

sertion
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A
A
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A
A
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x
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mind resolutely that, come what
may, you will g*t the most possible real
enjoyment out of every day; that you will
increase your capacity for en oying life

"r #3 p«r month higher than last year.
They range from f29 to f28 for good
Men going iu
choppers and teamsters.

by try in * to find the sunny side of every
experience of the day. Reso'utely deur-

cannot

1 mine that
you will see the humorous side
of things.
No matter bow hard or unyielding your
enviroiim<|fit may seem lo b+*t there is a
sunny side if you can only see it. The
mirth-provoking faculty, even under trying circumstances, is worth more to a
young man or woman starting out in life
Make up your
than a fortune without it.
tiiiod that you will he an optimist, that
there shall he nothing of the pessimist
about you, that you will carry your own
sunshine wherever you go.
There is longevity iu the sunny soul that
eases our jolts and makes our sides shake
w

itJMaughter.

There

is a

wonderful

good cheer. Good
have a magic effect

medicinal effect in
and glad tidings

news

upon invalids.
We often see a whole store or factory or
home transformed by one sunny soul.
On the other hand, we have seen them
blighted and made dark by a g'oorny,
morose, fault finding person.—Success.
Instead of

even

putting

food into the

oven

to

keep it hot for late comers, try covering it
closely with a tin and setting it over a
water. This plan will keep
it hot, and at the same time prevent it drybasin of hot

ing.
A

lady

was

looking for her husband, and

inquired anxiously of a housemaid :
dou happen to know aoything of

“Do

whereabouts?” “I’m not sure,
mum,” replied the careful domestic; “but
I think they’re in the wash.”
more one

has to do the

more one

ia

capable of doing, even beyond our proper
path. The diligent man cuts out time
and opportunity for whatever work he
sets bis mind

doing; It is the idle
who “can’t find time.”
on

woods
get

for the first
as mucu

time of

man

“she

most

r««e”.

bnvo

beau

the

bovli* ^

m*>ner,

over

it will taint the butter that is made in it
The stomach is a churn. In the stomach and

juice.

sour

Put the uncooked yolks of two eggs
into a clean, cold soup dish, then add a
quarter of a teaspoonful of salt and a dash

digestive

and

nutritive

tracs

are

1

TOM P.

♦

|

X
T
T
^
X
X

1)10

clfiutttiscmtutss.

X

glass!” “Vain, Aunt
yourself
Emma? Me vain? Why I don’t think
myself half as good-looking as 1 really
am!”

the

AMERICAN

LADY

SATURDAY, DEC.

# TIC KETS AT WIOOIN

A

7.

MOOBK's.

HERBERT L.

!rgal Xoticre.

_

Hankmpt’a Petition Tor
In the matter of
)
fiut-iAW H Pcerus, Jn. /n

[)

bankrupt,

.,

*

l>is.hArg*'~
Bankruptcy.
^ 9

othe Hon. Nathan Webb,
Judge of the DlaUnU*d s"“'» ,ur th' W»of
H PUPPBR, J»„ of
In
file county of liaucock. and Eden.
Elate of
lame, lu said district, respectfully reDoiest
tat on the l.tb da, of
“
»djudged bankrupt, under the
Coogresa relating to bankruptcy; that
hurfeudered all hi. property
'“'‘f
Ithe requirements of said act.‘implied
aid of
touching bis bankruptcy
.* °( c.<,url
he >"»>• lhl*‘
may be de-

u!« UMAinrlh'

linLLUM

Ef “b

5*f2
! AhVoduly.

thriTl the’LPr,,,>'rt>

J i’a

aDd?**

aVT Hhem'0“rl

discharge

om »H
debt, provable against hi.
estate
ndrrsald bankrupt acta,
ercept such debts
l.*r* Mcepted by lew from such discharge
Dated this80th day of
November, it. d. I'jul
William U. Purrttt. J*.;
•

bankrupt.

Of Notice Thereon.
Mains ss.
^ day of Xovemoer, a d laui „*»
* '*
■ading the foregoing petition. It
Ordered by the court, that a
hearing he had
on lhe 2181
of
*#me said court at'»ay
d. 1901, before
Ci
Or.l^r

• istkict

or

fa-'

Workmanship.
Reasonable Prices,

Correspondence solicited.

Oecemhef

Prf “iiieK
roerican,

‘me

WVfOKK

i

Kll.wortb.

BOUNTY

X'j

Bluehill, Maine.

1

MAREL N. JOY,
Blocs

sunning

d.“}?

TAXIDERMIST.
Give trial order.

!

»I0'> Is due the heir* of soldiers who died
In the ermy during the dell War.
C.
B. WADLEIGH,
51* Fifth Street,
W ashington, D. C.

X

HERRICK,

1
P

of

X

SdbrrtisnnnUa.

First-class

,

X

|X

5

In
and up to d -te si) lea
Prtaea
reasonable.
Call and be convinced.

I
\

X

of

A DIES’ TAILORING
and DREKKH IKING

J

—

X
X
X
X

ray

r

KELLEYS:

DON'T FORGET THE DATE.

X

and

a

newspaper printed in

place, and ahow

cause

,aid

Doston Terrier

said

f,

hi

Jf!d

pMoammiSsst
arkS«. •**

CIi£(,r.

vain you are, Effle? Looking at
in

7

Th»* rt'n 1 1,1, bM uty
with Hi
clever people. Tne unest, lieat ,in>w|
and
highest salaried female mln-ir
It 1* a novelt/
company in the wor d.
an » a nice cleau show that ladles can
«ttend aud enjoy tbctnaelvea.

with

“How

Dec

DiU MINSTRELS.

f>roce-aes

|

revive and brighten leather, wash It
a little warm water and a very soft
cloth, and afterwards brush it over with
the wbit of eggs whipped to a light froih

Saturday,

performed

which are ex >ctly akin to the churn
»K of outter.
It I* not apparent then that If
of cayenne pepper; work these well to- thl* stomach churn is “-our" it sours all which
gether, and then add, drop by drop, half a is put lop) U? 1 he evil of a foul stomach Is
pint or more of olive oil. You must stir | not the bad taste In the mouth and the fou»
breath caused by it, but the corruption of the
rapidly and steadily while adding the oil. j pure current
of the blood and the disseminaAfter adding one gill of oil, alternate tion of
disease throughout the inaiy.
l»r.
of
lemon
a
with
few
drops
occasionally
Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery makes the
1
juice or vinegar. The more oil you use sour stomach sweet. It does for the stomach
too
add
If
what the washing and sun oath do for the churn
the thicker the dressing.
thick,
of vinegar —absolutely removes every taiuilng or corrupta half teaspoonful or more
“Gol en Medical Discovery" conMore or ; ing element
until the proper consistency.
tains no
or other Intoxlcatant
less oil may be added according to the and no alcohol, whisky
narcotic.
quantity of dressing desired.—Mrs. S. T. ]
Journal.
Home
in
Ladies'
Rorer
To

{

a

TEUU'HONB OUHIOTlua.

ELLSWORTH*

COMING

:

_

“You talk nliout |»o«ter- and your *«t*. oi*»n tkr
fence,
Hut they alii t the kind o' medium* lint appeals

Dressings for Salad.
toconuuoii hms!;
Tu make French dressing, put a half
You may talk about your dodger*. mh<I juur
and
a
of
a
of
sail
teaand such.
circulars
(easpoonfui
quarter
spoonful of white pepper into a bowl; add Hut I calculate they don't assist an udvertimr
much;
gradually six labtespounfuls of olive oil. }
Ami especially In arbiter, when the snow Is on
Hub until the salt is dissolved, and then
the ground,
add one t ihleapoonfui of vinegar or lemon
1
where your po-ters ami your dodgers
juice. Beat well for a moment and it la [ wonder
can l>« found?
It
is
much
better
if
used
at
use
to
ready
But within the cosy homestead, when the parlor
once.
Cream dressing is made by heating
stove's aglow.
a gill
Moisten a table
of good cream.
The new-pnner Is read aloud to everyone we
know."
spoonful of cornstarch with u little cold
milk; add it to the hot cream, cook a -1moment, then stir in the well-beaten
The t nr mer'* Wife
ynfks of two eggs. Take from the tire; Is vert ca-eful about her churn. She scald* it
add a half teaspoonful salt, a dash of pepthorougbiy after using, ami gives H a sun bath
She knows that If her churn is
per and a tablespoon!ul of vinegar or to sweeten It
lemon

•HANCOCK HALL,

with

course

"

your

master’s

The

(he

“My goodne**!” exclaimed

that

£

as- c

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE

A
A

r. I..

your

proud

Flowers and Plants for the Mol- C
•days can be had at the

x

—

u

lit presents beare a

outvalues all the £
utilities in the world.”
—Emerson. 5

•Tariff.

<

always
they

Iwauty

j

i<|Ulekne-»

oi

c«K>.:><>oooorac«HX^>xsxtaoooQ

jSprtutl Notircs.

or

^

(1EO. 5. HARRIS Sc.

CO.,

...BOSTON, MASS.

Snbncribe for The Amekioan

SsS£S£?s

fovember, a.d. 1901.

lhe ®lh

day of

A'tVue^c'opyo^etUiou^ndordVr'the^^
Attest.—A. H.

Danr, Clerk.

OAMK

LAW

VIOLATION.

calf hidden In bis

well

CITY FATHERS AGAIN MULLING

HAVE

AT

MONEY

OR

ONCE,

WILL PROCEED AGAINST

COL-

more

CITY BUSINESS.
The city father* are again mulling over
the vexatious problem of unpaid taxes

Monday evening’* meeting of th>
hoard, which lasted until near midnight,
At

roouey

the

ClllUCII

tion* this year have been alow.

NO I KS.

meeting

At the
CONORROATIONAL.

|13 000,

in

over

evening,
7.30, teachers’
meeting at borne of Mrs. Wlggln. Sub“Jesus
His
Public Minisject:
Begins

aggregating

over

he tax-collectors

t

meet-

Womans Alliance. Subject: “Some
ing
Charitable Enterprises.”

I

BAPTIST,

quent* and

Sunday

one

bad also

Pleasant streets, and on State
street near Pond spring.
Ail
these
applications were referred to a special
committee composed of Aid. Stuart,Brady
and Patten.
cock and

m.

have

them

that

do uuder

$276

4')

810

91

*661

S3

all

the

terms

of H.

DaVPS has been sold In Cairo 18 years. Oar
agent Is Gaston Wynkoop. (louse owners there
want Devon, and painters there paint Devoe
It would be a hard job to p« rsuade a Cairo man
to paint lead and oil—of course a alnu r paints
whatever Ids customer wants, even if It’s buttermilk.
Marian Van Iloesen, a Cairo painter, has
painted. Devos for l& years. There are two or
three other*; all fer Dt voe, we arc told—don’t
know their names.
It’s the same wherever Devoe get* Into* town ;
It stays there and owns the whole huslucsa.
Yours truly,
A 18
r. W. Devoe A Co.

notice

Fire

of

the

Holmes

was

attention to this action of the
and
as

issued

giviug

notice that be

a

proceed

dept,

Daniel CarrolI.
K Uontn-y A Non,
J P Kldrldge,
C I Welch,
KMzal>eUi A Belcher,
J P Kldrldge,

directed.

Clara 1 Carter,
Lawrence Treworgy,
Vernon Raymond,
Jeremiah Moore,
Walur L Carter,

THE MEETING.
There

were

present

at

meeting
Stuart, Patten
the

Mayor Qreely, Aldermen
Brady.
>
Curtis U. Foster, superintendent of
Woodbine cemetery, appeared before the

and

Percy Fernuld,
sira K U Holt,
L D Patten,
Walter Katon,

subscript ion of flOO towards establishing a
water system of
hoard to ask for

a

kind at Woodbine and

some

Mt.

cemeteries.

establish

a

water

High school,

plant in the most feasi-

ble manner, which

seems

now

to

be

by
Contingent,

Kidney* f
I>r Hobbs' Bparagus Pills oure all kidney Ills. Samis free Add sterling Homedv Co. t'bfb*KOOr N. V
lt«w Are luur

MMMMMMC4040K40I0K MO+MMMMMMM8 #0*MM0 ♦

Clothing

I

Co.
"

i

MERCHANT
j TAILORING

to the

build

a

until

Styles.
are

from

guaranteed. Gentlemen
They come back and

11
wTrTparker" ELLSWORTH,^ ||
CLOTHING COa |
try

lip

•

OUR WORK.
^

Having sold the greater portion of the

ANnUUINUtlflCIl

Treasury Stock

of the

CALIFORNIA KING COLD MINES CO.,
we wish to state the balauce will be offered at
wSLlj ^>DaUU>
We are rapidly building the largest Cyanide Plant in the world to treat
We are building a railroad to connect the mine
ore.
the enormous output of
is
pushed forward to completion, and
energetically
work
being
The
mill.
and
the first of February next.
The mine
everything will be in full operation by
from the start.
will earn and pay dividends
once for prospectus and information to
l)o not delay, but apply at

MRS.

ISABELL
241

BUKER

FRENCH STREET.

were

Monday night to the home of
father, Fred Moore, where

on

Mrs. Clark’s

funeral services

held

were

GRAY-DEW8.

The

marriage of Miss Inez L. Gray and

Edwin G. Dews

solemnized

whs

on

Thurs-

day evening, Nov. 28, at tbe home of the
bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
The ceremony was preformed
A. Gray.
by Rev J. P. Slmontoii, he neat h an arch of
The
evergreens and chrysanthemums.

ring

service

was

of

Saturday

CHASE, Agent,

wife
and

Sunday
Sunday

dinner

was

given

to Mr

of his

pleasan'ly. The dinner
Mrs. Henry Carter and

was

prepared by

Mrs James W.
Carter and wife w ill return
Minnesota in a few
to their home in
weeks. He never expects to visit here
again, on account of his age and health
Carter.

Mr.

NORTH

wore white silk, and was atby her younger sister. Miss Bessie
The groom was accompanied by

Gray.

Lynch,

James

of Lowell.

very prettily arranged.
the immediate relatives

The

rooms were

forty

About

of

in attend-

were

ance.

Mrs. Dews is

of

one

the

Falls’

most

Mr. Dews Is a
charming young ladies.
graduate of the Dexter high school, and
an
He
is
enterprising young man.
associated with his father in the management of the Ellsworth woolen-mill on
Branch

couple

pond stream.
were

and

ful

the

The

where she will be

employed.

Nelson Hadeen, who has been holding
meetings in Winthrop, has returned to
his home here.

Leacbj

Edward

spending

a

few

of

Bangor,

has

been

days with his sister, Mrs.

Alvin Maddocks.

McGown, station agent at Schoodic,
spent Sunduy with his pareuts, Melvin
McGown and wife.
Alec

Maddocks, jr., wife and son Ralph,
Holden, spent Thanksgiving with Mr.
Maddocks’parents, Galen Maddocks and
Galen

of

wife.

BANCOR, ME.

American—only COUNTY Paper.

lour

iiowels With

Cascarets.

Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
10c.25c. If C. C- C. fail, druggists refund money.

ailment

I return.

beautiful

of

many

presents,

use-

including

valuable silverware aud bric-a- brae.

Dews lefc oil the evening
wedding trip, amidst the

Mr. and Mrs.
for

train

a

usual shower of rice.
best

They

have

the

ishes of their many friends.

w

LA KK WOOD.
A. H.

Denico is

visiting relatives aud

friends in Bar Harbor.

H.

Wilbur has been confined to

by illness for several wetks.

Alex Starkey has gone to North Ellsworth to live with bis son i”red, this win-

y'
Rollins, of Bar Harbor,
H. Rollins, of the city, passed

Lulu

Miss
A.

M.

Tnauksgivlng with their parents.

Emery

Fraz'er came home from AlligaSaturday, where he has been taking trout eggs for the Green Lake hatch:
He reports fish very scarce.
ery.
tor lake

The

Sunday school gave an entertainchapel Thanksgiving evening.

OK

TIIK

KIVKI#

Fullerton

spent

lest

MOUTH
Albert

Mrs Celia Fullerton is

humors

and prevent their

depends

week

in

relatives

p.

Portlanu
BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction
Holden.
Lake House.
Greet. Lake.
Nlcolin
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH..
Wash’gton Jc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, 8. Fy.
Mt. Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento
BAR HARBOR.I
..

Suicide **t

ISiH’k'port.
Blanchard, aged forty, employed by French Bros, at Sandy Point,
committed suicide by hanging, Saturday
The cause was despondency
from ill
Bradford

Year.

Airs

South
H

Ralph

Bartlett, who has been visiting relatives and friends here, returned to

Cargo.
The schooner “Lucy Bell”, of Sullivan,
from
which took part of stone
cargo
Ellsworth schooner “Victory” which put
in here leaking some weeks ago, struck
on a ledge near Thatcher’s island Wednesday night. Capt. Martin and crew
succeeded in landing and reaching Rockport.
Hard Luck in This

The “Lucy Bell” was a schooner of 91
tons, and was built at Columbia Falls in
1888. Dunbar Bros., of Sullivan, were the
A Boston wrecking company
owners.
will try to save ber.
Castlue Normal Alumni.
Castine Normal alumni association, of
Boston, held its fifteenth annual meeting
*t Copley Square hotel Friday evening.
There were over eighty graduates present,
Most
the largest number ever Attending
of these are teaching In Rnd near Boston.
was
of
Ella F. Jordan,
among
Ellsworth,
those present.

as

long

|

Brook«vllle, Nov 19, to Mr
Condon, a bun. fHenry

Port.
SAILED

Wednesday, Nov 27
Jordan, Boston, lumber,

Stonlngtou, wood. Pierce
Thursday, Nov 28
Sch Sadie Corey, Rondout, staves, C J Trcw

Friday,

4 50
4 54
12 5(0
34 t6 20
4
fft 27
50 6 85
59* f5 45
18 5 58
18 6 03
27 t« IS
87 6 22
47 6 30
52 8 84
6» 6 40

8 20 ..
8 fo.
9 HO 12 45
7 27

Steamship Company.

Steamers leave Bar Harbor

at

7

a

on

m

Mon-

days and Thursdays for Seal Harbor, Northeast
Harbor, Southwest Harbor and Stonlngton, connecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.

MAItltlKI).
BLACK—GREENLAW—At Deer Isle. Nov 27,
by Rev Minot Shaw Hartwell, Miss Roaella B
Black to Edward P Greenlaw, both of Deer
Isle.
COTTLK-M’INTOSH—At Ellsworth, Dec3, by
Rev J M Adams, Miss Maria Cottle to James
McIntosh, both of EllsworthCRABTREE-WEB BE It-At Hancock, Nov 28,
by Rev George II Salley, Miss Laura M Crabtree, of Hancock, to James Leroy \Vrebber, of
Ellsworth
FLOYD—WE8COTT—At Ellsworth, Nov 28, by
Rev J P Slinonton, Miss Cora Floyd to Fred
XX'escott, both of Eilswortb.
GRAY—DEWS—At Ellsworth Falls, Nov 28, by
Rev J P Slmonton, Mi-s Inez CJa'ay to Edwin G Dews, both of Ellsworth.
IIEATH—HEATH—At Stockton Springs, Nov
19, by J G Lambert, e*q. Miss Mary .) Heath,
of Sandy Point, to Edgar I. Heath, of Penob-

RETURNING.

From

Boston,

5pm

Tuesdays

and

Fridays at

From Rockland, vis way landings, Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about) Sam.

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

E. S. J.

Calvin Austin, Gen’l

Mgr., Boston.

fiockland, HU & EilswortSi Slcambl &

scot.

LIN SCOTT HODGKINS—At Lnmoine. Nov 28.
by Rev John S Bair, .Mias Ella Ltnscott to
Raymond E Hodgkins, both of Lamolne.
LI BUY H ASK ELL—At South Warren, Nov 2b,
by Rev XV s Newcomb, X1|hh Harriet M Libby,
of South XVarien, to Edgar
XV Haskell, of
Deer Isle.
MASON—OLMSTKAD-At Old Town. Nov 26,
Rev XXIIdam Wl'llams, Miss
Harriet
by
Louise Mason, of Ell-worth, to Willard I
Olmatead, of old Town.
ROLF—Will r a KER—At Gouldsboro, Nov 28,
by Rev J L Pinkerton, Miss Gertrude K ltolf
to John K Whitaker, both of Gouldsboro.
RICH a RDSON—«B X ETON—At Mt Desert, Nov
21. I»v Rev George K Kinney, .Miss Mary T
Rlchardsuii to Bud Barton, both of Mt Desert.
STEX'KNS—CHURCH—At
Bangor, Nov 28,
Miss Laura J Stevens, formerly of Brooksvllle, to Luther Church, of Ban .or.
STXPLKS-FRIEND—At BluehlH, Nov 27. at
the residence of Zara* Fogg, i>y Rev It L
(Ids, xiiss »iabel A Staples to XVatson P
Friend, lM>th of BluehlH
WI BERG—GORDON At Roxbury, Mass, Nov
20, by Itev A Erickson, MissOlga M EWiberg,
of Boston, to Henry D Gordon, of West Sulli—

•
otnmenclng Saturday, Nov 2, 1901, steamer
"Juliette” leaves Rockland upon arrival of
steamer from Bo-ton not before 5 a m. Tuesdays, Thur days ami Saturdays as follows: For
Dark Harbor, 'Northwest Harbor, *Kggemoggln, fSouth Brooksvillc, Sargentvlllt, North
Deer Isle, Hedgwick, Brooklin, fWest Tremont,
South Bluehlll, Bluebill, Surry, Ellsworth.
RETURNING.
,
Leave Ellsworth (stage to Surry*), at l> a m,
Surry at7 a in, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for Rockland via landings as above noted,
connecting at Rockland wltb steamer for Boston txcept on Fr days
* Will
laud going East Thursdays and Saturdays, going West Mondays and Fridays.
T Will land going East, Tuesdays, and going
West Wednesday
O. A. CROCKET*,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
word at 27 Hancock str< ei, Ellsworth (telephone
<

van.

I>IKI).
CLARK At Bangor, Nov 30. Hugh S Clark, of
Ellsworth Fads, aged 29 years, 2 months, 25

Slhbcrttsnnmts.

days.

CUNNINGHAM—\t Ellsworth, Dec 8, George
R Cunningham, aged 42 years, 20 days.
GOTT—At Tiemont, Nov 19, Mrs It A Gott,aged

staves,
Nov 29

Sch Lydia M Webster, DolHver, Seal Harbor,
lumber, Wnltcomb, Haynes A Co
Sch Ann C Stuart, Kay. Southwest Harbor,
Iumi»er, Ell-worth Lumlter Co
Sch E A Whitmore,Closson, Cranberry Isles
lumber, Ellsworth Lumber Co
ARRIVED
Sch Leonora, Bonsey, Boston
Sch Caressa, Harvey, Bar Harbor
Monday, Dec 2
Sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, Boston
Sch Aliaudale, Sadler. Boston

MADE~ NEW.

I FURNITURE

I have ample facilities for repairing and renovating old furniture.
I keep on hand many styles of coverings, and mauy more samples to
select from.

56 years.

GILLEY—At Tremont, Nov 25, Charles B
Gilley, uged 59 years, II months.
HATCH—At Penobscot, Nov 22, Ruth P Hatch,
aged 13 years.
HOWARD —At North Deer Isle, Nov 27, Alonzo
K Howard, aged 2b years, 2 months, II days.
LEACH—At Orland, Nov 30, Mrs Rose E Leach,
aged 39 years, 8 months, 25 days.
M’GOXX N—At Los Angeles, Cal, Oct 24, Peter J
Mctiown, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 63
years, 9 months.
RAY —At Eureka, Cal, Kmellne, wife of Cap!
Winslow Ray, formerly of Surry, aged 61
years, 8 months.
STANLEY—At Atlantic, Nov 27, Arthur Stanley,
aged 13 years, 2 months, H davs.

HAIR MATTRESSES MADE
GOOD

AS

NEW.

UNDERTAKING.
L.

W.

JORDAN.
Ellsworth.

No. 1 Franklin Street,

2t>bcrtiscmcnts.

CHAMBER SETS.
ASH—full suites for $19.00; hard to
beat this. We have them also In Oak,
Maple and Birch. Latest Style*,
Lowest Prices.

SPECIAL

COUCHES.

SALE

A large Hue of new patterns.
Covering* in velouir, tapestry, plush and
leather. This is none too early to begin to think about Christmas.

Straw

DINING ROOM
FURNITURE

Ellsworth

orgy
Sch Kentucky, Sinclair, North port,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co

6 12 10
f6 3* 10
f6 41 1<
« 49 10
f« 691 10
7 18; 1J
7 18 11
7 10 11
|7 89j 11
f7 49 11
7ft'll
8 00 11

BOSTON AND BANCOR

OF

MARINE LIST.

Sch Lulu W Eppe*,
Ellsworth Lumber Co
Sch Kieuzl, C'loMon,

10 Oft

connection).

absent four months.

Zinc and Grinding Make
Devoc Lead and Zinc Paint wear twice
as lead and oil mixed by hand.—Advt.

M.

10 00

8 Oft

Ellsworth.

GRAY —At Penobscot, Nov 24, to Mr and Mrs
Valorous Gray, a daughter.
GOSZXLKS— At Tremont, Nov 20. lo Mr and
Mrs Dominick Gonzales, a daughter.
MARSHALL—At Tremont, Nov 13, toMrand
Mrs 8 J Marshall, a daughter
PRBBLE—At Ellsworth, Nov 27, to Mr anti Mrs
Herbert K Preb e, a daughter
ROBERTS—At Penobscot, Nov 28, to Mr and
Mrs William C Roberts, a daughter.
SPRAGUE—At Seal Cove, Nov 28, to Capt and
Mrs Eugene H Sprague, a daughter.
SA UNDKRS—At Deer Isle, Uec 2, to Mr and
Airs.) E Saunders, a son.

George A. Fullerton Iirb arrived home,

being

A.

6 »

Passengers are requested to procure ttohtH
before entering the train, and especially BUS*
worth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager*
F L. BOOTHBY. GenM Pass, and Ticket Agt.

iiOKJ*.

Ralph.)

M

A.

M.

9 00
**.
12 40

tStop on signal or notice to Conduotor.
These trains connect at Bangor, wltti through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boaton and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and Wnt
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,

In 1895, none; in 1900, 6,000,000
boxes; that’s Cascarets Candy Cathartic’s jump into popularity. The
people have cast their verdict. Best

CONDON—At

I

...

healt h.

ioc.

11

|
001.

P.

..

Promises to cure and keeps the
It is positively uneall cutaneous eruptions.
Take it.

AH druggists,

M.j
00l.

A.

7

Boston.I

promise.
qualed for

a

i

I

BANGOR TO BAB HARBOB.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Six Million Boxes

M. A. It. A. M.
5 3ft
4 00
30
9 05
fi 57,
7 26

P.

Portland.
Boston.

Brewer.

after

V.

Ex.St.j

The medicine taken by Mrs. Ida E. Ward,
Cove Point, Md., was Hood's Sarsaparilla.
She writes:
I had a disagreeable itching on
my arms which 1 concluded was salt rheum
I began taking Hood's Sarsaparilla and in
two days felt better. It was not long before
I was cured and I have never bad any skin
disease since.”

—

visiting

M.'P.

......

newly-wedded

recipients

KLLSWORTH.

Miss Lura Kenney is in very poor health.
Miss Louise Patten has gone to Brewer,)'

the

?.

A 2ft..
4 00..
4 2ft
Sullivan ...!.
9)0
Ml Desert Ferry.
11 20 4 ftu
11 28 4 fi7( 9 17
Waukoag, S. Fy
Hancock
{ II i- ft 0" 9 20
9 30
11 37
0 07
Franklin Road
Wanh’gton Jc ......I II 49 fft 18 9 flO
ft ft
ill OH
9 ft8
ELLSWORTH
ft 31 10 (S
Ellsworth Falla. ifl2 o
ft 48 10 17
Nlcolin
113 14
Green Lake. f 12 2.4 ft 54 flO 27
Lake House.02 31 tfl 02.
Holacn .fit 8*
6 10 f 10 42
Brewer June.{ 12 58 6 30 11 02
1 Oft f, 87! 11 10
Bangor,
BANGOR, M>C. I 10 tf 4 » 11 15

cleanse the system
which this
on

Thoroughly
j of

M

10 do

Sorrento.!....

so.

and

used.

The bride
tended

A.

HARBOR.j

BAR

on

cemetery.

in

the

do

HARBOR TO BANGOR.

BAR

large, inflamed, burning, itching,
sealing patches and cause intense
suffering. It has been known to

Tuesday at 2
o’clock, Rev. R. E. Smith, of Bangor,
officiating. Interment was at Juniper

family

Carter, of Minnesota, and
relatives, at James W.
Carter’s. Leonard J. Higgins, an old comrade, also was present. Many war stories
were told, and the day was passed very

Educate

The Ellsworth

The remains

Brewer.

and Mrs. Isaac

Manning Block,

UlUnillUPEUPMT
I

Bangor.

at the home at

Mass.

Thanksgiving

suitings

a"d

•

en-

The programme was well carried out.
The proceeds are to be used for Christ-

Miss Cora Floyd and Fred Wescott were
married at the
Methodist parsonage
Thanksgiving evening, by Rev. J. P.
Simonton.

*

■

most

a

Miss Stella

twenty-five

in

Ail had

by Monaghan.

Music

The many friends of Hugh Clark regret his death, which occurred at his
home in Bangor on Hunday evening, of
consumption. Mr. Clark was a barber bytrade, and worked in several of the shops
He moved to Bangor about three
here.
years ago, and was last employed at the
Bangor Exchange, where be was very
much liked. Mr. Clark was twenty-nine
He leaves, besides a wife, s
years of age.
father, two brothers and two slaters, who
have the sympathy of
their
friends.
Prayers were said on Monday afternoon

Saturday,

home

Mrs. Grace W. Barron has a
school class meet at her home
afternoons at 2 o’clock.

best advertisers.

effects

served.

were

cream

ber borne at Bartlett’s Island last week.

O

the new

Ice

of their friends.

ment at the

Walter Smith arrived home

—

A PP

and cake

Treworgy gave a
Tuesday evening to

on

joyable time.

Thursday,

Stanley,
University
Maine, spent Thanksgiving with his uncle,

will find the largest and best assortment
the most tempting prices and
of woolens

wearing
bring their friends.

eighty

about

led

m.

Hooper, of Prospect, with
and three boys, i9 the guest of Mr.
Mrs. Fred D. Hooper.

our

several

of last week.

dancing party

and

Herman

are

for

(ofimienrlrtg Ocl. 14, 1901.

Do not delay treatment.

Misses Millie and Lara

barn.

Fred

Beverly,

superior workmanship

on

Friday

It may become chronic.
may cover the body with

It

who has been

here

ter.

Stillman Royal has moved his
into the John B. Mitchell house.

rience.

and

re-

mas.

Our large business did not come to,us by accident. it is the result of many years' expe-

clothing

on

have

visiting
weeks,
hi* return to his home in Idaho

home

Mrs. A.

Vin Smith.

styles

started

John C. Meader is hauling lumber to

OUR TAILORING ON A MODERATE PRICE
PLAN IS ABOVE THE ORDINARY SORT.

our

old

Lyman, who
for the past two

water-wheel,

a

Cochrane,

James
his

David

Entield

putting in
turned home.

the bouse

TAXES.

a recess

and

weeks

»'

Voted, That the city clerk be Instructed to
notify the collectors of taxes to collect and pay
to the city treasurer *10.000 within ten days
from this date, atui if said sum of *IC,00J Is not
paid over to said tiea-urer, that the city will
proceed against the bondsmen of said collectors

Horace Meader came
very ill with asthma.

Fall and Winter

have been at

to

following vote:

The board took

We want YOU to get acquainted
We
with our method of doing business.

IYou

a

1

*869 51

UNCOLLECTED

W. H. Brown

9 50

WJfiST KLIuSWORTH.

accurate

I

4 00

The discussion of uncollected taxes

HaftroatM ant AUambsatt.

Salt Rheum

Kobert

the guests of Mrs.

are

William P. Moore Is in Bangor, where
he has employment for the winter. Mrs.
Moore will j >in him later.

4(0

Total,

Dec. 12, at 7 30 o’clock p.

want you to know that

I

9 00
14 00
8 00
84 13
22 50
60u
6 05
4(0
14 03
1 50
35
40 00

Maynard H Murch,
John Sinclair,
F. K Brady A Co,

autocrtiifmmt*.

W. R. Parker

8 50

I N Avery,
W Scott Moore,
KUward Haney,
Elmer Royal,
K K Brady A Co,
Miss Richardson,
C I Welch,
J P Kldrldge,
KK Brady A Co,
L B Wyman,
L D Patten,
A P McFarland,

Calvary

There is now no water supply near, and
lots and graves cannot be properly cared
for in consequence. It is
proposed to

Georg© N. Waters, of Hampden, is
visiting here for a few days.
Mrs. John Finn, of Bangor, and two

brought
45 00
45 00
3 0u
150
50
7 00
1 00
11 85
39 00
1 15
23117
f 00
8 26
45 83
2185
7 25
3 15
2 02
1 00
4 20
12/6
4 (0
49 50
2 50
5 00
4 44»
7 30
5 00
4 00

Timothy Donovan,
Sup* schools, QBmuart,
Scboolhouite, .1 P Kldrldge.
K Itunsey A Non,
II L Moor,
Samuel Alley,
Lawrence Treworgy,
J P Kldrldge,
Edward llaney,
Ethel Jordan,
School,
Benjamin B Dayls,

city board,

would

oO

AMOUNT.

Klcctrlc light, Ellsworth Water Co,
Insane poor, Harry W Osgood,

collectors’

has

Ml

Timothy Donovan,
Hiram C Lord,
.John H Brtsnahan,
C A Urlndle,

City library,

delinquent tax-payers, calling

to

NAME.

go to jail.”
the authority

f10 000

*206 00

10.

K« 'LL OF ACCOUNTS NO.
FUND.

Police,

or

unless

HALAKV ROLL.

*767 00

their hand

t

fol-

as

High school.
City schools.... ^.

warrant aud bond.
Tax Collector

i

passed

Bridges.
TKACIIKKM’

paid into the city treasury within ten
days the city would proceed against the
bondsmen of the collectors, as they can

Letter to John P. Cldridge,
ElUnoorth.
Dear Sir
.lames Ackley** house in Cairo
(Cauktll Mountains', N. Y a consplclous one
In the midst of the village, was palmed 14 vrars
ago with Devoe; has not N-en palmed since;
and the i**lnt la lr good condition to day. lie Is
going to palm ; but there’s really no necessity

|

were

Highways.

of these delin-

“Pay up,

sav:

collectors

notifying

Junior C. K. at 6 p. m
Evening praise and pregchlng service at
“The Great Need of City
7. 8ubJ«*ct;
Reform.'* All welcome.
Trenton— Service Sunday at 230 p. m.;
Mr. Kerr.
school at 12

received. Personal applications
been made for lights on Han-

was

They

too lenient.

are

the shoulder of

on

The

tia*tor.

summer

HTKKKr CUM MISSIONKR'S ROLL.

Rer David Kerr, pastor.
! needed.
Friday evening, at 7 30, prayer meeting.
The aldermen on
Monday evening
class
at close of meeting.
Free music
! passed a vote trying to impress upon the
Sunday, Dec*. 8— Morning service at collectors the fsct of thin
authority, and
the

bouse

tbe

lows;

see

like, naturally, to p<

do not

ceme-

for a care
taker of the cemetery.
The aldermen
laid the matter on tbe table for future
considerat ion.
Petition of residents of Third street for
tbe location of one of tbe new series
lamps on that street near the Cheney

Most

order that the

of

care

ROLIH OF ACCOUNTS.

found among the delinquents year after
year. The whole trouble see ms to be that

of

bv

of

use

dwelling during

jJtr&rrtfgmmta.

RMiSWOKTH KAMA.

a

Foster also asked for the
tbe old hearse-bouse as A

Kolls of accounta

quents,
people may
just who is responsible for the stringent
condition
of
the city’s finances. It
would moke “mighty interestin’ readin’.”
Many of the names on this list are

at

Sermon

Bopt.

seriously consider the advisability of publishing this list of delin-

school at 11 45.

10 30.

spring

In the vicinity of fMO or |600. It is
proposed to raise most of this by private children
subscription, and to provide for the slight Gerry.

tax-

owing

submitted to the board.

was

driven

a

a

aldermen

—

o’clock,

them

delinquent tax payers are better
able to pay tb*u many a poor man whose
tax amounts to but a few dollars. The

UNITARIAN.

3

sixty* four

list of

of tbe*e

Rev. A. H. Coar, pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 8 Morning service at
10 30.
Subject: “Religious Conditions.”

try.”
Wednesday afternoon,

a

payers, nearly all of
flOO. and the total

J. Af. Adams, pastor.
Friday evening at 7 30, prayer and conference meeting.
Sunday, Dec. 8—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
service at 7.
Rev.

Sunday
Tuesday

Tax collec-

treasury to meet them.

at

or

plant

free

than four months.

windmill at

a

cemetery,

short distance back of tbe
cemetery.
It Is estimated that aurh a
would

teries.

Libby was arrested and taken to Machlaa. Owing to a defect In tho warrant, most of the time »•*« occupied by discussion of this old q lestiou.
he was discharged, but will he rearrested
The penalty for
The city has obiigatloua approximating
killing a cow or
calf moose Is a tine of not less than
f.500 f10,000 which It must meet within the
or more than fl,000, or
Imprisonment for next two weeks. There is no
in
not

tbe

expense of running it hy * fund for
lots raised by owners of lots In tbe

LECTORS* BONDSMEN—

hayloft.

In

coat

OVER OLD PROBLEMS.
MUST

erection of

tbe

UNPAID TAXES.

H. .1. Libby, Columbia Falls, < barged
With Killing Cow mid Calf Moose.
Someone In Washington county has
flagrantly violated the game laws by killing a coar and calf moose. The animals
were found hung up and dressed In the
woods near Columbia Falls,
by a game
warden. The cow was shipped to Game
Commissioner Carlton
Howard J. Libby, of Columbia Falls,
who recently kitted a bull moose near the
•erne spot, was at once
suspected. Search
at Libby’s home disclosed the hide of the

CHINA CLOSETS,
SIDEBOARDS
DINING TABLES
and CHAIRS.

Everybody knows that my
by far the largest, my styles
and my prices the lowest, but

stock is
the besi
this sal<
offers unusual opportunities to al
who wish to add to or improve tin
furnishing of their dining-room,
You can afford to try me and see.

E. J. DAVIS,
No. 1 Franklin

I

|

C. R. FOSTER,
32 Main Street

Street,

Ellsworth.
*

EDWIN M. MOORE,

Z

dealer in all kluds of

+
Frenh,

Q

salt.

Smoked and Dry

*

'-'M

Haddock, Halibut, Bluefish,£
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallop*, X
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.
Q

X Cod,
*

Telephone Connection.

Mattings & Rugs

0
O

♦

Campbell A True Bldg., East End Bridge,
ELLSWORTH, HE.

<5

%

COUNTY NEWS.

The American has subscribers at l"o

Of the JJH post-offices in Hancock county;
mil the other papers in the county combined do no1 reach

so

SoNlhwiMii

TFl Amkr

many.

not

»»

orly

be

rest

are

the

fXHWk

Harbor.

No wood.

Congregational sewing circle

The

County paptr; all the
The circulalocal papers

tailed

ofHer

»<•<•

Seth Norwood and bride are in town,
visiting his parents, Capt. and Mrs. Robie

in

only paper printed
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
it
but
is
*he
to,
only paper that can prop
SCAN

viditirmnl County -Vro*

•*»

a

will

entertainment at Tremont
merely
hall Thursday evening, Dtc. 5.
Hon of Thr American, barring the Har I
Nir Watson, of Brockton, Muss., with
Harbor Record's summer list, it larger
flan that of all the other papers printed | hi* wife, has lately been in town looking
over the construction of the cellar foundain Hancock count*.
tion of the line new cottage to be erected
for him near the Stanley house.
\

hold

a sa'e

and

j

EYVS.

OOl NT i

tor mdCUtunai Oriunty A'cu»

nhcr

Several transfers of land have recently
m**de at Southwest Harbor. Oils

pa^es

been

Mills, who sold his farm on Greening’s
island, has purchased a fine lot with shore
front near Smith Savage’s and will build a
cottage. A little above the Long estate,
also with water front, Mrs. Amos Bracy

Lamomo

Mies Eva Liuscott

Thursday to
ding. She will
ton

carae

home from Bos-

sister’s wed-

her

attend
remain

home

at

a

few

Perkins has gone to Prcspect

Miss Inez

typhoid

to teach school.
Miss Annie

Sunday.
Joseph Freethey, of Naskeag,

where, this place, and until his hard hips in the
standing under an evergreen arch, the Civil war was a strong rugged young man.
rte marnea, in ms y nun, ueipnine mgceremony was impressively performed by
Rev. J 8 B air.
gins, who lived but a abort time, conThe couple were attended by Miss Dora sumption claiming her a victim. Mr.
Linscott, a sister of the bride, as brides- Gilley, at the beginning of the rebe'lion,
maid. and Howard Berry, of Bar Harbor, enlisted in the 1st Maine cavalry, nerving
as best Vian.
The bride looked very pretty nearly two years when he was disin a dainty gown
of
white muslin, charged for disabilities. Partially regaintrimmed with insertion and ribbon, and a
ing health, be again enlisted in the 1st
bridal Veil fas ;ened with bride’s roses. Msitie heavy artillery and on the 18th of
She carried a bouquet of the same flowers, June, ’64. was in that disastrous assault
j
The bridesmaid wore white with pink ! before Petersburg when his regiment susribbons and carried carnations
tained the heaviest loss of any body of
After the marriage ceremony, which was troops during the war. Early in the enwitnessed only by the immediate fami- gagement young Gilley received a flesh
lies of the contracting parties, an informal wound in the arm, bui. kept in the ranks.

reception

to

a

held,

was

deep

and

a

Urge

number of

friends gathered to extend best wishes
and congratulations to this worthy couple.
Delicious
and
bountiful
refreshments
were served during the evening.
The bridal pair were the recipients of

A little later in the

*

1

town, Mr. Hodgkins being
the eldest son of Winfield 8. Hodgkins, of
East Lamoine.
They are young people
of energy and character, and it is regretted
that this town offers no inducement to
them for a home. Both have been employed in Portland for some time. Mr.
has

with

to their

new

schooner

Mayo ha* bauhd up the

“Naputcou’%

and i*

at

h

me.

Mra. Abbie

Suminsby and children, of
visiting her parent*, Mr.
and Mrs. T. B. Knowles.
Bar

f

Harbor,

children.

ter term

though

West Krien.

Capt.

Delia Hill

Ti

are

bore

were

always instantly

tions to the afflicted
The fu
of

C LO O M

on

Carpenter

j

!

j the

of A

H, Sherman,

:

been

closed

teaching.

ton

to

j

recog-

j
I

I*lr.

J

Thursday for Bosa few days.

A.

inclement

Walker

!

belonged,

.r.

earih
forth

N

v

—

in town

were

and

last

w

j

"For 2 years
I was miserable,

ESastport

first time at the new headquarters, the banquet hall, the president,
Mrs. Abbie Gilley, gave the member a
ieticioua surprise in the shape of a de-

ftaagice

what
I put in.
so sad And

hours
I felt
down-hearted all
the time, and sometimes felt as if I
would be glad if I
could die, for it was
misery to live and

icious

pie, receiving

cream

is

iu

Portland

for

a

vote

a

leem

of

*V

SOCIAL.

The Christian Endeavor

gave

a

some-

Lg cast of characters :
lajor Pomeroy...Merle Tracy
liece Constance...Grace Carroll
Irs Mortimer.Kathie Freeman
>eila, her daughter...Grace Lawton
Mck.Charles New hall
!at Oldfields......Edward F Teague
Refreshments
-■as

l

gathered in

for

served.

A neat

Christmas

sum

I rank Jin-

1

School closed in district No. 9, Nov. 27,
an unusually profitable term of thlrweeks taught by Miss Ethel Stover,

fter

laid

up at

j ents, Capt. and Mrs. Thomas Tapley.

Engineer Charles P. Tapley, of the yacht
Aria”, is at home for the winter. The !
; acht has been placed In winter quarters,
£ ud Second Engineer Harry Tapley will
board of her.

Rev. H. L. Packard, pastor of the Con-

benevo*

Spray.

is

Dr. Eugene Tapley, of West Tremont,
Thanksgiving here with his pa-

on

regational church,

has

organized

a

s

here to meet

j

sing- j

Tuesday and
J ’riday evenings in the vestry. A marked
i improvement is noticed in the church
ng class

on

j
>

inging.
Dec. 2.

parents,

of

of

up

Norwood,
Be«ide«

two

and

sisters

Mrs.

Bucksport.

Tomsojt.

j

belr

ere pleaaent men, amt t.aee
of frlende in tbl* vicinity.
Scott Lymburner, tbe boa* builder, lea
a place, but
young man lor eo Important
la hoar of ble trade.
C.
Dec. 1.

boat

won a

sur-

Scjtt
Boatou

has

hauled

Capf. Henry Lawrenca
Tomer occuple*
wood'a at ore.

A l

held

were

T.

last

Capt.

aud

the

wife

not

a

prore

paying

at

>et ready (or the high
merry parly goes op to the
high school every morning on the "tally
ho" buck I o*rd, nine Including the driver.
Aun»ng the pupils who have entered this
term
In arid t on to the name* already
glean, ere France* Murphy, Violet Oott,
Harbor

nctioo'.

is

not

A

Mrs. C«tTl:i Dorge, of North Biuehiil, is
K
visiting at H G Herrick's.
Irving Canda** «pan«d hi< house for a
picnic dinner and supper Thanksgiving
itay. Those present %*cre B 8. Candaga

mdwIfa.H. H WaMateand wife, Brooks
(iray and wife and sou, A. 1C Conary and
Family, Hufua Chatto and wife, 1). L.
t'onerv. K J SrRirlmd,
Friend, Ka
Ju>ia Uiimrt, Georgia ii
FT ton,
Mary
Pert, Boa do Eaton, Mamie Candage.
Dec. 2.
Bub.
k

th anrre.

cm

Cap:. Uiial

very

Curtis it very

P. K. K’ch baa

Mrs.

The

Mi**

the

grain-fed

suddenly

F'riday.

Rev.

officiating.

E

has gone home for

G Means who has been quite ill it

D

Curtis Young, who is visiting relatives
here, shot a deer on Thanksgiving day.
Dec. 3

AtiMTiiunimU.

bad
BLOOD

a

sho t

"C.tlf A RETS tfo all claimed fer tken
md ar* a truly wonderful medicine
I bare often
vi Led fur • medicpleasant to take and at last
Uve found II la Ctvireu. Fine* taking them-, my
>l<xxl ties been perilled and wj complexion has Improved wonderfully and ! feel much better la every
Mho. balms k- esu-Atm L-jiueU.Team.
vay.

grass-fed horse!
and full of

The

»•»

the

need

He will leave
attend

Gray'#

Pleasant. Palatable. Pment. Taste Good. Do
3ood, Never Sicken. Weaken, or Gripe. tOe. So, 60a.

CURE CONSTIPATION.

...

fVVifA

kra*4f

...

ImIheI, lew T»ft. SIS

Sold and ms a run teed by all dragKA.TA.RIP
IV-IU-MV miuu I'CKETueuHiUNi.

Bjtl'Z.
—

orms?

IMwy jWWHl ore
tnwum fL<

***

troubled with « cm*.
rise. A few rUm*

saMfch*

^

of%

True’s worm Elixir!

iti

abtsitutucif
week

wesnaw^^r

jftonrt.ty

there

atp »v) worm*.

A

busking

leg in two places.
Woodaide hi# n oved in
Lbr nome of M.s. Mabel Gould.
J. C.

Hpringer

and

family

«i

n-,nnu

te., Asksrs, Ma

■

M

have itiovui

Ivy Smith, of Gray, ia visiting
Wuodbide, and assisting her In

Mias

work.

Fred Hooper, who ia employed in Machia«, cutting stone, was home a few
days la*t week.
Dec*. 2.

It is

like grain to the
The child gets new

of anxious women.
There is posi(toother remedy known to medical acl
that will so quickly and safely do the
work. Longest ami ino«toh*tin*te irregularUles from any can ms relieve*! atones. Sucreea
enre

Howard Hooper bas reiiled and movtd
into tbe bouse owned by John Hardison.

church

Monthly Regulator, ban brought happiness to

hundreds

tively

Harry Weuf worth started for tbe woods
Friday, to work for Hberrnan Libby.

Mine

Dr. Emmons’

o

into the wood# for the winter.

Scott’s Emulsion adds
the right richness to their

M. P.

Interference with work. Have relieved
hundreds of c**es u here other* hare failed.
The m»*t difficult ca*e* successfully treated
l*y mail,and bene & ml result* guaranteed In
in stance. ho ri*k whatsoever. We treat
every
hum! ted* of ladle* a hum we never see. W rite
f«n iiiluuote particular* nnd free confidential
advice. All letter* truth full v nr * we red. He
member, thl-* remedy 1* absolutely safe under
every po**lhie condition ami positively
ba»‘. uo afer III effect u|H»n the health.
By wi’l. securely sealed, Si.ui. All money
-dt«*uM 1*0 reg1-ler*w».
%dd.e--, l*lt.
*’■ * v» v«rvv< no
WTrrewiMt
or

Sound-

Little Julian Tr.cy, who bu been III
pneumonia, ie convalescent.
Tbe Rev. Mr. Hemcnwey, of Seal Harbor, preached here Sunday afternoon.

Nasal

with

I
j
j

Walter Blake baa returned from Amherst, where be has been bunting, with
two deer.
Mrs. Ssrsb Richardson has returned
from New Hampshire, where sbe bu been
visiting friends.
Dee. 2.
g
*

North .Sedgwick.

Tbe hunters have shot two
making five In all.

Roy Allen

returned

CATARRH

In all its stage* there
should be cleaminesa.

Ely’s Cream Halm
r.ieanres, soothe* and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cure* catarrh and drives
sway a eoid iu the bead

qoickly.
Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Keiiefi* immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
over

more

deer,

Saturday from

Mel-

produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Druggist* or by mail; Trial Size, 10 rent* by mail.
not

This picture represents ; rose to spend tbe winter tt home.
the Trade Mark of Scott’s i
County Deputy Dorlty. of North Blue
Emulsion and is on the bill, visited North
Sedgwick grange Friwrapper of every bottle.
day evening.
Dec. 2.
Send for free
Kae

sample.

TOADS MAAa

bua>t.<«M

Ml-a Grace

oats".

SCOTT & BOWNE,
409 Pearl St.f New York.
501: ard $1. all druggist*.

hiflcfliicb)
mjrWwWWWw

Franklin.

lant

^

h’b

feeding. They don’t “feel their

duty.

to

Hang< r.
Pricy Donnell fill

special

Emulsion is more
than food.
It is a
strong
medicine. It rouses up dull
children, puts new flesh on thin
ones and red blood into
pale
ones.
It makes children grow,
Scott’s Emulsion makes ordinary food do its

Wednesday.

cathartic

krrltaf

u .e

Fred E. Buiadell is cutting »tone

ivoj/uuaiujt,

Sickly children

lam

m

1
Kami

makes the difference.
Children are not alike either.
One is rosy, bright-eyed, full
of life and laughter, another is
pale, weak and dull. The feed“{)*»•**

wo aua

colleif*.
D«.v 2.

feeding

-j)

church.

Ethel Stover who ha* been teach-

for Pcrtloud

flabby, weak and tired
before lie begins. The

out

Baptist

tv»«

William Harden, who bas been a. r<iiig at Hull Quarry aiuce April, returned

first

ginger,

CANDY

r-vertru *noi

borne

for

Improving.

at

ing in Franklin arrived home Thursday.
Mi
Joett S »c*w and MIm Lulled K
e
have gone to PcuuOscot to vuii o* s
S ow'muiiI, Mrs Grindi*.
Everett Hinckley and brother l.»n
went out deer hunting oue fursowtn ug

and the

quite III

Capt.

regular Tbanksg.viug meeting

ueld in the

poorly.

been

time.

tome

“Latuouie”

yacht

church

the

Tap ley

Uiden

Does your horse “feel his
oats”? What a difference be-

Inveatment.

new school nouso at me tiraaoi toe

Tee

arrived

week.

last

I Utttll I

AMD

ovrr

room*

Columbia ball, aa a ball, baa cegaed to
be, and only pilra of lumber now occupy
tbe alte of the building. At the I lot* of
it« erection It waa tbe largrat end ttneet
hall tbl* aide of Bar Harbor, but It did

morniug of November
years. The funeral service*

Minot Hart well
Dec. 2.

HOME

Cept. Clar-

tbe

ence

Into

m^ted

h»»

bouae.

lbe Matthew Beneon

the

on

27.aged thirty

de-

rr*ntnnt.

South Boston for the winter.

hi» home

George

The

at

Isle,

at the home of

Wutia

from

Deer

Greenlaw

of Little

Alonzo Howard died

consumption.

Alice Grant
both

home

Scott’s

ttruokavill*.

emain

Capt.

StojcrUstmcnta.

horse.

lassed

x

home

j appetite and strong digestion.

Climax,

Mrs. George H. Tapley will return from
dockland Wednesday.
a
Miss Laura H. Jones has returned from
few weeks’ visit in Massachusetts.

>nces.

Dec. 2.

1

were

Y.

thirty-three year-*.
Dorr died Thursday night
paralysis, having been stricken

diet.

to be about twelve.

Commerce”
Schooner
iVasson’s wharf.

most

the

ai

heir

I

vacation.

just

ar-

Young Laskey
Maims to t»e sixteen years old, but in
would
ooks and general
appearance,

tnjoyable social at Tremont hall Friday
evening, Nov. 29. The opening number, a
•ornet solo by Rev. Dean Walker, was
ncored. Fred H’ggins sang a fine solo.
Phe comedy, “A Bachelor’s Banquet,” was
arried ont in line style, with tbe foliow-

times I should
lose my mind.
I had the head-

Calais. Some of the stoleu

_

c. E.

I

or

iclea have been recovered.

Nov. 2J

hanks.

Chariea Greenlaw.

second

F,miK Miller

Hutchinson, of St.

Edward

Miss

was

strong

Ego

eek

net for tbe

no one can

M >ir died

from

Black,
to

Wednts.lay evening,

Mr. and Mr*. John

parent-*,

tween

j

msrritd

was

CHILD

for home

29.

December 2.

graude Hldren, (lumbering nineteen, at their borne Thankst
giving day.

Brngdon.

1

<

sar*:

M*sler Ch«unc*y

Scott

j

Vllllll IVlMllKWII

Mra

her

from

f
ife,
ilu»ri v-‘r with relatives.
calling:
Ed v*»r«i Liskev, a young boy who ha*
;>n relatives.
v'. »g at O iv«r .VI Perklus’ for the
itetm
Friends of J. C. Ralph, the efficient :
past three months, is now locked up in
postmaster, are cot gratul ting him on his i
Oi Monday morning, !
J iwtine for theft.
reappo ntment.
Nov 25, during the ab-ence of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. E. Reed, of We-t Tremont,
VI r« Pe <*n-, young L*«k<*y broke open a
havem ved into the up;er rooms of the
viresu and took I w*» g«*bi wale boa, two
Jlark cottage, iiea*- Indian ledge
wo rings.
Mrs. Perkins;
)rtXK*bei and
Union Thanksgiving service-* were held
jpon her return discovered the loss, and
it th? Methodist
church.
Kev
Mr.
it out** telephoned to Mr. Pjrkine at East
Brooks offered prayer, and
Rev. Dean diuehil1, also to Castine, at which place
Walker delivered the sermon.
he boy was captured, as be was waiting
or the aieamer “Frank Jonem” to go to
On Tuesday last,-w hen the sewing circle
(

Augusta,

Clark

■

on

Jobnauury, Vt., ts ihe guest of his grandmother Mrs. George Hatch.
Capt. Frank Gray and wife entertained

Miss Ko»elle

Dec. 2

Lemuel

’*

look

h’PRAY
ThomavS

left

i«

for the winter

Haskell and Mra. Afootford Haskell have gone to Pawtucket, K. 1.

Young bus gone to Prospect

Scboo' begins to-day, taught by
Annie Huberts, of Ausou.

ceased

Saturday, accompaoh d s» far a* R ickiauri
by her stater, Mrs Nellie Rack!iff who
has also been visiting her parent* thi-

on

Nov 30

Capt.

S

call

Mrs. CuarU*

was

Greenlaw.

Jeremiah

la*t

to teach school.

Mrs

we»k
f.*). «!

Miss Annie

j vive,
Atwood,

Thanksgiving day ps-sed with the usuA.
a! family gatherings in ibis vicinity.
K Warren, with his wlfeandson,and Mrs
Robbins and son took dinner witti
L.
Mr and Mrs. Lewis
Mra. R. S. Warren
Judkins visited Mr-. S F. Warrsn. Mr*..
Ziipha Webb arrived in season to spend
the day with tier psr**n»«, Mr. and Mrs.

weather.

a
had
Frank Hardy has
telephone
placed in his house.
The steamer '‘Frank Jones” made her

North l4imo1tM».

the husband and

fine t line.

tbe burial services.
“So *et lire ryes ih-it
On thv eternal hi

Morili l»eer Isle.

Wednesday,

Thursday under the auspices
Judkins. AH the young men in

prize

baud*

many

presents.

some

Among recent departures were Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred B. Greenlaw, Wednesday, for
Boston; Miss Cushman, Thursday, for
Hocklaud to spend Thanksgiving; M ss
Alice Haskell, Saturday, for Hucksport
seminary. Kecenf arrival* are Fred Green,
from New
York, Wednesday; Jasper
Haskell, from Southwest Harbor, Tuesday; Miss Susie M. Haskell, from Newbury port, Mass., Saturday.
Dec 2
F. J.8.

Mrs. Cora 8

won by Adrian Stanley, j
450, the next by bis brother, |
Stephen Stanley. The sportsmen report a j

officiated.

also remembered them with

of

Hunkwori.

who scored

at the

home

Lswla Morse, of Kent’s Hill, is theguett

lower district

first

the

bride.

Ferry

»in her husband for

of I^ewis

at

here, and receiving many congratTheir friend* in the vicinity

ulation*.

their chiidreu and

account of

on

Thursday

married

were

held.

wa*

home

Edgar
Hsskci1, of Una place, and
Miss Hattie Libby, of ‘South Warren,
W.

Hill will teach the win-

Maud Small left

Mrs

i

Saturday

Miss Caro Averill arrived here

residence this week.

purchased

the attendhe

M.8.

O''*" !«(•>■

where

Win l.nfkln baa moeed to Boek’t Harbor, BrookaTlIla.
O P. Carter and wtfa *panl Tbankagleing at Blueblll.
The Maine lake Ice Oo.’e new Icehouae
I* 110*100 and contalna four apartmenra.
Tbe company la aleo building a conilnj.tlon lo tbelr railway to connect with

evening where* p.easanl recvp
Among the gueala were Lida Murphy.
W. L. Haskell and wife, V. B Gordon and j
N.
Dec 2
wife, James Scott and wife, Rev. B. W.
rail*.
Itlnehlll
Russell and wife, F. F. Haskell and wifi.
Brooke and Cecil Gray got a deer ThorsMi. and Mr*. Anderson, Misses Jo*It* and
i*»yMinnie Bunker, Mrs. Orville Gordon, K
Florence Conary Is at home from South
C. Gordon.
The young couple are settled in their > Biueblil.
home that

lion

Thanksgiving Day.

on

Dec 2.

George Stinson moved Into bis newly

:

direction

held

t

of Mr*. Lizzie
!»»>•*»

S

Rev.
Tbe son,
Harry Gilley, of this place, and the daughter, Mrs. Lena Beale, of Buck“port, with a
brother and other relatives were pre-ent at
Dean

Are these horrible aches and pains natural? Am I doomed to lose my health and
gobd looks through suffering I can't prevent?
Shall I be nervous and cross at twenty-five,
ihiix and sickly at thirty, and full of wrinkles
in my prime ?
Are you asking
these questions of
yourseif, young
w o m h, n ?
Dr.
Greene’s Nervura
blood and nerve
remedy will preserve your beauty
and keep back the.
marks of time. It
will help you at
•nee.
Mrs. Mat Clark,
formerlvof Buffalo,
N.Y.,wnonow lives
at Crowland, Ont

ache and could
not sleep at
times. I tried
many medicines bnt they did m> no good.
At last I decided to try Dr. Greene’s Nervura
blood and nerve remedy, and after taking
two bottles I could sleep well, and my mind
did not trouble me any more. I am now
able to do all my own housework, which I
have not done for two years lw»fore. I am
very thankful for what Dr. Greene’s NerTura blood and nerve remedy has done for
me, and I gladly recommend it to ail who
suffer as 1 have suffered.”
The pity of beauty sacrificed to pain and
nrrvousmHealuce it now and prevent
the inroads upon your happiness and health.
I>r. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy always helps women. <You will understand this if you try it. I>r. ireemt, 4 Ternpin Place, Boston Mass., will advise you frc>«
charge, if you call or write.

To\er, was
Wednesday without

owing to the

M

thought

G

of tbe orders to which

ance

Women Find Happiness
and Health in
Dr. Greene’s Nervura.

I did.

are

in

bis

eud of

Mrs. Mary J. Wilbur and Mim fcdltb(
Hutchins were the guests of Mrs. John

of school in precinct 7
Itnf Femme

Dec 2

man

eral service under the

William

borne

as

Miss

shed

new

to tea>ah the grammar school.

has

where she

a

ttie

at

Alex Pirle.

the faces

h ard

once

Hubert tsn*icntB.

feel

his gone

peritonitis. Funeral serThursday. Rev. Mr. Bock

schools there

e

son

one

J toe A iderson, of
Ellsworth,
spent Thanksgiving with her sister, Mrs.

returned from Fort Fairfield

d'phtheria.

nized
A worthy Free Mason, Mr. Gilley
Miss Helen Mansfield closed school Fri- was also a
charter member of the James
Her
school
an
day.
entertainment in | M. Parker
gave
post and great yr enjoyed the
the evening. The sob jet was “Thanks
campfires and regiment reunions until
Toe
veil
were
giving”.
parte
rendered, the loc tion of the p >*t was change 1
and showed great pain«r«ki>»g on the part
In 1890 he man led Mias Alice Gilley, of
of the teacher.
Miss Manefl
is engag'd
Baker’s island, and fnnti 1 in tier a true
for the winter term.
helpmeet indeed, untiring i«i her ministraNov. 25.
M.

and

held

were

Tuesday,

of

has built

house.

Mi«s Jennie Cote, of Brooktin, lime
of friends and nature’s j Wednesday, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
beaut es were bidden from his sight. He Set ti Hatch.
was eve- ready to lend a hand to a neighA K. Warren and family left the last
bor in the w&y of friendly service, and he
where
of itie week for Melrose, Mass
could find the way about the town with they will make their residence.
wurprbin skill aided by his cane Voices
Tnere was a shooting match at ttie

ii

Howard

vices

officiating.

dread company or noise of any kind,
owing to’the extremely sensitive nerve,
he h<d been the most cheerful of men,
always 1 oking on the sunny side of life,

home the

Tuesday

totally blind
After Mr. Gilley’s return home, he married Carrie Lancaster, who after a few
years died, a'so like the first wife, a victim
of consumption, leaving him with two

Gilley

George K >mer
place oft be old

attired

prettily

was

with rice and rose* as they entered the
carriage. They received many handsome
present* from Boston friend*.
Wm StxuvAN, Nov. 27 (special)—Mr.
and Mr*. Gordon arrived here Monday j
evening. A large party met them at thtir !

here.

employed.

Roger, the younger
died

Etta, of Ells-

and sister

Palis, spent Sunday with relatives

worth

Po-tmaster T. C Stanley was given a
surprise by twenty-three of his friends
Nov. 27, the anniversary of his birth

conflict

married and formed homes of their own
Until his Lst illness, which caused him to

best wishes of the people of their native
town.
on

the

short vacation.

a

Philip Jordan

bride

The

in soft gray cashmere, over silk, with lace
trimming*.
After congratulation* a wedding supper
The bride and groom left
was served.
immediately afterward, being • ho wared

a

days.

Miss

East port

_

present.

Henry Bmlth returned borne Thursday
for

The Farther Lights society will hold its
monthly sociable in he chapel Wednesday
night, Dec 4. Subject, “China.”

shot struck

a

from

at home

are

have been

business

on

Pirie has gone to Sotneaville for

Elia
few

Will Tibbetts and Owen Freethey arthome from Boothbay, where they have
been working in the sardine factory.

the loss of his eye-ight
with wonderful fortitude and made a
home for his daughter and son until they

a

them

they

The heavy cannonading also affected the
optic nerve, so that his vision was impaired, and in a few years he became

Mr.

position as bookkeeper in
the firm of Oren Hooper & Sons in that
chy. i bey will reside in Portland. They
carry

soldier retired from

brave

tives of this

ns

day,

Griffin

in Boston

last week.

Yarmouth.

week at

WN8

f'rt{fr*

_

SUBA.

C. C. Young

it

Boston, Nov. 25 (special)—Mis* Olga M.
K. Wiberg, of Boston, and H. D. Gordon,
of West Sullivan, were married by Rev.
Aug. Erickson, at hi* home, 133 Harold
atreet, Roxbury,on the evening of WedSixteen guest* were
noiriay, Nov. 20.

Trenton.

/lonnKt..

Id

a

Dec. 2.

advanced normal course, elelaw, agriculture and penmanship.

Dec. 2.

a

largely attended.

was

courae,

mentary

Annie and Musa Dollard went to Stonington Saturday to spend a few days.
J. J. McDonnell, Warren Ford and Ed.

in very nearly the same place shattering
the large bone of the fore arm, and the

many useful and valuable presents of silver, china, linen, etc.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hodgkins are na-

Hodgk

same

II

\t»

Bpringtitld,

of

This school gives instruction by
complete commercial, shorthand
and typewriting, elementary course, nor-

to Portland for the winter.

spending

had
Alec Pette* and Howard Bunker
•booting match Thanksgiving day.

mail in

chusetts

recess,

school

o4\*t

perlnlendent,

in.

Mass.

1

advanced

fever.

Correspondence

mal

j
j

M*

power bouae. They will enlarge
• l*rg*r boiler
power boo**, put In
ind an electric plant. With tbelr added
rapectty for etorlng Ice end tbelr new
fell and
Percy Donnell, of Franklin,
machinery for handling It, It look* now
broke his leg last Wednesday.
rery buay winter her*.
■a if It will be a
B. Foatar.
Frank Hooper and brother have bought j Tbe general manager, lleorge
moved
i>f Scranton, Pa„ and bit eon Cbarle*. «uthe second Crtinmln house, and

Melvin A.

_

and

to their
Robertson .» Havey have moved
winter quarry.
deer
l)r. W. L. Haskell’s parly got eight
up country recently.

Ward well has recently been
appointed local organizer for the Home

Conners is at home from the

high school to spend her vacation.
has secured a fine building lot and hopes
The winter term of school in this preMary Dunbar, whe ha* been teaching in
next
seaa
to commence building
cottage
cinct will commence Monday, with the
Ellsworth, is at home for her vacation.
son.
tiKme teacher as last term, Miss Sara CogWallace Conner has gone to New Jersey
OBITUARY.
gins. The high school will commence the
where he has employment for the winter.
war
of
of
the
Civil
under
the
instruction
One
one
the
veterans
eftuie day
George
by
Mrs. Leroy Ward well has
gone to
Cooper, of Smyrna Mills, «* student in are responding to the roll call of the
to visit her son, Roy L. Ward well.
Augusta
tne
Grand
BAtes college.
Supreme Commander, giving
Hebert Perkins, who has work at the
There w 11 be a Christian Endeavor so- Army comrades new graves to deck with
flag* and flowers on Memorial Day, After coaling station at Lamoine, is at home for
cial Friday evening, Dec 6.
two years of suffering, Charles B. Gilley, a brief visit.
of Southwest Harbor, died Monday mornWilliam Steele who has occupied rooms
LIN SCOTT HODGKINS.
at A K Dodge’s, has moved his family
The home of Capt. J B. Linscott and ing, Nov. 25.
j
Illness
the
of
bis
From
into his new house.
luo CVCUtJ
tt piVlljr
long
beginning
ncuuiHH VII
Thursday evening, Nov. 28, when their our blind neighbor felt a strong desire to
Miss Dora M. Leach, who is teaching
daughter Ella was united in marriage to j leave earthly scenes for a home beyond the here, has gone tc North BluehUl to spend
and
debilitated
vail, yet though worn
by Thanksgiving and the remaining days of
Raymond E. Hodgkins
The rooms were tastefully decorated nervous prostration, he patiently bided this week with relatives.
•
cared
for
with wreaths of evergreen and white. To the Great Captain’s call, tenderly
L.
Nov. 30.
the strains of the wedding march, played
by bis devoted wife.
by Miss Addle Hodgkins, a sister of the | Charles B. Gilley was born Dec 2, 1841, Hrnnklln.
Mrs. Abbie Allen returned fro n Massagroom, the bridal party entered the parlor the son of Benj*min and Abigail Gilley, of
weeks.

Mrs. C.

Prmntu irm*

*i

W

Sullivan.
H. Abott is better.

ffml

ill with

hospital at Cambridge. Mass

the

wee

• bout

who la in

Bridges,

ical illness of Archie

North f n*tinr.

(OL’NTY NEWS.

nearly
He
eight days ego
*nd °P ,0 h"
etgbty-tbree years of age.
active for a
last ill ness was remarkably
wa. one of
man of hi. year.. Mr. Dirr
residents, a
Buck.port’. highly esteemed
and for a
man of the strictest Integrity,
with the affairs of
long time connected
be has
the town. For the past few years
been the town liquor agent.
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Bluehill. The parents and friends
gathered at the schooihonte on the after- /hr mMitional Count# Sewn h>i othtrr page*
noon of the last day and listened to the
following exercises: Chorus, school; reci- Penobscot.
William and Hsrland Hutchins, who
tations, Verna Lawrie, Dallas Tracy, Ethel
Hooper, Aldis Williams; music, Mina have been away the past summer, have reHooper, turned home.
Butler; recitations, Caroline
Maurice Butler; hand exercise, second
KfHe Bridges left for Belfast Tuesday,
reader pupil*; recitations, Avis March, from which plai-e «he will go to Boston
|
Stanley Lawrie, Chester Williams, Feodora | for the winter.
Woodworth; song, Sadie I^awrle and Avis j B. H. Leach fa doing quite an extensive
Murch; recitations, Jasper Bragdou Sadie | business this winter in buying and shipLawrie, Walter Murch, Miua Butler; ping small game.
ch rus, school. Miss Stover has the good
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprague and son
wit of the pupils and the esteem of the
Donald, of Bootbbay Harbor, are visiting
parents.
friends and relatives in town.
X.
Nov. 30.
News was received this week of the critof
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Tea Is a fsvorlie drink with tbe
Canadian lura
barmen. It enable, them to withstand
severe
toll and exposure. Doctors
say that the high
grade teas Imported by Chase A Sanborn hue
all the value of concentrated tood.

uenuine

C C Never sold In bulk.
stamped
Beware of the dealer who tries to sell
"something just as good.”
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legitimate

business can be accumulatthe person apeclally benefited
only on condition of conferring Immeuse incidental benefits upon othera.
Successful enterprise of the type
which benefits all mankind cun only
exist if the conditions are such ns to
oCTer great prizes as the rewards of
ed by

aucceaa.
Reasons For Caatloa.

TRUSTS AND RECIPROCITY
How He

Would Deal
These Problems.

With

H« Declare* Publicity la at Present
the
Only Mure Remedy Against
Evils

of

<

omblnntlona--While

Op*

Any General Tariff Changt,
He t pholds the Principle of Reel*
Advocate* Reduction of
proclty
Duty on Cuban Imports Into This
pealna

—

Country

—

Importance

of

Building;

the Isthmian Canal and the Pacific
Cable

Crjcctl—The Philippines and

Other Insular Questions.

Washington, Dec. 3.—-The president
In

bis auuuat message to congress
•ays:
The congress assembles this year under the shadow of a great calamity.
On the Cth of September President McKinley was shot by an anarchist while
•tteudlng the Pan-American exposition at Buffalo and died in that city
on the nth of that month.
Of the last seven elected presidents
be Is
e third who bus been murdered,
and ti e bare recltnl of this fact is
audit ent to Justify grave alarm among
nil loyal American citizens. Moreover,
ibe circumstances of this, the third assassination of an American president,
have a peculiarly sinister significance.
Both President Lincoln and President
fJnrlield were killed by assassins of
ty !«•» unronunatciy

not

uncommon

in

history. President Lincoln falling a
victim to tbe terrible passions aroused
by four years of civil war and President Garfield to the revengeful Taulty
of a disappointed ofllce seeker. President McKinley was killed by an utterly depraved crlmlual belonging to that
body of criminals who object to all
governments, good and bad alike, who
are against any form of popular liberty If It Is guaranteed by even the
most Just and liberal laws and who
are as hostile to tbe upright exponent
of a free people's sober will ns to tbe
tyrannical and irresponsible despot
Anarchy and Anarchists.

Tbe president continues
with
a
eulogy of Mr. McKinley, then turns to
tbe subject of anarchy, denouncing Its
doctrines and preachers. He says:
I earnestly recommend to thecongress
that In the exercise of Its wise discretion It should take Into consideration
the coming to this country of anarchists or persons professing principles
hostile to all government and Justifying the murder of those placet! In authority. Such Individuals as those who
not long ago gathered In open meeting
to glorify the murder of King Humbert of Italy perpetrate a crime, and
tbe law sbould Insure tbelr rigorous
punishment. They and those like them
should be kept out of this country, and
If found here they sbould be promptly
deported to tbe country whence they
came, and farreacblng provision should
be made for tbe punishment of those
No matter calls more
who stay.
urgently for the wisest thought of the
congress.
A Subject For Federal Court*.
The federal courts should be given
Jurisdiction over any man who kills
or attempts to kill tbe president or any
who by the constitution or by
man
law Is In line of succession for tbe
presidency, wblle tbe punishment for
an unsuccessful attempt sbould be proportioned to tbe enormity of tbe offense against our Institutions.
Anarchy Is a crime against the whole
human race, and all mankind should
baud against the anarchist Ills crime
sbould be made an offense against tbe
law of nations, like piracy and that
form of man stealing known as tbe
slave trade.
Tbe president next considers business conditions, wblcb be finds highly
satisfactory. He continues:
Tbe tremendous and highly complex
Industrial development which went on
nviiii

t»»<1

oenr

ninlilitv

tltirlns*

the latter half of the nineteenth century brings us face to face at the beginning of the twentieth with very
serious social problems. The old laws
and the old customs which bad almost
the binding force of law were once
quite sufficient to regulate tbe accumulation and distribution of wealth.
Since tbe industrial cbauges which
have so enormously Increased tbe productive power of mankind they are no
longer sufficient.
Trade Combinations.

Tbe growth of cities has gone on beyond comparison faster than the
growth of the country, and the upbuilding of tbe great Industrial centers
meant

has

a

startling

increase

not

merely In the aggregate of wealth, but

In the number of very large individual
and especially of very large corporate
fortunes. The creation of these great
been due
corporate fortunes has not
other governto the tariff nor to any
mental action, but to natural causes
In othIn tbe business world, operating
er

countries

as

they operate

own.

In

our

aroused much anThe process
of which is
tagonism. a great part
It Is not true
wholly without warrant.
richer the
that lis the rich have grown
On the conpoor have grown poorer.
never before has the average
trary
wageworker, the farmer, the
off as In this
small trader, been so well
time. There
country and at tin- present
with the
have been abuses connected
It remains
accumulation of wealth, yet
fortune accumulated la
true that a
has

man.'tbe

The president adds that there arc
many reasons for caution in dealing
with corporations. He says:
Tbe same business conditions wbicb
bare produced the great aggregations
of corporate aud individual wealth
have made them very potent factors In
international commercial competition.
Moreover, It cannot too often be
pointed out that toatrikewith ignorant
violence at the Interests of one set of
men almost Inevitably endangers the
interests of all. The fundamental rule
In our national life—the rule which underlies nil others—is that, on the whole
nnd in the long run, we shall go up or
down together.
The mechaglsm of modern business
is so delicate tlmt extreme care must
be taken not to interfere with It In
In
a spirit of rashness or Ignorance.
dealing with business Interests, for
the government to undertake by crude
and 111 considered legislation to do
wbnt may turn out to be bad, would
bo to Incur the risk of such farreaching national disaster that It would be
preferable to undertake nothing at all.
The men who demand the impossible
or the undesirable serve as the allies
of the forces with which they are nominally ut war, for they hamper those
who would endeavor to find out in rational fashion what the wrongs really
are and to what extent and in what
manner it is practicable to apply remediM.
Hon

to

Correct the EtIU.

AU this Is true, anil yet It Is also
that there are real and grave evils,
one of the chief being overcapitalization because of Its many baleful consequences, and a resolute and practical
effort must be made to correct these
true

evils.
It Is no limitation upon property
rights or freedom of contract to require that when men receive from government the privilege of doing business upder corporate form, which frees
them from Individual responsibility
and enables them to call Into their enterprises the capital of the public, they
shall do so upon absolutely truthful
representations as to the value of the
property In which the capital Is to be
Invested. Corporations engaged In Interstate commerce should be regulated
If they are found to exercise a license
working to the public injury. It should
be as much the aim of those who seek
for social betterment to rid the business world of crimes of cunning as to
rid the entire body politic of crimes of
violence. Great corporations exist only
because they are created aud safeguarded by our Institutions, and it Is
therefore our right aud our duty te
work tn harmouy with
see that they
these Institutions.
Publicity the First Essential.

The first essential In determining
how to deal with the great Industrial
combinations Is knowledge of the facts
—publicity. In the Interest of the public the government should have the
right to Inspect nnd examine the workings of the great corporations engaged
In Interstate business. Publicity is the
only sure remedy which we can now
Invoke.
Wbat further remedies are
needed In the way of governmental
regulation or taxation can o*i,v l^ determined after publ.c.ty lm> been obtained by process of law and in the
The first
course
of administration.
requisite Is knowledge, full aud complete—knowledge which may be made
public to the world.
Artificial bodies, such as corporations
and joint stock or other associations,
depending upon any statutory law for
their existence or privileges should be
to proper governmental supervision, and full and accurate Information as to their operations should be
made public regularly at reasonable
Intervals.
Tbe large corporations, commonly
called trusts, though organized In one
state, always do business In many
states, often doing very little business
In the state where they are Incorporated. There Is utter lack of uniform-

subject

ity in tne stale laws auout mem, miu,
as no state has any exclusive Interest
In or power over their acts. It has In
practice proved Impossible to get adequate regulation through state action.
Therefore, In the Interest of the whole
people, the nation should, without Interfering with the power of the states
In the matter Itself, also assume power
of supervision and regulation over all
corporations doing an Interstate business.
Amend Constitution It Necessary.

When the constitution was adopted,
the end of the eighteenth century,
no human wisdom could foretell the
sweeping changes, alike In Industrial
and political conditions, which were to
take place by the beginning of the
At that time It
twentieth century.
was accepted as a matter of course
that the several states were the proper
authorities to regulate, so far as was
then necessary, the comparatively Insignificant and strictly localized corThe condiporate bodies of the day.
tions are now wholly different, and
wholly different action Is called for.
I believe that a law can be framed
which will enable the national government to exercise control along the lines
above Indicated, profiting by the experience gained through the passage and
administration of the interstate commerce act.
If, however, the Judgment
of the cougress Is that It lacks the constitutional power to pass such an act,
amendment
then
a
constitutional
should be submitted to confer the
at

power.
There should be created a cabinet officer, to be known as secretary of
commerce and Industries, as provided

in tbe bill Introduced at tbe last ae»
•!on of the congress. It should be his
province to deal with commerce In Its
broadest sense. Including among many
other things whatever concerns labor
and all matters affecting the
great
business corporations and our merchant marine.
Labor.
The president declares that be regards It necessary to re-enact the Chinese exclusion law. In regard to Inbor
he says that the government should
provide In Its contracts that all work
should be done under "fair” conditions
und that all night work should be forbidden for women and children as well
as excessive overtime.
He continues:
Very great good has been and will be
accomplished by associations or unions
of wageworkers when managed with
forethought and when they combine Insistence upon their own rights with
law abiding respect for the rights of
others. The display of these qualities
in such bodies is a duty to the nation
no less than to the associations themselves.
Finally, there must also In
many cases be action by the government In order to safeguard the rights
and Interests of all. Under our constitution there is much more scope for
such action by the state and tbe municipality than by tbe nation. But on
j points sueb ns those touched on above
""
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work for their own countries Just «•
railroads work
for their terminal
points. Shipping lines, if established to
the principal countries with which we
have dealings, wonld he of political as
well as commercial benefit. From every standpoint It Is unwise for the
United States to continue to rely upon
the ships of competing nations for the
distribution of our goods. It should be
made advantageous to carry American
goods In American built ships.
At present American shipping Is under certain great disadvantages when
put in competition with the shipping
of foreign countries. Many of the fast
foreign steamships, at a speed of fourteen knots or above, are subsidized,
and all our ships, sailing vessels and
steamers alike, cargo carriers of slow
speed and mall carriers of high speed,
have to meet the fact that the original
cost of building American ships
Is ;
greater than Is the ease abroad; that the !
wages paid American officers and seamen are very much higher than those !
paid the officers and seamen of foreign
competing countries, and that the
standard of living on our ships Is far
superior

il

iin*

suinuiiru

or

living

on

the ships of our commercial rivals. Our
government should take such action as
The
will remedy these Inequalities.
American merchant marine should be
restored to the ocean.

UVM

Financial.

lie asserts that the Immigration laws
are unsatisfactory and that a law
should be enacted to keep out not only
anarchists, but persons of a low moral
tendency or of unsavory reputation
and those who are below a certain
standard of economic fitness to enter
our Industrial field as competitors with
American labor.

The passage of the act establishing
as the standard money has. It is
declared, been shown to be timely and
Judicious. The president adds:
In many respects the national banking law furnishes sufficient liberty for
the proper exercise of the banking
function, but there seems to be need
of better safeguards against the deranging influence of commercial crises
and financial panics.
Moreover, the
currency of the country should be
made responsive to the demands of our
domestic trade and commerce.
Economy in expenditures is urged.
Amendment of the Interstate commerce
act Is advised to Insure the cardinal
provisions of that net. The work carried on by the department of agriculture Is next considered and praised
highly. The president then turns to
forest preservation and irrigation of
arid lands, saying that both are highly
necessary. lie would put all the work
in connection with the forest reserves
In charge of the bureau of forestry.

gold

The Tariff and Reciprocity.
The prcsldeut declares that nothing
could be more unwise than to disturb
the busluess interests of the country by
any general tariff change at this time,
lie adds:
Yet it is not only possible, but eminently desirable, to combine with the
stability of our economic system a supplementary system of reciprocal benefit and obligation with other nations.
Such reciprocity is an Incident and result of the firm establishment and
preservation of our present economic
policy. It was specially provided for
in the present tariff law.
Reciprocity must be treated as the
Our first
handmaiden of protection.
duty Is to see that the protection granted by the tariff in every case where It
is needed is maintained, and that reciprocity be sought for so far as it can
safely be done without injury to our
home Industries. Just bow far this is
must bo determined according to the
individual case, remembering always
that every application of our tariff policy to meet our shifting national needs
must be conditioned upon the cardinal
fact that the duties must never be
reduced below the point that will cover
the difference between the labor cost
here and abroad. The well being of
the wageworker is a prime consideration of our entire policy of economic

legislation.
Need For Wider Market*.

Subject to this proviso of the proper
protection necessary to our industrial
well being at home, the principle of
reciprocity must command our hearty
The phenomenal growth of
support.
our export trade emphasizes the urthe need for wider markets
liberal policy In dealing with
foreign nations. Whatever is merely
petty and vexatious in the way of
trade restrictions should be avoided.
The customers to whom we dispose of
our surplus products in the long run,

gency of
and for a

i

directly or indirectly, purchase those
sui-plus products by giving us something in return. Their ability to purchase our products should as far as
possible be secured by so arranging
tariff as to enable us to take from
them those products which we can use
without harm to our own industries
and labor or the use of which will be
of marked benefit to us.
It is most Important that we should
maintain the high level of our present
prosperity. We have now reached the
point in the development of our interests where we are not only able to
supply our own markets, but to produce a constantly growing surplus for
which wo must find markets abroad.
To secure these markets we can utilize existing duties in any case where
they are no longer needed for the purour

!

Irrigation.
The president continues by tracing
the connection between the forest reserves and the water supply.
He says:
The forests are natural reservoirs.
By restraining the streams In flood
and replenishing them in drought they
make possible the use of waters otherwise wasted.
They prevent the soil
from washiug and so protect the storage reservoirs from tilling up with
silt. Forest conservation is, therefore,
an essemial condition of water conservation.
The forests alone cannot, however,
fully regulate and conserve the waters
of the arid region. Great storage works
are necessary to equalize the flow of
streams and to save the flood waters.
Their construction has been conclusively shown to be an undertaking
too vast for private effort.
Nor cau it
be best accomplished by the individual
states acting alone.
The government
should construct and maintain these
reservoirs as it does other public works.
Where their purpose Is to regulate the
flow of streams, the water should be
turned freely Into the channels in the
dry season to take the same course
under the same laws as the natural
flow.
The reclamation of the unsettled arid
public lands presents a different problem. Here It is not enough to regulate
the flow of streams. The object of the
government is to dispose of the laud
to settlers who will build homes upon
It.
To accomplish this object water
must be brought within their reach.
The pioneer settlers on the arid public domuin chose their homes along
streams from which they could themselves divert the water to reclaim their
holdings. Such opportunities are practically gone. There remain, however,
vast areas of public land which can be
made available for homestead settlement, but only by reservoirs and main
line canals impracticable for private
These irrigation works
enterprise.
ohoi.1,1
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should be reserved by the government
bore
where the article Is not produced
for actual settlers, and the cost of eonand the duty is no longer necessary si ruction should, so far as possible, be
for revenue, as giving us something to repaid by the land reclaimed. Tbe disoffer in exchange for what we ask. tribution of the water, the division of
The cordial relations with other na- the streams among irrigators, should
j
tions which are so desirable will nat- ! be left to the settlers themselves lu
course
thus
the
urally be promoted by
conformity with state laws and without
Interference with those laws or
required by our own interests.
a
for
The natural line of development
: with vested rights.
in
connecwill
be
The declaration is made that in the
policy of reciprocity
tion with those of our productions arid states the only right to water
all
of
the
which uo longer require
suit- | which should be recognized is that of
port once needed to establish them use. The president says that the docand
with
those
oth- trine of private ownership of water
a
sound
basis
upon
ers where either because of natural or
apart from land canuot prevail without
of economic causes we are beyond the causing wrong.
of
successful
reach
competition.
Insular Problems.
I ask the attention of the senate to
Insular questions are next treated.
laid
before
It
treaties
the reciprocity
by In Hawaii our aim must be to
develop
my predecessor.
the territory on the traditional AmerThe Merchant Marine.
ican lines. Porto Kieo is declared to be
The condition of the American merthriving as never before. The attenchant marine Is such as to call for imtion of congress is called to the need of
mediate remedial action by the conlegislation concerning the Island’s pubIt Is discreditable to us as a
gress.
lu Cuba It is stated that
lic lands,
marine
nation that our merchant
much progress has been made toward
should be utterly Insignificant In computting the Independent government of
parison to that of other nations which the island upon a firm footing, and It Is
we overtop In other forms of business.
declared that Independence will be an
We should not longer submit to condiThe
fiecomplished fact.
president
tions under which only a trifilng por- adds:
tion of our great commerce Is carried
Elsewhere I have discussed the quesIn our own ships. To remedy this state
tion of reciprocity. In the ease of Cuof things would not merely serve to
ba, however, there are weighty reasons
build up our shipping interests, but It
of morality and of national Interest
would also result in benefit to all who
why the policy should be held to have
are Interested In the permanent estaba peculiar application, and 1 most earlishment of a wider market for Amernestly ask your attention to the wisican products and would provide an
dom, Indeed to the vital need, of proauxiliary force for the navy. Ships
viding for a substantial reduction In

|

ment.

against punishment If It misconducts
the tariff dutle* on Cuban Imports Into Itself,
provided that punishment does
the United State*.
not take the form of the acquisition of
In dealing with the Philippine peoterritory by any non-American power.
ple we must show both patience and Our attitude In Cuba Is a sufficient
strength, forbearance and steadfast res- guarantee of our own good faith. Wo
olution. Our iilrn is blgb. We do not have not the slightest desire to secure
desire to do for tbe islanders merely
any territory at the expense of any of
what has elsewhere been done for trop- our
neighbors.
ic peoples by even tbe best foreign
The Jtavy.
governments. We hope to do for tberu
The president devotes considerable
what has never before been done for
space to the navy, the upbuilding of
any people of the tropics—to make which, he says, should be steadily conthem fit for self government after tbe tinued. The
navy offers us. It is declarfashion of the really free nations.
ed, the only means of Insisting on the
The only fear la lest la our overanxMonroe doctrine, nnd a strong navy Is
iety we give them a degree of Inde- the best guarantee against war. Ho
pendence for which they are unfit, recommends that provision be made
thereby inviting reaction and disaster. not only for more sliJps. but for more
As fast as there Is uuy reasonable hope
men.
Four thousand additional seathat In a given district the people can
men
and
1.IMHI additional marines
govern themselves self government should be provided, as well ns an Inhas been given in that district. There crease in
officers. After Indorsing tile
is not a locality fitted for self governnaval militia forces the president sa.vs:
ment which has not received It. Hut It
But In addition we should at once
may well be that in certain cases It
provide for a national naval reserve,
will have to be withdrawn because tbe
i organized nnd tralsed under the dlrecInhabitants show themselves unfit to tlon of the
navy department nnd sub|
exercise it; such Instances have already
ject to the ran or the enter executive
occurred, lu other words, there Is not
It
whenever war becomes Imminent.
flip slightest chnncp of onr falling to
should be a real auxiliary to the naval
show a sufficiently humanitarian spirit.
seagoing peace establishment and offer
The dauger comes in the opposite direcmaterial to be drawn on at once for
tion.
manning our ships in time of war.
Troablm Ahfad Yet.

Tbe Army.
It is not necessary to Increase our
army beyond Its present size at this
time, but It Is necessary to keep It at
the highest point of efficiency. The Individual units who as officers and enlisted men compose this a»my are, we
have good reason to believe, at least as
efficient as those of any other army fn
the entire world. It Is our duty to see
that their training is of a kind to Insure the highest possible expression of
power to these units when acting in
combination.
A general staff should be created.
Promotions should be made solely
with regard to the good of tbe service.
Congress ought to provide, the president adds, for field exercises. He continues:
Action should be taken In reference
to the militia and to the raising of volunteer forces.
Our militia law Is obsolete and worthless. The organization
and armament of the national guard of
the several states, which are treated
as militia In the appropriations by the
congress, should be made Identical with
those provided for tbe regular forces.
Tbe obligations and duties of the guard
In time of war should be carefully defined and a system established by law
under which the method of procedure
of raising volunteer forces should be
prescribed In advance.

There are still troubles ahead in the
Islands. The insurrection has become
an affair of local banditti and marauders. who deserve no higher regard
than the briguuds of portions of the
old world.
Encouragement, direct or
indirect, to these iusurreetos stands on
the same footing as encouragement to
hostile Indians in the days when we
still had Indian wars.
The president declares that the time
has come for additional legislation for
the Philippines. lie says:
It is necessary that the congress
should pass laws by which the resources of the Islands can be developed,
so that franchises (for limited terms of
years) can be granted to companies doing business In them and every encouragement be given to the Incoming of
business men of every kind. It is urgently necessary to enact suitable laws
dealing with general transportation,
mining, banking, currency, homesteads
and the use and ownership of the lauds
and timber. These laws will give free
play to Industrial enterprise, and the
commercial development which will
surely follow will afford to the people
of the islands the best proofs of the
sincerity of our desire to aid them.
The Cable and the Canal.

I call your attention most earnestly
to the crying need of a cable to Hawaii
and the Philippines, to be continued
from the Philippines to points in Asia.
We should not defer a day longer than
necessary the construction of such a
cable. It is demanded not merely for
commercial but for political and miliEither the contary considerations.
gress should immediately provide for
the construction of a government cable or else an arrangement should be
made by which like advantages to
those accruing from a government cable may be secured to the government
by contract with a private cable com-

The Merit System.
The president indorses the merit system of making appointments and says:
I recommend the passage of a law
which will extend the classified service to the District of Columbia or will
at least enable the president thus to extend it In my judgment all laws providing for the temporary employment
of clerks should hereafter contain a
provision that they be selected under
the civil service law.
It is Important to have this system
obtain at home, but it is even more Important to have it applied rigidly In our
insular possessions.
The importance
of improving the consular service by
the passage of new laws Is emphasized.
The president then turns to the Ibdinn question. He says:
We should now break up the tribal
funds, doing for them what allotment does for the tribal lands —that
is, they should be divided info individual holdings. There will be a transition period during which the funds
will iu many cases have to be held In
trust.
This Is the case also with the
lands. A stop should be put upon the
Indiscriminate permission to Indians to
The effort
lease their allotments.
should be steadily to make the Indian
work like any other man on his own
ground. The marriage laws of the Indians should be made the same as those
of the whites. In the schools the education should be elementary and largely industrial.
Cordial support from congress and
people Is asked for tbe St Louis exposition.
The Charleston exposition Is
commended to the good will of the
neoDle. The work of the Pan-Amerlean
V
exposition is praised.
It is recommended that the census
office as now constituted should be
made a permanent government bureau.

pany.
No single great material work which
remains to be undertaken on this continent is of such consequence to the
American people as the building of a
canal across the Isthmus connecting
North and South America. Its importance to the nation is by no means limited merely to its material effects upon
our business prosperity, and yet with a
view to these effects alone It would be
to the last degree important for us Immediately to begin it While its beneficial effects would perhaps be most
marked upon the Pacific coast and the
gulf and South Atlantic states, it would
also greatly benefit other sections. It
is emphatically a work which it is for
the interest of the entire country to begin and complete as soon as possible.
I am glad to be able to announce to
you that our negotiations on this subject with Great Britain, conducted on
both sides In a spirit of friendliness and
mutual good will, have resulted in
my being able to lay before the senate a treaty which, if ratified, will enable us to begin preparations for an
isthmian canal at any time and which
guarantees to this nation every right
that it has ever asked in connection
with the canal.
It specifically provides that the United States alone shall
do the work of building and assume
the responsibility of safeguarding the
canal and shall regulate its neutral use
by all nations on terms of equality
without the guarantee or interference
of any outside nation from any quarter.

The Postal Service.

tribute Is paid to the postal service,
aud the extension of flee rural delivery
is commended. The postofflee depart,
ment should be sustained, the president
says, in its efforts to remove the abuses
In connection with second class mail
A

The Monroe Doctrine.

The Monroe doctrine should be the
cardinal feature of the foreign policy
of all the uations of the two Americas,
ae it is of the United Stutes.
The Monroe doctrine Is a declaration that there
must lie no territorial aggrandizement
by any non-American power at tile expense of any American power on American soil, it is in nowise intended as
hostile to any nation in the old world.
Still less is it intended to give cover to
any aggression by one new world power
at the expense of any other. It is simply a step, and a long step, toward assuring the universal peace of the world
by securing the possibility of permanent peace on this hemisphere.
During the past century other influences have established the permanence
and independence of the smaller states
ef Europe. Through the Monroe doctrine we hope to be able to safeguard
like Indepeudence and secure like permanence for the lesser among the new
world nations.
This doctrine has nothing to do with
the commercial relations of any American power save that it In truth allows
etch of them to form such as It desires.
In other words, it is really a guarantee
dr the commercial Independence of the
jj roerlcas. We do not ask under this
doc.-ine for any exclusive commercial
dealings with any other American
state. We do not guarantee any state

matter.

Much attention Is'paid to the situation in China, and the progress toward
the establishment of peace there is recapitulated. Stress is laid on the Importance of our continuing to advocate
moderation in the dealings with China.
The president concludes his message as
follows:
The death of Queen Victoria caused
the people of the United States deep
and heartfelt sorrow, to which the
government gave full expression.
When
President McKinley died, our nation in
turn received from every
quarter of the
British empire expressions of grief aud
sympathy no less sincere. The death
of the empress Dowager Frederick of
Bermany also aroused the genuine sympathy of the American people, and this

sympathy was cordially reciprocated
by Germany when the president was
assassinated. Indeed, from every quar-

!

j

ter of the civilized world we received
at the time of the president's death assurances of such grief and regard as to
touch the hearts of our people. In the
midst of our afflietiou we reverently
thank the Almighty that we are at
peace with the nations of maukind.
and we firmly intend that onr policy
shall be such as to continue unbroken
these international relations of mutual
respect and good will.

,
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spend

Irving Whitaker

a

and

ah. yea!
At. ysw *ore hath ft*
B\.t, oh, a,-m on*. there comes its winter days!
And you and I must one day feei the wind*
That sweep arrow the lone'y moorland ways,
And you and I must hear the plaintive Mf
That gives the heart s pang of sad regret.
But, oh. sweetheart, the rotes bloom tar us
Now in our youth! It is not wirv'er yeti
It is not winter yet!

i.

I
I
Hirbor,

few weeks.

Percy

left

Moore

Ah, love hath had Its rummer days, dear heart.
Its music and it* rhapsody of peace!
The days we hoped to keep forever, love.
Have fled from us and found a swift release.
And you are gone! December's lingering snow
Has touched my heart and kissed each leafless
bough.
Since you are gone, oh, lore, how well I know
That June is dead! And it is winter now.
And it is winter now!
—Charles Hanson Towne in New England Magazine.

Portland, to atteud Gray’s
college.
v

last week for
business

Williams left to-day for
spend the winter with her

Bessie

Miss

Rockland,

to

uncle, Dr. Williams.
Tbe village improvement society is
making preparations for an apron bazaar
the week Defore Christmas.

Tbe schooner “Ralph K Grant” has arfreight from Portland. She ex
perienced r« ugh weather, and damaged

C «©>o oo o^oo-s o

rived wuh
some

|

of her deck load.

P, worked the
second rank or. a candIdste Saturday even
ing. Halcyon assembly of Pythiau sisterhood furnished a banquet.
Scboodic lodge, K

Dec.

of

?
O

and

visiting

friends in Holden and Brewer.

Julia Miller, of Amherst, is with
sister, Mrs. Mary Haslem.

Mr*.
her

Mrs. Charles Davis is

staying with her
Jordan, for the

sister-in-law, Mrs. G. L.
winter.

Charles Martin and wife have returned
from Ellsworth where they have been em-

ployed through tbe summer.
By invitation. Court Snyctic
was

pleasantly entertained by

recitations and

phonograph selections by

Sargent, of Sullivan.
seryed.
Dec. 2.

Mr.

Refreshments

were

H

Baduporr.
SEMINARY

Many

new

good for

a

NOTES.

students have entered school

for the winter term.

The

prospects

very successful season’s

are

work’,

teaching force of the seminary has
by securing Miss Evelyn
Buck, A. M., as a teacher of English composition. Miss Buck is a graduate of
Wellesley college.
The

been increased

President Bender’s visits to t be churches

in the East Maine Conference have
sulted in

an

re-

awakened interest in the ed-

The serucational work of Methodism.
vices held in the Pratt Memorial church,
Rock’srd, last Sunday were very gratifying. President Bender preached In the
morning, and in the evening delivered an
address, “The Vision of Personality.”

Masculine

Brutality.

men are brutes!” exclaimed the
had been reading a newspaper.
“That is quite true.” answered Mr.
IMeekton. “I know a man who habitually
forgets to put the key under the doormat
when his wife goes out to lecture. The
way he keeps her ringing the bell while
tie wakes up out of a sound sleep, makes
a light, pnts on some clothes and gets
down to the door is positively inhuman.”
•—Washington Star.

“Some

man who

Qualified to Speak.
The Rev. Mr. Doper (the exchange
preacher)—Deacon Elder, what do you
think of a man who will sleep in church?
Deacon Elder—You’ll have to excuse
I wasn’t at church last
me, Mr. Doper.
Sunday. You see, 1 heard you w as going
to preach, and—the fact is, I’m apt to be
sleepy myself now and then.-—Boston
Not

Transcript.

__

S&jbertiBcmnrta.

The Eminent Kidney
and Bladder Specialist.

Laboratory.
| There is a disease prevailing in this
most
country
dangerous because so deceptive. Many sudden deaths are caused by
Jit—heart disease, pneumonia, heart failure
or apoplexy are often the result of kidney
disease. If kidney trouble is allowed to advance the kidney-poisoned blood will attack
ine vital organs, or trie Kidneys tnemseives
break down and waste away cell by cell.
Then the richness of the blood—the albumen
—leaks out and the sufferer has Bright’s
Disease, the worst form of kidney trouble.
! Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root the new discovery is the true specific for kidney, bladder
and urinary troubles. It has cured thousands
of apparently hopeless cases, after all other
efforts have failed. At druggists in fifty-cent
and dollar sizes. A sample bottle sent free
by mail, also a book telling about SwampRoot and its wonderful cures.
Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y. and
mention this paper.
HU

vn 1

Superstitious ?

“L, F.” Atwood’s Bitters
few

days

and watch the

result.

as

Story of Italian Love,

9
q

abbrttifimmt*.

the discharge of

!
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Then he fell to building castles in the
air.
••It Is impossible.” thought he. “that
she should never think of me at all. She
knows that there is such a person as myself: that I live directly adjoining her.
tY he., she comes home, she can see that
there is a light in my room through the
door that I leave ajar. I.ike all women,
she must have some curiosity and at
times must surely ask herself what 1 am
doing and why I never.go out. Perhaps
she has already noticed me notwithstanding my awkwardnesa, possibly precisely
She may even have dion that account.
vined that I love her. She may expect
me to declare myself, and. seeing that 1
dare not do so. perhaps she will make
the first advances. But how can I manage that she shall not delay doing so?"
And Giacomo, still astride his chair,
continued his reflections.
Suppose be
xvere to write her a letter and push it under the door? He had often thought of
doing so. But, then, would the girl have
read it? And, even admitting that she
had. would not the very first words have
wounded her? Should he try and get her
to speak of some one? But of whom,
then? They had no friend in common.
No. no. All these means were decidedly
objectionable or imposalble There was
nothing to be done but to wait. But, oh.
how long would he have to do so?
Meanwhile it was growing late, and
Carlotta in her little room was making
the needle fly rapidly. She had decided
i to finish the piece of work begun that

|
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and if you

Christmas trading to guide us, we have gatheml
experience of many years of successful
for
that could be laid under wntnlwt on
this year's Holiday selling, from every quarter of the globe
for Holiday buying.
of staple and fancy articles suitable
purpose, a magnilicent array of the choicest
een »Pl* 1 *’
a
on this page for buyers with
forth
set
menu
Of the splendid Christmas shopping
iu each and
of
told
the
that
goods
we would say
getting tl.e best value for the least money,
arc absolutely the
the
that
and
kind,
prices
the
of
best
desirable as well as the
With the
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for
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lowest for which
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dependable goods of their character can

Cloak
|f First,

;£

;=
55

|g
ss

GIVERS.

Women's anil Shirt waists—Flannel and Mercerized
Sateen, Taffeta and Brilliantine
Children’s, all popular goods, in
Wool. Kid and Leather.
CUT PRICES.
Hair Brushes and Combs from 3oc. i
to 86.
Silkotene at 12 1-2 eta. per yard—our

All

Cloak Boom.

||

CLOVES —Men's,

Department.

visit our

be sold.

GIFT

TO

HINTS

Coats, Three-quarters anil
Full Length Newmarkets and Baglans, Capes, suits, Dress and Walking
Skirts, Children's and Misses’ Garments, you will find there in large assortment marked down to a figure

Jackets,

J

15c.

(trade.

silk Handkerchiefs, I'laln, Japanese,
Hemstitched, all gTadcs.

HANDKERCHIEFS—
For Men, Women and Children, all
grades in Silk, I.inen and Cotton.

j

j

SOAPS IN FANCY BOXES.

Plain, Hemmed, Hemstitched, Ini !
which brings them down to a scale of
tial. Embroidered, Lace and Bro- Sleeve Elastics in Fancy Hexes, 2ft and
caded—over 600 dozen of them— i
bargains far below their actual worth.
50 cts.
Price from 3c. to 82 apiece.
embroidStand Covers, stamped,
50
cts.
25
and
Hat
Pins.
10,
Fancy
I
ered and plain, from 25c. toll.
Chatelaine Bags.25, 50. 75, 81, 8150,82,

Fur Department.

82 60 add 33.

Shopping Bags, 50, 75, 81, 81

50 and 82.

Storm Skirts from $2.50 to $7.50

Handkerchief Boxes, Celluloid, Willow
Taffeta Silk Waists from *3 50 to W.
and Leatherette, 10, 25, 50 up to 32.
Tlie same in 1’eau de Soie at 15
Fur
visit
our
Second,
Department.
in
WELLS
Aluminum,
and 10 50.
Furs always were and always will be INK
Bronzed, Oxidized, Enameled Metal, Tam O’Shanters, SOJand *0 cts.
a telling feature of women's wear—
etc., 25c. to 81.
Toques at 50 cts.
just now they are the vogue. Our furs

combine" the elegance and completeJEWELRY —the latest and l>est
ness of ujvto-date fashion, with the
j
selling novelties in Brooch Pins.
practical properties of specially by low j Bucklek, etc.
prices.
Laundry Bags.
r Here is a part of the list:

Tooth Brushes from 5 to 50 cts.
RUGS FROM $1 to $15.
fray

Clothes from 25c. to It.

Toilet Sets from 50c. to IS.
Electric Seal Coats, special reduced | Lamb Wool Soles.
Trays, F.bonoid, Japanese, Aluminum,
50.
at
$21
$30,
$35,
Patterns.
50,
$25,
$42
Thread.
prices
j Battenburg Lace,
from 25c, to ll.
Cluster scarfs, $1 50, $2, $2 50, $3, $5 Manicure Sets in Fancy Boxes from
Valenciennes Paces from 2c. to 25c.
to $25.
up

50c. to 85.
Mirrors from 50c. to 62 50.

Isabella Boas from $5 to $25.
.Shaped Scarfs, $5 to $15.
Mulls, $3 to $20.
Children’s Sets from $1 to $5.

KT_va
IvCXlj

l>er

NECKWEAR—We

have a large line
for Men. Women and Children.
Neck Bulls in Black, and Black and
White at 31, 31 80, 62, 62 50, 83,
and 63 50.
Needle Cases, 25, 50 and 75 cts.

_________

Ladies’ Pressing Jack.
ets. Hath ltobes‘,“sllk

;

Waists, Silk and Mareen Petti-

PHOTO

coata.

ALBUMS—Special

values at

PETTICOATS—Some special

Next, LINENS.

prettier presents than Table
Linen, Napkins, Towels, Bedspreads, Pompadour Combs, 10,
in which we show an enormous assort- Pillow Tops and Slips.

15 and 25

ment.

Down Pillows, 50c. to *1.50

The following is an indexed Price
List of the largest part of our

PURSE8 and
POCKET

HOLIDAY GOODS.
Aprons, 25, 37 1-2, 50 up to $ i.
Arm Bands and Garters, 25 and 50 cts.
Baskets from 10c. to $2.
Card Cases, 25 to 75 cts.
Celluloid Boxes from 25c. to $2.
Celluloid Glove, Handkerchief and
Necktie Boxes, 25, 50, 75, and 91.
Cut-work Scarf Doilies, 10,
S5, 50 and $1.

15, 20, 25,

Clocks.Fancy Design, 91,

$1 50,

Dressing

and Pocket Combs, all prices.
Dolls from 10c. to 91.
Eiderdown Dressing Sacriues from 50c.
to $3.

FANS—Special bargains
Holiday trade.

ts.

Whisk Brooms from 10 to SOcts.

Writing Boxes. Box Paper and Envelopes. Ink Wells.

UMBRELLAS.
Built extra good for the Christmas
trade. The handles and trimmings are
the very
latest.
When a man or
woman has everything else, they usually think very kindly of an I'tubrella.

for presents. Prices
from Si 50 to SO 50.
S2, S2 50 and S3 are of extra good
Special attention is called to this asvalues.
sortment.
We carry in these the
cheai>est to the very tinest in qual-

BOOKS. specially adapted

ity. We have them in all
shapes, from the long bill

sizes and
liook for
men to the smallest puree for children. Prices from 5c. to *4.

RIBBONS

Sterling

are offering an enormous assortment of ltibbons—the largest in the
city—in all grades of

Silver

Toilet Articles.
Opening

We

of

Holiday

SATIN. TAFFETA, LIBERTY
and FANCY RIBBONS.
Soap Boxes, Celluloid and Metal.
Sacques for Infants from 25c. to *1.

These make pretty presents.
This
assortment is too choice and magniliceut to hurry through. You want to
care.

E=
=r

suitable for

is

s:lle-

holiday

Sufficient

RUGS, CURTAINS and PORTIERES, the strongest line we
have ever shown.

fancy articles, which it is impossible to think of or to
showing a larger, better and more novel assortment
We still keep the high standard of
anything we offer for

we are

gifts than other dealers.

Our customers are assured of getting correct merchandise at the
lowest possible

M.

Prices from

23c. to $2.50.

Our centre tables will be loaded with many
enumerate in an advertisement.

Exhibits. Aston-

ishing Leaders.

select them with

for the

Fancy Pillow Tops, 25 and 50 cts.
Fancy Pillow Cords.
Footing for Handkerchiefs.

from 0»c. to $2 50.
Work lloxes from 25c. to $3.

We have over 250 to choose from.

$2

and $3.

Watches at 31.00
Wrappers

Tallies in

Black and Colored Mercerized at *l,
*1 25, $t 50, *2, *2 50, *3, and *3 50.
Plush Balls, all colors, best quality, at
lOcts. per dozen.

No

yard.

Toilet Cases from 10c. to $2.50

31. 81 50 and 82 50

prices.
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A Letter from Home
is not

so

interesting to one away as
Paper,” and it comes

the “Old Home
every week.

was

|

|

STORE.

__________________

things."
away
seem to him that he

j

wise you will do it at

are

M. GALLERT’S

iuv

gage myself’”
And then it would
Then this consummate old joker and
really sitting beside her contemplatclever actor strolled out into the lobby to
ing her in silence.
Sometimes when seated as usual astride enjoy one of the biggest sensations a first
night audience at Wallack’s had had in
his chair^-bis observatory, as he called it
their lives. Incidentally, too, the ruse of
—he would close his eyes and give free
1
Jerome’s helped materially to the making
rein to his imagination.
“Who knows of what she may now bci of the play.—New York Times.
thinking?" be would then ask himself.*
Spiteful.
“Who knows but that she may even bus-*
She—He says he loves me, yet be has
pect that I am here beside her? Ah. if I
two days,
me
!
known
she only knew how 1 loved her I” And
thej only
Her Friend—Well, perhaps that’s the
temptation would then seize him to rnakej j
some disturbaee in order to attract
reason, dear.

_____
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EARLY
SHOPPING
CHRISTMAS
DO
YOUR
g
I)

putting

That is, do yon believe in signs?
Yon will if you ever have signs
of indigestion. If you want to
remove both signs and indigestion take

a

such

___

Are You

for

attention,

weapon like some make believe sssasI jin, one who fires a revolver loaded with
povdei «t a passing pHnce simply that
about him. IStit the fear
j people »r,ay talk
of displeasing her restrained him. and he
preferred that she should never know
that he loved her rather than to be anre
I that she would never care for him.

til

met which

companion court Sunbeam Thanksgiving
nit?ht. and

girl’s

Giacomo went rapidly np the stairs to
the fifth floor, and when he had reached
the last landing, on which two doors
opened, one at the right and the other at
the left, he paused for a moment, drew a
key from his pocket and for a long time
regarded the left hand door, heaved a
deep sigh and then opened the door on the
right. As he stepped over the sill he turned his head quickly and again gazed longingly at the other door, gave a second
sigh and finally stepped inside. On entering his little room he removed his overcoat. took n chair, placed it beside the
rtnlup nilf tft full rtsilsHMl slip
wall, seated himself thereon astride, light- nUlif nml
ed a cigarette and remained thus, watchwas singing.
ing the clouds of smoke that ascended to
Giacomo naturally sat up likewise, still
the ceiling, every few minutes placing his j in the same position, listening and meear against the wall.
i chanically keeping time with his body to
lie continued to sit there for some
the measure of the melody. When the
time, had smoked more than one ciga- tune was a slow one, all went well, but
his
ear
rette and had repeatedly placed
when it was accelerated his motions beagainst the wall, when his face, hitherto
came dangerous, for the poor, trembling
clouded, suddenly assumed an expression
chair was constrained to execute gymof joy. Some one was moving about in
nastics far beyond its strength. The rethe other room.
pertory of the beautiful brodeuse was
“She has come home,** murmured the most extensive, aud hours thus passed by.
Giacomo truly enchanted with this conyoung man. and. in fact, a sound of
chairs and dishes could now be heard.
cert which he was thus privileged to en“She is preparing supper,” again murjoy.
his
head
mured Giacomo, and. leaning
After awhile, however, the girl began
against the wall, he tried to catch every
arias
to grow weary, and the grand
movement of his neighbor, for, though be
which she had been singing from the first
could not see her, he was happy in feelto the last notes were followed by fraging that she was there and in thus being
ments of songs interrupted now and
able to live next door to her.
again, while the tones of her voice grew
Poor Giacomo! He feared that he
lower and sweeter, and to cavatinas sucshould never again behold her, and this
ceeded "romances” and “reveries/’ Giaone
was indeed a great grief to him. At
como, still seated upon his chair, was not
time he had been accustomed to see her
getting drowsy, but continued to stay
often, for he used to arrange to meet her
there, listeniug to the songs as in a sort
on the stairs, and tnere he was wont to
of dream, mechanically keeping time by
await her coming for hours and on seeing
the swaying of his body to the measure
her approach at a distance of hastily
of the music. Carlotta also was falling
ascending a few steps in order to give her
asleep, but then decided not to go to ln*d
time to arrive, when he would go slowly
till her work was quite finished and so
down stairs, feigning to meet her by
made a supreme effort to shake off the
was
so
overcome
he
chance. But
always
drowsiness that was overpowering her
on beholding her pass by. ever serious and
and in order to do so suddenly began to
reserved, that he would then bow more
sing a wait* with all her might, “Waltz
awkwardly than the most diffident school- of the Boses,” by Metra. Giacomo was
to
his
too
timid
gaze
eyes,
boy and lower
now dreaming. Of course he was dreamupon her. It was all in vain that he told
ing of waltzing and so moved himself
himself to be less shy, to practice bowing,
about, keeping time to the music, but to
to find some pretext to start a conversathis final proof of its strength the chair
make
some
brilliant remark,
tion or to
refused to respond and, with 0 fearful,
tor at the psychological moment all his
screeching sound, gave way, dragging
fine intentions vanished in thin air, and
down in its fall the unfortunate cavalier.
he ended by saluting the girl more awkThis caused such a terrific crash that
wardly than ever and on one of these occaCarlotta, overcome with fright, uttered a
sions by even dropping his hat. Finally,
loud cry, but Giacdmo was silent, for the
in despair of ever succeeding in overcompoor fellow in falling had struck his head
ing his timidity and emotion and fearful
against the bed and now lay stretched
of producing a bad impression, he had reupon the floor in a deep swoon.
nounced the satis/action of seeing her at
When he finally regained consciousness,
all. In this way, thought be, if I cannot
he found himself lying on his bed with
succeed in rendering myself attractive I
his head bandaged, and there beside him,
shall at least be sure of not displeasing
watching over him while embroidering
and
he
then
bis
manner
had
her.
arranged
and seated upon n chair that was neither
of life so as to go out and return simultaold nor shabby, he beheld a lovely young
neously with his fair neighbor and had
girl, aud whom should it be but Carlotta!
thus contented himself with living beside
“How is this?” he exclaimed. “You here,
to
a
certain
inhis
existence
her,
degree
signorina?”
terwoven with hers, while she perhaps
Last night after the
“Yes, signor.
did not suspect that such a person as
commotion caused by your fall, not hearhimself even existed.
1 feared that some
further
sound.
ing any
So he saw her no more, though he now
misfortune had befallen you and so came
knew who she was. Her name was CnrNow.
here and found you in a faint.
lotta. She supported herself by doing
however, j'ou are much better, and in a
embroidery, going out early every mornbe
will
few days you
quite yourself
ing and returning to her home in the
again. But, tell me, how in the world did
evening. Giacomo was filled with admiyou ever happen to fall off your chair in
ration for this courageous and beautiful
so strange a manner?”
girl, who, though all alone In the world,
Giacomo did not reply and blushed
for alone she certainly must be. as she
deeply. But women are quick to divine
received no visitors, should thus resist all
the sentiments that they inspire, and
the temptations that beset her pathway.
Carlotta was not long in reading the
She had come to live in this house the
young man’s htkart.
preceding year. At first he had only
And now Giacomo and Carlotta are
thought of her as a pretty girl and no husband and wife and ns happy as it is
more. Then by degrees, living there thus
possible to be in this world. Carlotta is
beside her, he had ended by always thinkThe
no longer compelled to embroider.
ing of her and by loving her with his
sale of some of her husband’s pictures,
whole heart. If she had only been willing
for he is now beginning to be known, is
to say a word or two to him or if he on
sufficient to provide for them both. They
his side had only had the courage to
are living in a simple but pretty apartspeak, his declaration or rather his pro- ment tastefully furnished and are held in
fession of faith would have been brief,
esteem by all who know them.
high
but conclusive—thus, for instance:
their
causes
however,
One thing,
“Signorina, I love you. Will you be my
friends to wonder. Iu the place of honor,
wife?”
room,
their
center
of
drawing
in the
tiny
But. then, alas. In order to offer his
there stands a great ugly cane chair
hand to the girl it was necessary that the
which is in so rickety a condition that in
hand should contain something, and Giaorder to maintain it in an upright posicomo unfortunately had nothing. He was
tion Carlotta has been compelled to bind
a
painter, one of those artists who it together with cords.—Translated From
“arise” in the end, but who at the time i
the Italian For New York Commercial.
possessed naught save hopes and whose
canvases found no purchasers, so that
One of I.nrry Jerome’s Prnnks.
the poor boy had been compelled to sell
Lawrence B. Jerome, known as Larhis furniture in order to pay his rent.
known
ry Jerome, was one of the best
Nothing now remained save his bed and
of practical jokers and
this wretched, shabby old cane chair that j of the old school
With a friend Mr.
"men about town/’
was only held together by a miracle and
Jerome was watching the progress of a
on which he was now seated, smoking
thriller of the old days, the
and lending an ear to the slightest sound I real heart
plot, of course, revolving a boat the dispoluai pi
1 sition of a mortgage that threatened to
wall.
thwart the happiness of the heroine—the
As the blind who by the sense of toneh
i charming Mrs. John Hoey, in her day as
alone caa give an accurate description of
actress of these times.
the form of any object, thus Giacomo on ! popular as any
at its tmcsest, tne neroine
hearing the rustle of Carlotta’s gown With the plot
the villain triumphant and the
against the furniture by her step, now in despair,
in every way dark for the perseadvancing, now retreating, by the silence outlook
was descending
that from time to time succeeded sound, cuted girl as the curtain
Larry Jerat the end of the third act.
had at last come to “see" her. just a> ;f
ome, with tears rolling down his cheeks,
she was really standing before him, ami
most
and
in
impasrose from his seat
so would say to himself:
sioned tones, his voice broken with sobs,
“Now s’.u* is setting the table."
over the bouse, exclaimed
all
audible
but
“Now she is eating."
j
to his companion:
“Now she has finished."
“By heaven, Tom, I’ll pay that mortthe
“Now she is
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